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Introduction
Lighthouse approach
is a six-level series for primary learners.
It combines a structural grammar-based course with a
functional syllabus to promote communicative language
use in reading, speaking, listening and writing.
introduces and practises the main
grammar and vocabulary items, taking into
consideration learners’ individual needs.

also gives students lots of opportunities to
understand and use the language for themselves and
at their own pace. It promotes interaction through pair
and group work. Students build up their independence
by helping and learning from each other. It establishes
the right kind of environment for all types of students to
enjoy learning English.

Language
presentation

Student’s Book
consists of 9 units with 10 pages each
is clearly organised and consistent
includes a pictionary for all new vocabulary

Stickers
provide dynamic
interaction
with textbook
activities.

Unit opener
presents new words
in such a way that
students discover
their meaning
independently.

opens with a model
sentence and then
is clearly explained
on two pages.

Chant

Time to practise!
gives students
the opportunity to
review the new
structure and
vocabulary.

Pair work
is introduced in
the series as a
special feature so
that students can
communicate with
each other more
effectively.

shows examples of
the new grammar
structures along with
a task for students.

Time to write
helps students
develop
their writing
skills through
manageable,
step-by-step tasks.

Introduction

provides useful
everyday English
expressions
related to the
theme of the unit.

practises
the new
structure and
the grammar
rule.
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Introduction
introduces students
to information
about other cultures
through a series of
motivating texts and
activities.

The lighthouse
keepers’ story
contains texts appropriate to
students’ age, interests and
language level. They are
presented by the
keepers, Joe and Sally. The
texts are fully developed
through Before and After
you read sections.

Pictionary
provides audio
and visual support
to help students to
actively review
the new words in
each unit.

Activity Book
provides grammar and vocabulary reinforcement
the first eight pages of each unit shadow the material covered in the Student’s Book
the last two pages offer self-evaluation tasks and a project to be done with the family

My project

Introduction

Check what
you know!

4

gives family
members an
opportunity to get
involved in students’
learning in an
enjoyable way.

is a part of the Time to check page.
It helps students to evaluate their
progress at the end of each unit.
There is no writing involved, so it is
quick and easy and allows teachers
to identify students who need help.
Students evaluate themselves by
completing the faces:

My spelling
practice
includes crossword puzzles
and wordsearches with
a selection of words from
the unit. In solving them,
studentsreinforce the
written form of vocabulary
taught in each unit.

Teacher’s Book
is very clear and easy to use
includes all the Student’s Book answers in every lesson page
shows reduced pages from the Activity Book with answers

Objectives
lists new vocabulary
with phonetic
transcriptions and a
space to write the words
in your own language.

highlight the
target language
for each unit.

Teaching tip
suggests different
strategies to create
an effective learning
environment.
summarises the
grammar items
taught in the
unit; gives easy
explanations for each
structure.

highlights the
expressions
presented in
the unit.

list competences that
students will accomplish
in every lesson. They focus
on educating the children
as a whole, helping them
also develop interpersonal
and learning to learn
competences, among
others.

The lighthouse
keepers’ story
tells you the title
of the unit story;
the picture of the
lighthouse keepers
relates to the theme
of the unit.

Unit value
can be found in
the
; it is a craft
activity to make
the value more
meaningful to
children.

Introduction

Basic
competences
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Introduction
Activities within the sections
Transcripts

War m-up

are provided for
all the listening
activities except
when the text is
present in the
Student’s Book.

establishes a
nonthreatening
atmosphere in the
classroom.

Wrap-up

indicates the end
of a lesson when
there is more than
one lesson on a
page.

personalises and
consolidates the
language and
concepts practised
in the lesson.

Icons

Teacher’s Book icons
Activity Book

allow for quick
identification
of time and
components
needed for each
activity.

Activity time
Craft activity

Introduction

Teacher’s Resource
CD-ROM

6

Key to phonetic transcripts

Teaching tip
Time for a game
1

Time for a test

Consonants:
p pink
b ball
t talk
d doll
k cave
g give
v vase
T think
ð this
s salt
z zebra
S short

Z
h
tS
dZ
m
n
N
w
r
l
j

treasure
hello
chalk
bridge
man
now
song
with
rock
live
you

Vowels:
I
fish
iÜ tree
œ cat
AÜ car
Å clock
OÜ horse
´ father
U look
uÜ flute
‰Ü bird
e egg

ø
eI
´U
aI
aU
OI
I´
e´
U´

up
train
phone
bike
owl
boy
ear
hair
tour

·
"

divides syllables
stressed syllable

Class CDs
The teachers are provided with a complete
audio set containing all the songs, listening
activities, and stories in each level.

Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM
The Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM contains
a wealth of printable and photocopiable
worksheets divided into sections:
Celebrations
Richmond Primary Reader
Tests
Values
Vocabulary lists
Young Learner and Trinity Exams tips

Celebrations

Tests

can be found in the
;
these three-step activities foster
cooperation and teamwork.
Students work together in
three teams to complete
different parts of each activity.
Then, they assemble the
finished parts to create a
classroom decoration.

can be found in the
;
each test consists of three
pages that evaluate the
grammar and vocabulary,
as well as reading
strategies from the unit.

Student’s CD-ROM
includes lots of fun activities to
do at home to consolidate the
language learned at school

Introduction

Grammar activities
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Scope
Scopeand
andsequence
sequence
Unit

1

Beach: coconut, coral, oyster, palm tree, pearl, seaweed,
shade, shelter, shipwreck, sunburnt
Senses: hearing, sight, smell, taste, touch
Adjectives 1: beautiful, creamy, crunchy, disgusting,
fresh, loud, quiet, rotten, rough, slimy, smooth, sweet

Island
adventures
Sit in the shade or you’ll get burnt! Drink this or you’ll get
thirsty! Don’t touch it or you’ll get ill! Eat this or you’ll get
hungry! Follow her or you’ll get lost!

2
Star
quality

Musical instruments: clarinet, drums, flute,
keyboard, saxophone, trombone, trumpet, tuba,
violin
Musical genres: classical, country, heavy metal,
jazz, pop, rap, rock, samba

I’m exhausted! This work is exhausting. This is really
exciting! I’m very excited! I’m bored. Standing in a
queue is boring. That’s surprising! I’m very surprised.

Scope and sequence

3

8

Cinema

Film jobs: actor, actress, cameraman, extras, film
director, make-up artist, producer, scriptwriter,
stuntman
Film features: acting, costumes, dubbing, original
version, plot, soundtrack, special effects, subtitles

Present perfect: Have you
ever gone sailing?
Have you ever climbed a
volcano? Yes, I have. /
No, I haven’t. She has been a
good friend.
She hasn’t been swimming.
He has talked to a parrot.
He hasn’t been happy.

Polynesia

Yet / already: Have you sung
in public yet? Yes,
I have. / No, I haven’t. He has
already sung in public. She
hasn’t won a competition yet.
Present perfect vs. past
simple: I have already
recorded a CD. I recorded it
last week.

4
Mother Earth

Think green! Don’t panic, it’s organic! Extinction is
forever! Give Earth a chance!

Music from
the inside

Jamaica
Object pronouns: I - me, you
- you, he - him, she - her, it - it,
we - us, they - them
Reported speech (told): She
told them to put on their
costumes. He told her not to
walk too fast.

A town emergency

Great
Britain

Quiet on the set! Roll cameras! Action! Take 1!
Cut and print!

Pollution: exhaust fumes, landfill, litter, oil spill,
sewage, smog, smoke, toxic waste
Collocations 1: eat organic food, pick up litter, plant
trees, produce clean energy, put up solar panels,
save water, use biodegradable products, use public
transport

Takai’s island
paradise

Passive voice (present
simple): Paths are made.
The park is opened.
Where is it made? It’s
made in Sweden. What
is it made of? It’s made
of wood. What are they
made of? They’re made
of plastic.

The clearing

Greenland

Unit

Art
I’d rather use watercolours. She’d rather not go
to the art gallery.

6

Sports facilities: American football field, baseball pitch,
basketball court, bowling alley, boxing ring, football pitch,
golf course, hockey arena, swimming pool, tennis court
Sports equipment: baseball glove, basketball hoop, diving
board, goal, golf club, helmet, hockey puck, hockey stick,
tennis racket, volleyball net

Sports
Home run! Touchdown! Goal! Hole in one! Game point!

7
Healthy
body

The body: blood, bones, brain, heart, intestines, kidneys,
liver, lungs, muscles, skin
Verbs: chew, cough, have the hiccups, scratch, sneeze,
snore, swallow, yawn

He’s got butterflies in his stomach. That costs an arm and
a leg! You’re pulling my leg! He’s got a really sweet tooth.

8
In the news

TV programmes: cartoon, documentary, drama, news,
quiz show, soap opera, talk show, traffic report, weather
report
The news: breaking news, exclusive interview, latest
headlines, live coverage, newsreader, overseas
correspondent, special report
Can I change the channel? Turn up the volume. Turn down
the volume. What’s on next? What channel is it on?

9
Award
ceremony

Personal qualities: courage, forgiveness, honesty, loyalty,
patience, responsibility
Adjectives 2: courageous, forgiving, honest, loyal, patient,
responsible
Collocations 2: cheat in an exam, get even, look up to,
stand up for, tell a lie, tell on someone, tell the truth
I can’t decide. I can’t make up my mind.
You decide. It’s up to you.

Relative clauses: The
people who visited the
The art competition
exhibition were shocked.
Monet painted pictures
that were full of colour.
The house where he lived
is now a museum.
Reported speech (past
simple): They said they
liked the gallery. She said
she was tired. He said he France
couldn’t paint like that!
For / since: How long
have you lived here?
I’ve lived here for three
Marathon heroes
years. How long has he
played basketball? He’s
played since January
2008.
Need to: Do you need to
wear a helmet? Yes, I do.
/ No, I don’t. What does
he need to do? He needs
to do exercise at the gym. Scotland
He doesn’t need to wear
a helmet.
First conditional: If
you brush your teeth
longer, your mouth will
be cleaner. If you don’t
eat enough protein, your
muscles will be weak.
Reflexive pronouns:
Oops, I cut myself.
We’re going to enjoy
ourselves.

Mosquito trouble

China

Passive (past simple):
The bank wasn’t robbed
by three men. The
thieves were arrested by
the police. Was the gorilla
seen by a woman? Yes, it
was. / No, it wasn’t.
Were any people hurt?
Yes, they were. / No,
they weren’t. When was USA
it captured? After nine
o’clock.
Second conditional: If I
found a mobile phone,
I would give it to a
teacher. I would stand
up for a friend if it was
necessary. If you were a
teacher, would you give
homework? How would
you make your students
happy if you were a
teacher?

Scope and sequence

5

Art supplies: canvas, digital camera, easel, flash, lens,
oil paints, pastels, spray paint, watercolours
Art forms: abstract, collage, landscape, mosaic, mural,
portrait, self-portrait, still life

One good turn...

The United
Nations

9

Level 6

Call my bluff
Divide the class into teams. Give each team a
word and a written definition of its meaning. Each
team writes two false definitions of the word. Then,
they read their word and the three definitions
to the class. The other teams guess which is the
correct meaning. The first team to guess correctly
wins a point.

Catch me if you can
Materials: Five sheets of paper rolled up into a
ball.
Divide the class into five groups and give each
group a ball. Tell the class what they are going to
say every time they get the ball. Then, one student
in each group says the sentence you indicate
and throws the ball to another member of his /
her group. This student says his / her sentence
and throws the ball to another student. Students
continue until all the members of each group have
participated.

Time for a game

Correct it!

10

Divide the class into teams. Write a word,
phrase or sentence on the board. Each team
must decide if it is correct or not. If it is not correct,
they must identify the mistake and correct it.
Teams get a point if they guess correctly that a
word, phrase or sentence is correct or incorrect.
They get another point if they can correct it. The
team with the most points at the end wins.

Dance it!
Divide students into teams. They invent a dance
action to represent a scene of a story or other
information in the unit. The first team to guess
what it is wins a point. Continue with other teams.

Escape artist!
Divide students into teams. Together, they mime
that they are trying to escape from something. The
first team to guess what it is wins a point. Continue
with other teams.

Invisible drawings
Draw a word or sentence in the air. Students
guess what it is. Divide the class into five groups.
Students take turns drawing words or sentences in
the air and guessing what they are.

Making faces
Students make faces to represent language or
situations in the book. Other students on their team
guess what they are showing. They continue until
all students have participated.

Mime it!
Divide students into teams. Together, they mime a
word, phrase or sentence. The first team to guess
what it is wins a point. Continue with other teams.

Slow motion
Divide students into pairs. One student starts
acting out a word, phrase or dialogue with the
other student in slow motion as he / she speaks.
The other student continues the dialogue or says
another word or phrase in slow motion.

Spelling race
Divide students into teams and get them to form
lines at the board. The first student from each team
takes a board pen. The second spells a word to
him / her. Then, they go to the end of the line. The
third student checks the word and marks it with 3
if it is correct. If not, he / she corrects it. Students
continue in this pattern until their team has got five
words on the board. The first team with five correct
words wins.

Associated reading
Richmond Primary Readers

Richmond Interactive Digital Practice Tests
Interactive activities and tests in the
Interactive Digital Practice Tests Book
that can help prepare students for
the Flyers Young Learners Exams.

Associated reading

The reader recommended for this level is
Footprints in the forest . This is available in
book format and also as an APP. There are
photocopiable worksheets available in the
Lighthouse 6 Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM,
along with teacher’s notes and answers. These
worksheets together with the reader’s audio
are also available at www.richmond.com.ar
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1

Island adventures

Objectives:
•
•
•
•

learn the names of things at the beach
learn words to talk about the senses
learn to use the present perfect with ever
learn expressions with get

Beach
coconut
coral
oyster
palm tree
pearl
seaweed
shade
shelter
shipwreck
sunburnt

/"k´UÖk´Önøt/
/"kÅÖr´l/
/"OIÖst´/
/pAÜm triÜ/
/p‰Ül/
/"siÜÖwiÜd/
/SeId/
/"SelÖt´/
/"SIpÖrek/
/"sønÖb‰Ünt/

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

/"hI´ÖrIN/
/saIt/
/smel/

____________
____________
____________

Senses
hearing
sight
smell

taste
touch

/teIst/
/tøtS/

____________
____________

/"bjuÜÖt´Öf´l/
/"kriÜÖmI/
/"krønÖtSI/
/"dIsÖ"gøsÖtIN/
/freS/
/laUd/
/"kwaIÖ´t/
/"rÅÖt´n/
/røf/
/"slaIÖmI/
/smuÜ∏/
/swiÜt/

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

Adjectives 1
beautiful
creamy
crunchy
disgusting
fresh
loud
quiet
rotten
rough
slimy
smooth
sweet

Present perfect

Unit 1

We use the present perfect to talk about actions that
people did at some time in the past. The emphasis is
on the fact that the action was done rather than when
it happened. In this unit, we use the question Have
you ever + the past participle to ask about actions
people have done. We answer with short answers:

12

Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t. We talk about actions we
did or did not do by using the subject + the verb
have + the past participle: She has been on TV. In this
unit, we also talk about regular and irregular past
participles. Regular participles end in -ed: walked,
climbed, etc. Irregular participles have other forms:
had, been, eaten.

The lighthouse keepers’ story

In this section, students will learn phrases and
short exchanges used in everyday life.
In this unit, students will learn different
expressions with get.
• Sit in the shade or you’ll get burnt!
• Drink this or you’ll get thirsty.
• Don’t touch it or you’ll get ill!
• Eat this or you’ll get hungry!
• Follow her or you’ll get lost.

Takai’s island paradise

We all remember things differently. Some people
have a good visual memory while others find
that hearing things helps them remember.
Some people remember tastes or smells, while
others associate an item with what it feels like.
Encouraging students to use their different
senses can help them to remember new words.
You can do this by inviting students to close their
eyes. Then say a word – for example, coconut.
Tell the class to imagine they are looking at a
coconut. Where is it? Is the sun shining? What
colour is the coconut? Ask the questions quietly,
and just have students think about the answers.
Then tell them to imagine they are touching
the coconut. What does it feel like? Is it rough or
smooth? Heavy or light? Next, invite them to hold
the coconut to their ear. What can they hear?
After that, have them smell the coconut. What
does it smell like? Does the smell remind them of
anything? Finally, tell them to imagine they are
eating the coconut. What does it taste like? Is it
cold or warm? Are they enjoying it? When you
finish, ask the class to open their eyes. Say the
word coconut again and invite students to say
which of the impressions was the strongest for
them.

Value: Celebrating your achievements
Celebrating your achievements means
congratulating yourself when you do something
well.

Make a wall of fame.

Basic competences
In this unit, students will develop:
• Competence in Autonomy and personal
initiative by making a wall of fame to
celebrate their achievements  (TB p. 13 )
• Linguistic competence by identifying and
learning vocabulary related to being a
castaway as well as functional language for
giving advice (SB p. 4).
• Linguistic competence by consolidating
knowledge of vocabulary regarding the five
senses and giving advice in a semi-controlled
speaking activity (SB p. 5).
• Competence in Processing digital information
in the classroom by listening to a recorded
conversation and filling in a chart with
information from the dialogue (SB p. 6).
• Social and citizenship competence by
participating in pair work while asking and
answering questions about past experiences
in a gap-filling activity (SB p. 7).
• Competence in Autonomy and personal
initiative by completing a questionnaire and
identifying how adventurous they are (SB p.
8).
• Mathematical competence by ordering
the different parts of an informal letter
numerically (SB p. 9).
• Linguistic competence by listening to and
reading a story while looking at drawings that
support contextual information (SB p. 10).
• Cultural and Artistic competence by reading
the story Takai’s island paradise which
highlights the role of the sea in the history of
Polynesia and its people (SB p. 11).
• Competence in Knowledge and interaction
with the physical world by reading and
listening to a text about Polynesia. (SB p. 12)
• Competence in Learning to learn by
reviewing key unit concepts and revision
techniques in the Time to Check, Pictionary
and My Spelling Practice sections before
doing a final test (SB p. 13).

Unit 1

Teaching tip
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1

Island adventures

1 	Listen and circle the correct
1.1
15’
option.
Invite the class to count the people in the picture.
Ask where they are: on a beach. Then get students
to look at picture 1 and the words that go with it.
Tell them they will hear a sentence with one of the
words. They should circle the word that they hear.
Point out that the words have got similar sounds
and that they will need to listen very carefully. Play
track 1.1. Students listen and circle the correct word
for each illustration. Finally, ask why the people are
on the island: Because they were in a shipwreck.
Invite students to explain in their own words what a
shipwreck is.

number four. oyster: o-y-s-t-e-r.
number five. pearl: p-e-a-r-l.

number six. sunburnt: s-u-n-b-u-r-n-t.
number seven. coral: c-o-r-a-l.
number eight. shade: s-h-a-d-e.

number nine. coconut: c-o-c-o-n-u-t.
number ten. seaweed: s-e-a-w-e-e-d.

Listen and repeat.

10’

Play track 1.3 and get students to repeat the words.
Then write a scrambled new vocabulary word on the
board. Students say and spell it correctly. Continue
in the same way with the remaining words.
track

track

1.3

1.3

narrator: listen and repeat.

1.1

narrator: listen and circle the correct option.

narrator: 	number one. the peterson family was in a
shipwreck.

narrator: shipwreck

			
			

shelter

oyster

pearl

palm tree

coral

shade

coconut

seaweed

sunburnt

number two. they built a shelter.

number three. the shelter is near a big palm tree.
number four. a girl is holding an oyster.
number five. she is looking for a pearl.

Unit 1 - Student’s Book page 4

number six. a boy is sitting on the beach. his face is
sunburnt.
number seven. he is looking at some coral.
number eight. a man is sitting in the shade.
number nine. he is drinking from a coconut.
number ten. a woman is in the sea. she is picking up
seaweed.

14

Answer Key:

Listen and check.

5’

Additional homework

AB page 4
ex. 1

In their notebooks, students draw a scene on
an island and label the items they include.

20’

1.2

5’

Spell your name to the class. Then invite some
volunteers to spell their names. Play track 1.2.
Students listen and check their answers for the
previous activity. Finally, have some volunteers say
and spell the words.
1.2
narrator: listen and check.
narrator:	number one. shipwreck: s-h-i-p-w-r-e-c-k.
number two. shelter: s-h-e-l-t-e-r.
number three. palm tree: p-a-l-m t-r-e-e.
track

Assign homework

Invite the class to describe the first picture. Then
have them read all the expressions silently.
When they finish, elicit what is similar about
the expressions: They all contain the word get.
Next, invite volunteers to read the expressions
aloud. Ask them to say which picture each one
goes with and why. After that, divide the class
into pairs. One student mimes a command (wear
a hat), and the other says the get expression.
Finally, they switch roles and play again.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 4
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students write and use
magazine cutouts to illustrate three of the get
expressions.

2

Read and draw the paths.

Answer Key:

5’

Ask the class to identify the parts of the body. Explain
that each of these corresponds to a sense. We use
our senses to get information about the world. Then
read the first instruction and have students draw the
path to the corresponding body part and sense that
go with it: mouth and tongue / taste. Mime the action
of tasting something. Next, have them draw paths
for the remaining items. Finally, read the instructions
aloud and elicit the senses. Students mime the actions.

Answer Key:

Listen and repeat.

1.5

5’

Play track 1.5. Students listen and repeat several
times. When they finish, invite volunteers to make
faces that correspond to the adjectives for the class to
guess the words.
track

1.5

narrator: listen and repeat.
narrator:	sight

smooth

creamy

1.4

hearing

rotten

fresh

beautiful

loud

slimy

taste

quiet

Look and complete.

10’

Tell students to identify the pictures: a sunset, a snail,
an apple, an ice cream, waves. Then elicit what
adjective would complete the sentence next to the
sunset: beautiful. Tell the class to complete the rest of
the sentences individually. Finally, check by inviting
volunteers to read their answers aloud.

Answer Key:

Look at the sunset. It’s beautiful!
Touch the snail. It’s slimy.
Sniff the apple. It’s rotten.
Try some ice cream. It’s sweet.
Listen to the waves. They’re loud.

1.4

narrator:	listen and complete the table.
man:

rough

touch
sweet

10’

Tell students to look at the table and name the senses
that each body part represents. Then get them to read
the words in the box silently. Elicit the meaning of any
words they know. Play track 1.4 and invite students
to listen to what is happening: Two people are on an
island. They’re talking about how different things feel,
taste, sound, etc. Next, play the CD again, pausing
after each item. Elicit which item the speakers are
talking about: a coconut, the coconut milk, an oyster,
etc. Play the CD a third time and ask students to write
the adjectives from the box in the correct column.
Students check in pairs. After that, elicit or explain the
meaning of each word. Finally, ask students to suggest
which of the words can be used with different senses:
beautiful – sight, hearing; rotten – smell, taste, etc.
track

smell

		look, i found a coconut! touch it with
your hand.
girl: 		
oh, it feels smooth.
man: 		
here, try some.
girl: 		mmm! it tastes sweet and creamy. it’s
a little crunchy, too. what’s that? it´s
not smooth like a coconut. it feels very
rough.
man: 		it’s an oyster. open it and tell me what
you see inside.
girl: 		ugh! it looks disgusting. and it feels slimy.
is it ok to eat?
man: 		hold it under your nose and sniff it. does
it smell rotten?
girl: 		
no, it smells fresh.
man: 		
yes, it’s ok.
girl: 		look at the stars! they’re beautiful!
man: 		wow! it’s so quiet! i can’t hear anything.
girl: 		yeah, in the city, we hear lots of really
loud noises.

10’

Make up dialogues with your friend.
Invite a pair of volunteers to read the dialogue
aloud. Elicit that it is a warning because the
pot is very hot. Point out the expression with
get. Then divide the class into pairs. Students
make up similar dialogues about the remaining
photos.
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3 Listen and complete the table.

disgusting

crunchy
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Assign homework

5’

Additional homework  

AB page 5

Pictionary pages 94 and 95. Students identify the
pictures and write the corresponding words. Then
they write a sentence for each. Finally, they listen
to the words in this unit’s section of the CD in class.

I have eaten snails!
1

Listen and mark (3 or 7).

1.6

10’

Invite students to describe the scene: Two children
are on holiday, eating crabs. Elicit their names:
Brian, Alex. Read the items in the table. Explain
meaning as necessary. Tell students to listen and
mark affirmative statements with a 3 and negative
statements with a 7 . Play track 1.6. Students listen
and mark the table. Check by reading the items and
the children’s names aloud. Students say Yes or No.
1.6
narrator: listen and mark.
girl:
have you ever eaten crab before, brian?
boy:
yes, i have. have you, alex?
girl:
no, i haven’t.
boy: 	hey, it’s getting late. where are we sleeping
tonight?
girl:
here, in this shelter.
boy:
i’ve never slept in a shelter before.
girl:
i have, lots of times.
boy:
what are we going to do tomorrow?
girl:
in the morning, we’re going to go canoeing.
boy: 	good! i love canoeing! have you ever gone
canoeing?
girl: 	yes, i have. and in the afternoon, we’re
going to climb a volcano.
boy:
have you ever climbed a volcano?
girl: 	yes, i have. i climbed one last year. it was
lots of fun!
boy:
i haven’t.
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Answer Key:

Assign homework

AB page 6
ex. 4

5’

Additional homework  
In their notebooks, students draw a cartoon of a
reporter asking a person one of the questions.

2

Listen and chant.

1.7

15’

Have students close their books. Write on the board:
snails, raft, tree. Elicit verbs that can go with the words:
snails – touch, eat / raft – see, go / tree – climb, smell,
etc. Play track 1.7. Students listen for the verbs that were
used with those words. Next, they open their books. Play
the CD again. Students listen and follow along in their
books. Then divide the class into two groups. Play the
CD one last time. Groups chant alternate lines. Finally,
they switch roles and do the chant again.
15’

Invite two volunteers to read the first question and
possible answers aloud. Draw a wavy line on the
board and label it Your life. At the right end of the
line, write Now. Run your finger along the line and
say: Have you ever swum in the ocean? Explain
that we use this form to talk about whether things
have or have not happened at some moment of
your life. We are not interested in exactly when
they happened. The result is important to us in the
present. Tell the class that we call this tense the
present perfect. We make questions in the present
perfect with Have/Has + subject + ever + the past
participle form of the verb. Elicit the past participle
in the example: gone. Finally, have two volunteers
read the second question and possible answers
aloud. Elicit the past participle: climbed.

Ask and answer questions
with your friend. 10’
Read and stick.

10’

Tell students that they will form the same questions as
the children did with the help of the stickers. Tell them
to use the stickers for activity 1 on page 6. Get them to
stick the words in the spaces.

Answer Key:

Have you ever eaten crab?
Have you ever slept in a shelter?
Have you ever gone canoeing?
Haver you ever climbed a volcano?

Tell the class to identify the pictures. Then tell
them to ask questions with past participles about
the picture. Divide the class into pairs. Students
take turns asking and answering questions about
the remaining pictures.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 6
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students write a question and
an answer with a past participle. Then they
illustrate them.

3

Read and circle True or False.

15’

Ask the class to describe the picture. Then write on the
board: What’s the man’s name? Where is he? What’s the
parrot’s name? Tell students to read the text quickly to
find answers to these questions. When they have the
answers, they should raise their hands. Elicit answers:
Robin / on an island / Polly. Next, invite volunteers
to read the statements underneath the picture. Have
students read the text slowly to see whether the
statements are True or False. They circle the correct
option. Check by inviting volunteers to read the
sentences aloud and say whether they are true or false.

	Underline the verbs in the present
perfect. 5’
Elicit the first verb in the present perfect in the letter:
have walked. Tell students to underline it. Remind
them that the present perfect has always got two
parts: have / has and the past participle. Then tell
the class to underline the rest of the verbs. Check by
inviting volunteers to read the verbs aloud.

Answer Key:

Assign homework

AB page 7
ex. 1

5’

Additional homework

Students find three more regular and irregular
past participles in a dictionary and write them in
their notebooks.

10’

Invite a volunteer to read the first example aloud.
Ask what the tense is: the present perfect. Remind
students when we use the present perfect and
how we form it: to talk about something that
happened before now. The exact time in the past
is not important. We form it with subject + have /
has + past participle. Finally, have volunteers
read the other three examples aloud and say
what the past participles are for each.

Complete the sentences.

10’

Invite a volunteer to complete the first sentence:
She has gone climbing. Then have students
write the rest of the sentences. Check by inviting
volunteers to read the completed sentences aloud.
1. She has gone climbing.
2. She hasn’t had a nice holiday.
3. She has learnt to catch fish.
4. She hasn’t been healthy.

Classify the verb forms.

5’

Tell the class to read the titles on the coconuts. Then
elicit one participle for each: walked, found. Next,
have students write past participles from the text in
the correct coconut. When they finish, ask volunteers
to read the verbs aloud. Explain that irregular verbs
form the past participle in different ways and that it is
necessary to learn each one individually.

Answer Key:

Regular -ed form
walked, looked, lived, helped
Irregular form
found, said, had, been

Pair

work

15’

Divide the class into pairs: student A and student
B. Student A looks at page 112 and student B looks
at page 116. Tell them to mark three things their
explorer has done. Next, students ask and answer
questions about the explorers. When they finish,
get them to compare the information they have
marked with their partner.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 7
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students write My life
experiences. Then they draw pictures of four things
they have done. They write a sentence under each
picture: I have eaten pasta. I have visited Rome. I
have ridden a bike. I have slept on a beach.
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Answer Key:
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Time to practise!
20’
Call my bluff (see page 10)
Play Call my bluff with present perfect
sentences. Have fun!

1

Read and circle the correct option.

20’

Invite a volunteer to read the title aloud: How
adventurous are you? Ask the class to give examples of
TV or film characters they think are adventurous. Then
tell them to look at the text. Elicit that it is a questionnaire
about people’s personalities. Next, have students read
the questions and circle the options individually. When
they finish, tell them to read the Key. After that, get
them to compare their answers with a friend. Finally,
invite them to talk about things which they have always
wanted to try but were afraid to do. read the text
sentence by sentence.

Answer Key:
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1.8

15’

Invite a volunteer to read the chorus of the song
aloud. Ask the class what they think it means. Accept
all answers. Then play track 1.8. Students listen and
follow along in their books. Confirm the meaning of
the chorus: It‘s important to be active in life. Don’t just
stay at home. Go out and explore the world. Next,
divide the class into two groups. Play the CD again.
Groups take turns singing the verses. The whole class
sings the chorus. When they finish, groups switch
roles and sing the song again.

Answer Key:
Student’s own answers.

Assign homework

10’

AB page 8
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students write three more
questions to find out how adventurous people
are. Then they illustrate each of the questions.
10’

Additional homework

18

Sing a song.

Additional homework

Student’s own answers.

Assign homework

2

AB page 8
ex. 1

In their notebooks, students stick three pictures
of people they think are adventurous. Then they
write a sentence for each person: Harrison Ford
has flown a helicopter. Encourage them to use
dictionaries to find appropriate participles.

Time to write
Read and number the categories.

10’

Ask students: Have you ever written a letter to
someone? Who did you write to? Have you ever
received a letter from someone? Who was it from?
Then invite them to read the letter. Ask who the writer
is and who she is writing to: Amy is writing to Kelly.
Have them say why Amy is writing: She is telling Kelly
about her holiday. Next, point out the numbers next
to each paragraph and tell students that these mark
the parts of the letter. After that, have them read and
number the categories underneath the letter. Check by
inviting a volunteer to read the categories aloud in the
correct order. Finally, explain that this is the order we
normally follow when we write a letter to a friend.

Answer Key:

Tell students to read the words in the box. While they
are doing this, write the categories on the board.
Then elicit which words go with each category and
write them on the board: Greeting – Dear. Current
activities – tropical island, fantastic, catch fish, eat
exotic fruits. Recent activities – ran away from a big
bird, slept in a hammock. Closing – See you, Love.
Explain that when students write their letter, they can
include more information if they want. Next, tell them
to write their letter. When they finish, encourage them
to compare what they have written with a friend.

Bulletin board idea

1. Greeting
2. Current activities
3. Recent activities
4. Closing

Label each extract with the categories.

2 	In your notebook, write a letter to a
friend using the words in the box. 15’

10’

Tell the class to read the first extract. Elicit what
category it belongs to: Current activities. Then have
them read and label the rest of the extracts. Check by
asking them to read the extracts aloud and say the
category for each one. Finally, point out the following
for the different categories: Greeting – the different
ways to start a letter. Current activities – you say what
you are doing or you describe the place where you are.
Recent activities – you describe what happened in the
days prior to writing the letter. Closing – the different
ways to end a letter.

15’

Material: Poster paper, scissors, colouring pencils,
drawing pins, glue per group.
Divide the class into four groups. Hand out the
poster paper, scissors and colouring pencils. Then
tell one group to draw and cut out a map of a desert
island and label it. Another group draws and labels
animals that live on the island. The third group
draws and labels the animals that live in the sea
around the island. The last group draws four family
members who have been shipwrecked on the
island. When they finish, the first group pins their
map to the bulletin board. Other groups cut out their
drawings and stick them onto the map. Finally, the
class suggests a short list of the family’s experiences:
They’ve been in a shipwreck. They’ve built a shelter.
They’ve found some coconuts.

Assign homework

5’

AB page 9
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The lighthouse keepers’ story
Before you read

10’

Listen and number the
1.8
pictures.
Tell students to look at the pictures and describe
what they see. Then play track 1.9. Students
listen and number the pictures. Check by
drawing five rectangles in a line on the
board and pointing to each. Students say the
corresponding number.
track

and follow along in their books. Finally, point to the
different sentences on the board and invite the class
to say if they are true or false.

Now read the story in groups.

10’

Divide the class into groups of four. Students in each
group take turns reading aloud one paragraph of
the story. When they finish, get them to switch roles
and read the story again. Finally, invite volunteers to
read the story to the class.

1.9

narrator: listen and number the pictures.
narrator: number one. a type of boat.
it’s a canoe. c-a-n-o-e.

	number two. the movement of water in the
sea. they’re currents. c-u-r-r-e-n-t-s.
number three. you can use it to catch food.
it’s a spear. s-p-e-a-r.
number four. you use it to move a boat.
it’s an oar. o-a-r.
number five. a bird that lives near the sea.
it’s a seagull. s-e-a-g-u-l-l.

Listen again and label.

1.9

10’

Unit 1 - Student’s Book page 10

Play track 1.9 again. Students listen and write
the names of the objects. When they finish, say
the numbers aloud and get students to say and
spell the words.

20

Answer Key:

1 	Listen to the first part of the
1.10
15’
story.
Invite a volunteer to read the title of the story aloud.
Then have the class look at the picture. Ask them to
say what they can see. Next, tell them to close their
books. Write these sentences on the board: The man
in the canoe is the boy’s uncle. The man and the
boy are trying to catch fish. They see an eagle in the
sky. After that, play track 1.10. Students listen and
decide if the sentences are true or false. When you
finish, elicit answers but do not say if they are right
or wrong. Then play the CD again. Students listen

Assign homework

10’

Additional homework

AB page 10

In their notebooks, students draw and colour
one of the scenes from the story and label it:
(Takai in the canoe with his father.)

2 	
Listen to the second part
1.11
10’
of the story.

Value: Celebrating your achievements

Now read the story in groups.

10’

Divide the class into groups of three. Students take
turns reading the story aloud. When they finish,
tell two of the students in each group to close their
books. The other student reads part of his/her extract
aloud, changing one or two pieces of information.
The other students correct the information.

After you read

10’

Complete the sentences.
Invite a volunteer to read the
beginning of the first sentence aloud. Then,
elicit the missing information: There were
no fish. / There was nothing to take back to
the village. Ask students to read aloud the
sentences where they found the information.
After that, have them complete the sentence
and do the rest of the items. Finally, check
by asking volunteers to read the completed
sentences aloud.

Answer Key:

Make a wall of fame.

15’

Materials: One photocopy of craft templates 1a,
1b and 1c per student (see the Values Section
on the Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM), crayons,
scissors, glue, paint, glitter.
Ask students to give some examples of things
they have done that they are proud of. When
they finish, elicit what activity types they have
mentioned: sports, art, schoolwork, helping
other people, music. Next, tell the class to
choose one of the types and think of their
greatest achievement. After that, hand out craft
templates 1a, 1b and 1c.
Students colour and cut out the templates and
stick them together to form a star. Then ask
them to write a sentence about their greatest
achievement on the label. Next, they use paint
to put their handprints on their star. When it
dries, they stick the label onto the star. They can
decorate their star with glitter. Remind them to
write their name on the star. Finally, display the
stars on the bulletin board and invite students
to read about their friends’ achievements.
Remind the class that we all make mistakes
and that it is important to learn from them. But
it is also important to celebrate our successes!

Assign homework

AB page 11

5’
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Invite students to say what happened in the first
part of the story. Then play track 1.11. Students listen
and follow along in their books. When they finish,
have them say in their own words what happened to
Takai and his father.

21

Warm-up: Let’s talk about Polynesia 10’
Materials: A map of the world, photos of
Pacific atolls, a coral reef, some Polynesian people.
Display the map and invite a volunteer to point
to the Pacific Ocean. Elicit the names of some
countries that border the Pacific Ocean: Chile,
Japan, Australia, etc. Next, explain that the Pacific
Ocean is the biggest ocean on Earth. The islands in
the middle of the Pacific are called Polynesia. After
that, pass around the photos of the Pacific atolls.
Explain that most atolls in the Pacific were formed
Read and label.

from volcanoes. They have usually got a coral reef
around them and mountains in the middle. Palm
trees and jungles grow there. Next, pass around
the photo of the coral reef. Explain that a reef is a
colony of millions of tiny creatures and that many
different varieties of fish live there. Finally, pass
around the photos of Polynesian people. Explain
that Polynesian people traditionally live in wooden
houses with roofs made of grass. They earn a living
from fishing and agriculture.

Answer Key:

10’

Students read the text and label the islands at
the points of the triangle. Check by drawing a
triangle on the board and pointing to different
places inside the triangle. Students say the names
of the islands.
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Listen and stick.
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1.12

10’

Tell the students to use the stickers for Light up the
world on page 12. Invite students to say what they
see in each one. Then play track 1.12. Students
listen and stick the pictures in the corresponding
spaces. Check by asking which picture goes with
each island. Finally, encourage them to say if they
would like to visit Polynesia and why.
track

1.12

narrator: listen and stick.

narrator: 	some of the polynesian islands are

Colour and discover the painting.

10’

Tell the class to look at the picture. Point out how the
numbers correspond to different colours. Then have
students colour the painting. When they finish, encourage
them to compare their work with a friend‘s. Finally, ask
them what they can see in the painting: a dog, two women.

Answer Key:

very famous. tahiti is famous for its

traditional dancing. men and women
wear skirts made of grass and dance to
the sound of drums. most of the dances

tell a story.
	the hawaiian islands have beautiful
beaches, active volcanoes and tropical
forests. if you love going to the beach,
you’ll love hawaii!
	typical samoan houses, called fales,
haven’t got walls. at night or in bad
weather, people roll down curtains
made of palm leaves.
	maori warriors from new zealand used
to paint their faces to look ferocious
in battle. they tried to intimidate their

enemies by sticking out their tongues and

shouting.
	most people in fiji earn their living from
agriculture. sugar is the most important
crop in fiji. people also grow coconuts,
rice and sweet potatoes.

AB page 12

15’

Check what you know!
Divide the class into pairs. Tell them to open their
books to page 4. Give them a few moments to look
at the words, then have them close their books.
Students take turns tracing the words on their
partner's back with their finger. Their partner
says the words. Finally, ask the class to complete
the faces according to how they feel about what
they know.

Read and stick the missing parts.

remember that the world is full of bright and happy
things, too. Sooner or later the cloud will move
away, and we will feel good again.

5’

Tell students to read the text quickly and say what it is
about: Rapa Nui and its stone statues. Refer them to
the picture and explain that this is one of the statues.
Then tell students to use the stickers for Light up the
world on page 13. Students read the text and stick the
missing parts. When they finish, encourage them to
compare their work with a friend‘s. After that, check
by inviting volunteers to read the completed text
aloud. Then ask students to use their own words to
say what they have learned about Rapa Nui. Finally,
have the class look at the Did you know? text. Ask a
student to read the sentence aloud. Explain that the
first Europeans who arrived on Rapa Nui were from
Holland. They were looking for a lost continent that
they thought existed in the Pacific. They reported that
the local people were very friendly and gave them
presents of bananas and chickens. The local people
were very interested in the European ships and made
many visits to the ships to inspect them.

Answer Key:

Chinese whispers (see page 10) 10’
Now play Chinese whispers with the
language from this unit. Have fun!

Assign homework

5’

My project

AB
page 13

Make a memory game.
Materials: A paper plate, felt-tip pens and an
elastic band per student.
Invite the class to look at My project and tell
them the main materials for the craft. Point out
the icons and explain the additional materials
that they need. Then go through each step
with them. Finally, remind them that they can
do their project with the help of their family.

A friendly reminder
It is advisable to create a stress-free and
supportive environment for taking a test.
Before students are assessed, they should review the
unit vocabulary with My spelling practice on page
94 and the Time to check section on page 12 in the
Activity Book. During the evaluation:
• read the instructions for the first activity with
students
• read the example and clarify doubts
• ask a volunteer for another example
• assign time to complete the activity
• read the instructions for the next activity, etc.

Unscramble to discover a Polynesian saying.
Divide the class into pairs. Students unscramble
the words and write the saying. Check by asking
a volunteer to read the saying aloud.

Answer Key:
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A small cloud can hide many stars.

Discuss its meaning with a friend.

5’
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1

10’

Tell students to talk about what they think the saying
means. Invite volunteers to give their ideas. Elicit
that even when everything looks dark, we should

2

Star quality

Objectives:

•
•
•
•

learn the names of musical instruments and musical genres
practise ways to describe events and talk about how we feel
talk about accomplishments with yet and already
say when the accomplishments took place using the past simple

Musical instruments
clarinet
drums
flute
keyboard
saxophone
trombone
trumpet
tuba
violin

/klœÖrIÖ"net/
/drømz/
/fluÜt/
/"kiÜÖbOÜd/
/"sœkÖs´Öf´Un/
/trÅmÖb´Un/
/trømÖpIt/
/"tjuÜÖb´/
/vaIÖ´Ö"lIn/

Musical genres
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

/"klœÖsIÖk´l/
/"kønÖtrI/
/ÆheÖvI "meÖt´l/
/dZœz/
/pÅp/
/rœp/
/rÅk/
/"sœmÖb´/

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

Yet / Already

Present perfect and past simple

We use yet and already with the present perfect to
talk about whether or not we have done an activity
by the present time. We use yet with questions and
negative answers: Have you sung in public yet? She
hasn’t gone to Germany yet. Yet always goes at the
end of the sentence. We use already with affirmative
sentences: They’ve already recorded a CD. Already
goes after the auxiliary have and before the past
participle form of the verb. In this unit, we use yet
and already to talk about accomplishments.

We use the present perfect to talk about
accomplishments in the past. The emphasis is not
on when an activity happened, but rather that it
did or did not happen. We use the past simple to
give specific information about when an activity
happened. We can use both tenses together to
show that we did an activity and explain when it
happened.

Unit 2
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classical
country
heavy metal
jazz
pop
rap
rock
samba

The lighthouse keepers’ story
Music from the inside
In this section, students will learn phrases and
short exchanges used in everyday life.
In this unit, students will learn and practise
expressions for describing events and talking
about how we feel.
• I’m exhausted! This work is exhausting.
• This is really exciting! I’m very excited!
• I’m bored. Queueing is boring.
• That’s surprising! I’m very surprised.

Children love songs. In fact, being able to
understand songs in English is one of the main
reasons why many children are interested
in learning English. But, apart from their
motivational value, there are other reasons to
use songs in the classroom. Songs help to make
learning memorable. They are an excellent way
of practising stress and rhythm. Being able to
sing a song in English builds confidence. And
songs are full of “chunks” of language that
students learn almost without realizing.
Lighthouse includes a song in every unit, but
you may sometimes want to use a song that your
students are listening to outside the classroom. If
you do, invite your class to suggest a list of songs.
Always make sure you listen carefully to the
song first. Popular songs often contain language
or refer to topics that are inappropriate for
English lessons. Ask the students who suggested
the song to bring in pictures of the singer and to
tell the rest of the class a little about the singer‘s
life. Then you can write the title of the song on
the board and ask students to predict what they
think it will be about, or what words the singer
will use. While they listen, you can get them to
reorder the lines of the song, or fill in the blanks.
As a follow-up, you can write one verse of the
song on the board and have students sing it.
Rub out the words one by one until the class is
singing from memory. There are many ways
to use songs. Whatever you do, your class will
almost certainly love it!

Value: Celebrating your achievements
Being ambitious means not setting limits
for yourself.

Make a lifetime To do list.

Basic competences
In this unit, students will develop:
• Competence in autonomy and personal
initiative by making a lifetime To Do list to
encourage them to be ambitious (TB p. 25 )
• Linguistic competence by identifying and
learning vocabulary related to music as well
as functional language for expressing feelings
(SB p. 14).
• Cultural and Artistic competence by reading
and completing a text about famous musicians
and styles of music (SB p. 15).
• Competence in Processing digital information
in the classroom by listening to a recorded
conversation and filling in a chart with
information from the dialogue (SB p. 16).
• Mathematical competence by recognizing
the difference between actions that were
completed at a definite time in the past and
those that are finished but do not specify when
(SB p. 17).
• Social and citizenship competence by
participating in pair work to act out an
interview with a classmate in a role play (SB
p. 18).
• Linguistic competence by focusing on
pronunciation and rhyme in songs (SB p. 19).
• Linguistic competence by listening to and
reading a story while looking at drawings that
support contextual information (SB p 20).
• Competence in autonomy and personal
initiative by reading the story Music from the
inside to develop awareness about the power
of visualization and positive thinking (SB p.
21).
• Competence in Knowledge and interaction
with the physical world by reading and
listening to a text about Jamaica (SB p. 22).
• Competence in Learning to learn by
reviewing key unit concepts and revision
techniques in the Time to Check, Pictionary
and My Spelling Practice sections before
doing a final test (SB p. 23).

Unit 2

Teaching tip
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2

Star quality

1 	Listen and stick.

1.13

15’

Ask the class to look at the picture and say what the
people are doing: playing in a band competition. Refer
them to the three people on the left and elicit who they
are: the judges. Elicit or explain meaning as necessary.
Then ask if anybody in the class plays an instrument.
Elicit which one. After that, tell students to use the
stickers for activity 1 on page 14. Invite students to read
the words. Next, play track 1.13. Students listen and put
the stickers in the correct spaces. When they finish, get
them to check their work with a friend.
tra ck

1.13

n arrator: li ste n an d sti ck .
n arrator: n u m be r on e .
n u m be r tw o.

bo y : i t’s a tu ba

tra ck

1.14

n arrator: li ste n an d re pe at.
n arrator: tu ba

			
			

flu te

trom bo n e

ke y bo ard

clari n e t

saxop hone

tru m pe t

Assign homework

v i oli n

5’

Additional homework

d ru m s

AB page 14
ex. 1

In their notebooks, students draw a wordsearch
that includes the names of the instruments
from this lesson. Tell them to bring their
wordsearches to the next class.

.

gi rl: i t’s a flu te .

n u m be r th re e . bo y : i t’s a tru m pe t.
n u m be r fou r.

gi rl: i t’s a trom bo n e .

n u m be r si x .

gi rl: i t’s a v i oli n .

n u m be r fi v e .

bo y : i t’s a clari n e t.

n u m be r se v e n . bo y : i t’s a ke y bo ard .

n u m be r e i gh t. gi rl: i t’s a saxoph on e .
n u m be r n i n e .

bo y : th e y ’re d ru m s.

Unit 2 - Student’s Book page 14

Answer Key:
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Listen and repeat.

1.14

20’

Get students to exchange their wordsearches from
the Additional homework with a friend and find
the words. Then have students point to the first
scene and say what they can see. Next, read the
first two sentences aloud: I’m exhausted! This
work is exhausting. Explain that the little face
shows how the people in the picture feel and why.
Act out the emotion and put lots of expression in
your voice. Ask the class which word refers to
the speaker’s emotion: exhausted. Explain that
the adjective exhausting describes the action
that causes that emotion. Then invite volunteers
to read the remaining sentences aloud. Students
underline how the people feel in one colour and
the word that describes the activity in a different
colour. Elicit the endings of the adjectives that
describe the emotions: -ed. Do the same with the
adjectives that describe the actions: -ing. Finally,
ask students whether they know other adjectives
that you can use in this way: tired / tiring,
interested / interesting.

15’

Play track 1.14 and invite students to repeat the
words. Then mime playing the different instruments.
Students say the names of the instruments. Finally,
divide the class into pairs. Students take turns
miming with their friend.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 14
ex. 2

Students use old magazines to cut out pictures
that illustrate the meaning of four sentences
from this lesson. Then they stick the pictures
into their notebooks and write the appropriate
sentence beside each one.

2 Read and complete.

Listen and repeat.

15’

Materials: Short extracts of the following types of
music: rap, samba, classical, pop, country, jazz, heavy
metal, rock; a CD player.
Invite students to read the genres of music in the box.
Then play the extracts one by one and have students
tell you whether they recognize the genre. If they do
not, tell them what the genre is. Next, tell students
to look at the photos and say if they recognize any
of the musicians. Invite a volunteer to read the text
about Louis Armstrong aloud. Elicit the missing
word: jazz. After that, have the class read and
complete the rest of the texts individually. Check by
getting them to read the completed texts aloud.

1.16

5’

Play track 1.16. Students listen and repeat the words.
Then say a name of a musician or singer. Students
say the genre of music that he/she represents.
tra ck

1.16

n arrator: li ste n an d re pe at.
n arrator: j azz .
classi cal.
p op .

rock .
sam ba
rap .

.

h e av y m e tal.
cou n try.

Answer Key:
10’

Make up dialogues with your friend.

Listen and check.

1.15

5’

Play track 1.15. Students listen and check their work.
Then ask them which genre of music they prefer.
tra ck

1.15

n arrator: li ste n an d ch e ck .

n arrator:	lou i s arm stron g w as an am e ri can

j azz m u si ci an . h e pl ay e d th e tru m pe t.
fre d e ri ck ch opi n w as a fam ou s po li sh
classi calm u si ci an . h e com p ose d m an y

pi an o pi e ce s.
	ky lie m in ogu e com e s from au stralia .
sh e ’s a p op sin ge r.
	m i ck j agge r i s th e le ad si n ge r of th e
rolli n g ston e s. i t’s a rock grou p .
	at carn i v al i n ri o d e j an e i ro, pe opl e
d an ce to sam ba m u si c.
	e m i n e m i s a w e ll-kn ow n rap si n ge ran d
actor.
	m e talli ca i s on e of th e m ost fam ou s
h e av y m e tal ba n d s of all ti m e .
	th e d i xi e ch i cks si n g cou n try m u si c.th e y
com e from te xas.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework  

AB page 15

Pictionary pages 96 and 97. Students identify the
pictures and write the corresponding words or
phrases. Then they write a sentence for each.
Finally, they listen to the words and phrases in
this unit’s section of the CD in class.

Unit 2 - Student’s Book page 15

Have the class look at the pictures and say
where the people are: at a concert. Then elicit
dialogues for the first picture: They’re excited.
Yes, concerts are exciting. Next, divide the class
into pairs. Students make up dialogues for the
rest of the pictures with –ed and –ing adjectives.
Finally, ask some pairs to say their dialogues
aloud.
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Have you sung in public yet?
1 	
Listen and write the names.

1.17

15’

Unit 2 - Student’s Book page 16

AB page 16
ex. 1

5’

Additional homework  
In their notebooks, students draw a picture of an
imaginary person. They write two sentences about
the person, one with already and one with yet.

1.17
n arrator: li ste n an d w ri te th e n am e s.
j u d ge : 	h e llo. com e in . h ave a se at. w h at’s you rn am e ?
su si e :
su si e . s-u -s-i -e .
j u d ge :
h av e y ou su n g i n pu bl i c y e t?
su si e : 	y e s, i h av e . i h av e alre ad y su n g i n pu bl i c
tw i ce .
j u d ge :
h av e y ou w on an y com pe ti ti on s?
su si e :
y e s, i h av e . w h e n i w as th re e y e ars old .
j u d ge :
an d h av e y ou re cord e d a cd y e t?
su si e : 	n ot y e t. bu t i h av e alre ad y be e n on tv.
j u d ge :
h e llo. y ou r n am e i s…
ke n :
ke n . k -e -n .
j u d ge :
ri gh t, ke n . w h at d o y ou d o?
ke n :
i ’m a si n ge r.
j u d ge :
gre at! h av e y ou su n g i n pu bl i c y e t?
ke n :
n o, i h av e n ’t. bu t i si n g a lot at h om e .
j u d ge :
so y ou h av e n ’t w on a com pe ti ti on y e t?
ke n :
n o, i h av e n ’t.
j u d ge : 	an d w h at abo u t re cord i n g ? h av e y ou
re cord e d a cd y e t?
ke n :
y e s, i h av e alre ad y re cord e d a cd at h om e .
j u d ge :
an d h av e y ou be e n on tv y e t?
ke n :
n o, i h av e n ’t. i h av e n ’t be e n on tv y e t.

Invite volunteers to read the first question and its
short answer aloud. Elicit the name of the tense:
the present perfect. Get students to say when
we use that tense. Then explain that we use yet
at the end of a question to ask if something has
happened. Next, invite a volunteer to read the
next example aloud. Explain that we use already
to emphasize that an action has been done before
now. Point out that already goes after the auxiliary
and before the past participle. After that, get
another volunteer to read the last example aloud.
Explain that we can also use yet to talk about
something that has not happened but that we
expect to happen.

tra ck
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Assign homework

Invite students to look at the pictures of Susie and
Ken and explain that they want to be on the TV show
Our Idol. Tell them to read the activities in the table
silently. Next, play track 1.17. Students write Susie or
Ken next to the actions in the Yes or No column. Play
the CD again for them to check. Finally, check as a
class by saying Susie or Ken to elicit the activities
that they have and have not done.

Answer Key:

15’

Make sentences with a friend.

10’

Invite students to read the prompts silently. Explain
that a 3means they should make an affirmative
sentence and a 7 means they should make a
negative sentence. Elicit what a ? means: a question.
Get a volunteer to say the first sentence: Ellie has
already been on stage. Then divide the class into
pairs. Students take turns making the rest of the
sentences.

Listen and check.

1.18

5’

Play track 1.18. Students listen and check
whether or not their sentences were correct.
tra ck

1.18

n arrator: li ste n an d ch e ck .
bo y :

e lli e h as alre ad y be e n on stage .

bo y :

h arry h as alre ad y re cord e d a son g .

gi rl:
gi rl:

bo y :

	Look and circle True or False.

5’

Students use the table from the previous activity and
decide whether each sentence is True or False. They
circle the answer. Check by inviting volunteers to
read the sentences aloud and say whether they are
true or false.

Answer Key:
1. T; 2. F; 3. F; 4. F; 5. T

gi rl:

e lli e h asn ’t w on a com p e ti ti on y e t.

h arry h asn ’t be e n on th e rad i o y e t.
h as e lli e su n g i n pu bl i c y e t?

h as h arry w on a com pe ti ti on y e t?

Assign homework

5’

AB page 16
ex. 2

Additional homework
In their notebooks, students write a sentence
with yet and a sentence with already about a
family member.

Have the class look at the picture and ask a volunteer
to read the article title aloud. Elicit what is special
about the boy: He is only twelve but he can play the
violin very well. Then tell students to read the article
quickly. Invite them to say what they know about the
boy in their own words: His name’s Robert. He’s already
been on MTV. etc. Next, ask a volunteer to read the first
sentence aloud elicit the verb: has won. Get students
to circle the verb in red. Make sure they circle both
the auxiliary and the participle. Then ask them to find
a sentence with a verb in the past simple: He started
to play the violin seven years ago. Get them to circle
started in blue. Have students circle the rest of the verbs
in the same way. Check by writing present perfect and
past simple on the board. Invite volunteers to write the
verbs under the correct heading.

Answer Key:

	
Read and stick.

Assign homework

10’

Answer Key:
We use the past simple to talk about past actions with
specific time expressions: ago, last, in, yesterday.
We use the present perfect to talk bout past actions
with general time expressions: every, already, yet.
1.19

10’

Invite a volunteer to read the title aloud. Then tell
students to close their books. Play track 1.19. After
that, elicit what the person in the chant says about

AB page 17
ex. 1

5’

5’

Read the examples aloud. Invite volunteers to say
the difference between the two sentences: In the
first one, we’re saying that something has been
done. In the second one, we’re saying when it
happened. Elicit the names of both tenses.

Write the sentences.

Invite a volunteer to read the first incomplete
definition aloud. Ask students when we use the
past simple. Do the same with the second definition
and ask when we use the present perfect. Then tell
students to use the stickers for activity 2 on page 17.
Students read the missing parts of each definition and
decide where they belong.
Ask volunteers to read the completed definitions.
Finally, have students put the phrases in the
corresponding spaces.

3 	Listen and chant.

the singer. Play the CD again. Students open their
books and follow along. Next, divide the class into
two groups. Play track 1.19 for the last time. Groups
chant alternate lines. When they finish, they switch
roles and do the chant again.

15’

Invite a volunteer to say the first sentence. Ask
the class how they know what form of the verb to
use and why: the past simple, because in 2004 is
a specific time expression. Then tell students to
find the time expressions in the other sentences:
already, yet, two years ago. Elicit whether each
one is a general or a specific expression. After
that, get the class to write the sentences in their
books. Then encourage them to compare answers
with a friend to check. Check as a class by asking
volunteers to read the sentences aloud.

Answer Key:

She sang in public in 2004.
I have already won a prize.
They haven’t recorded a CD yet.
He finished school two years ago.
Pair

work

15’

Divide the class into pairs: student A and student
B. Student A looks at page 112 and student B
looks at page 117. Elicit the first two questions:
Have you done your homework yet? When did
you do it? Then get students to ask and answer
questions with their partner. Finally, they
compare answers with their friend to check.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 7
ex. 2

Unit 2 - Student’s Book page 17

2 	
Circle the verbs with the correct
colour. 15’
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Time to practise!
20’
Call my bluff (see page 10)
Play Call my bluff with present perfect
sentences. Have fun!

1

Match the verb forms.

5’

Read the first verb form aloud and tell the class to find
the past participle: travel – travelled. Students connect
both forms with a line. Point out the -ed ending and
explain that most verbs form their past participle with
this ending. However, some verbs use a completely
different form, for example the past participle of go is
gone. Then have them match the remaining forms.
Check by inviting volunteers to read the pairs of forms
aloud.
Note: You may want to remind students that the verb
travel doubles its final l before -ed and -ing

Students choose two verbs from the lesson and write
true sentences about themselves, using the present
perfect and the past simple: I have already met a
famous person. I met the president last month.

Answer Key:

2 Sing a song.

Unit 2 - Student’s Book page 18

Look and number the phrases.
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expression used in the answers and then give examples
of other time expressions for the past simple: last month,
two years ago, last October, in 2004, etc. Then divide the
class into pairs. Students choose roles and interview
each other. When they finish, get them to switch roles
and interview each other again. Encourage them to use
all the participles they have learned.

10’

Have students look at the picture in the centre. Elicit
who the people are: a reporter and a rock star. Then
invite a volunteer to read the first phrase aloud: met
the queen of England. Elicit which picture goes with
the phrase: number two. Next, have students read
and number the rest of the phrases. Finally, check
by having students read the phrases aloud and say
the number of the picture that goes with each one.

Answer Key:

AB page 18
ex. 1

10’

Additional homework

1.20

20’

Draw two columns on the board and write these
phrases at the top: The singer likes… The singer
doesn’t like… Have students copy them into their
notebooks. Then play track 1.20. Students listen and
write the music genres in the corresponding column.
Check by pointing to the columns and having
students say the music genres. Next, play track 1.20
again. Students listen and follow along in their books.
After that, divide the class into two groups. Play track
1.20 for the last time. Groups take turns singing the
verses. The whole class sings the chorus. When they
finish, groups switch roles and sing again.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 18
ex. 2

Students choose one of the genres of music
mentioned in the song. In their notebooks, they
make a collage of pictures or drawings that they
associate with that kind of music.

1. travelled to Tokyo
2. met the queen of England
3. won a Grammy
4. bought a big house
5. got married
6. learned to play the saxophone

Act out the interview with a friend.

Assign homework

15’

Invite two volunteers to read the interview aloud.
Elicit how we form questions with the present perfect
and the past simple: Have you + past participle + yet /
Did you… + infinitive. Ask students to find the time

Time to write
1

Match the rhyming words.

5’

Ask a volunteer to read the first phrase aloud: new
song. Then elicit the phrase from the second column that
rhymes with it: too long. Next, tell students to match the
rest of the words and phrases. Encourage them to say the
words and phrases quietly as a guide. Finally, check by
having students read the pairs aloud. Explain that when
we write a song, we often use rhyming words at the end
of the lines.

tra ck

1.22

n arrator: li ste n an d ch e ck .

i ’m ly i n g on th e floor,

m y j acke t’s h an gi n g on th e d oor.
i ’m d e e p i n con ce n trati on ,
w ai ti n g for i n spi rati on .

w orki n g on a br an d -n e w son g ,
n ot too sh ort an d n ot too lon g .
m ay be j azz or rock ‘n ’ roll,

som e th i n g fu ll of h e art an d sou l.
for e v e ry li n e , i n e e d a rh y m e ,

Answer Key:

i n e e d to h av e th i s son g on ti m e .
i ke e p w ri ti n g bi t by bi t,

m y son g i s goi n g to be a h i t.

2 	Choose two rhymes and write
a verse. 15’

Say the word satisfaction aloud and ask students how
many syllables it has got. Clap the syllables to confirm
their answer: four. Explain that when we write songs, it
is also important that the lines have the same number of
syllables. Then play track 1.21. Students write the number
of syllables. When they are finished, check by asking
volunteers to read the words aloud and clap the syllables
in each.
tra ck

1.21

n arrator: li ste n an d w ri te th e n u m be r of sy llabl e s.
n arrator: n e w son g . [tw o claps ]
d oor. [on e clap ]

on ti m e . [tw o claps ]

i n spi rati on . [fou r claps ]
bi t by bi t. [th re e claps ]

Bulletin board idea

15’

Materials: Poster paper, colouring pens, scissors
per group.
Divide the class into groups of four. Hand out the
materials. Then get each group to choose a song
in English that they like. Tell them to cut out a
square piece of paper and illustrate a CD cover.
In the middle, they write the name of the song.
After that, have them write words and phrases
from their song on the back of the CD cover.
Groups stick their CD covers on the bulletin board,
face to the board. Other groups read the words
and phrases and guess the name of the song.

rock ’n ’ roll. [th re e claps ]

Read and complete.

Assign homework

5’

Read the first two lines aloud. Tell students to find words
in the previous activity to complete the lines: floor /
door. Then have students complete the rest of the lines
individually.

Listen and check.

1.22

5’

Play track 1.22. Students listen and check their work. When
they finish, have them read the song aloud.

5’

AB page 19

Unit 2 - Student’s Book page 19

 isten and write the number
L
1.21
10’
of syllables.

Ask volunteers to read the rhymes aloud. Then get
students to write their verses. Remind them that the
lines should have the same number of syllables.
When they finish writing their verse, get students to
think of music to go with it. Then have them sing their
verse to each other.
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The lighthouse keepers’ story
Before you read

10’

Discuss with a friend.
Divide the class into pairs.
Students discuss the questions with their friend.
When they finish, invite some students to tell the
class what their pa rtner said.

1 	
Listen to the first part of the
1.23
15’
story.

Unit 2 - Student’s Book page 20

Invite a volunteer to read the title of the story aloud.
Then have the class look at the pictures. Ask them to
say what they can see. Next, tell them to close their
books. Write these questions on the board:
What‘s the girl’s name?
What are the people waiting for?
What did the judge give the girl?
After that, play track 1.23. Students listen for
the answers to the questions. When they finish,
encourage students to check their answers with a
friend. Then play track 1.23 again. Invite students
to tell you why the girl is crying: Because she felt
nervous and thought she couldn’t do well. Finally,
invite the class to predict what will happen next.
Accept all answers.
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Now read the story in groups.

10’

Divide the class into groups of three. Students take
turns reading the texts that go with the different
scenes. When they finish, get them to switch roles
and read the texts again. Finally, invite volunteers to
read the story to the class.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 20

In their notebooks, students write six different
verbs from the story. They use a dictionary to find
their different forms: love – loved – loved.

2 	
Listen to the second part
1.24
10’
of the story.

Value: Being ambitious
Make a lifetime To do list.

Now read the story in pairs.

10’

Divide the class into pairs. Students take turns
reading the texts that go with the different scenes.
When they finish, have one of the students in each
pair close his/her book. The other student reads one
of the scenes aloud, stopping several times. The first
student tries to predict the word or words that come
next. After each scene, students switch roles.

After you read

10’

Circle the correct option.
Invite a volunteer to read the first
sentence aloud. Elicit the correct option: loved
singing. Then have students circle the option and
do the same for the rest of the items. Finally, check
by getting students to read the correct sentences
aloud.

Answer Key:

Assign homework

AB page 21

5’

Unit 2 - Student’s Book page 21

Invite students to say what happened in the first part
of the story. Then play track 1.24. Students listen and
follow in their books. When they finish, ask the class
what happened at the end of the story: Liana sang
the song very well. Encourage them to say why they
think Liana was successful: Because she imagined
herself doing well. This made her feel she could do
it.

15’

Materials: One photocopy of craft templates 2a
and 2b (see the Values Section on the Teacher’s
Resource CD-ROM), one sheet of card per
student, colouring pencils, scissors, glitter, glue.
Invite students to think of something they would
really like to do in the future. Ask them if they
think they will achieve their goal. Explain
that  it is good to have goals in life and that it
is important to believe they can achieve them
– this is what it means to be ambitious. Tell
students they should not get discouraged, even
though it can be difficult sometimes to achieve
a goal. If they really want to do something,
they should keep trying. Next, hand out the
photocopies of craft templates 2a and 2b. Have
students think of the top ten things they want
to do as they colour and cut out the parts of
the list. Then they stick the parts together. After
that, elicit some examples of ambitions: visit
another country, climb a mountain, become a
scientist, etc. Students write their ambitions on
the lines. Next, they stick their list onto a sheet
of card and decorate it with glitter. Finally,
encourage them to share their lifetime To do
list with a friend.
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Warm-up: Let’s talk about Jamaica

10’

Materials: A map of the world,different photos of
Jamaica.
Display the map. Then ask a volunteer to come
to the front and point to the Caribbean Sea.
Elicit the names of some of the islands in the
Caribbean Sea and some of the countries around

Read and label the map.

Answer Key:

10’

Unit 2 - Student’s Book page 22

Invite several volunteers to read the text aloud.
Point out the words in bold and invite them to
say where the first word would go: at the bottom,
next to the island of Jamaica. Explain that the
remaining words will go around the zoomed
version of the island. Invite them to use the
cardinal points to find the correct spaces. Students
label the pictures. When they finish, encourage
them to compare their work with a friend‘s. After
that, check by drawing an outline map of Jamaica
on the board and pointing to different places.
Students say the names. Finally, invite a volunteer
to read the Did you know? text aloud. Ask students
if they have ever heard of Bob Marley or reggae
music before. Explain that Bob Marley’s group
was called The Wailers, and that they were very
popular in the 1960s, ‘70s and ‘80s.
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it: Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Jamaica,
Mexico, etc. Point to the different countries
and islands. Next, pass around the photos of
Jamaica. Explain that Jamaica is a popular tourist
destination. Ask students if they would like to
go there and why, or why not. Get them to say
anything else they know about Jamaica.

Listen and repeat the
Patois expressions.

1.25

5’

Play track 1.25. Students repeat the expressions.
Encourage them to have fun with the Patois accent –
there is no need to take this activity too seriously!
tra ck

1.25

n arrator: li ste n an d re pe at th e pa toi s e xpr e ssi on s.
n arrator: e llo, m i can h e lp y u h w i d som e th i n g ?

Answer Key:

sh e a m i be ss be ss fre n .
a w an i ri e li kkle pl ace .
se e y u pa n satd ay.
w h e y y u h a sh e ?

AB page 22

15’

Check what you know!
Read and draw the paths.

5’

Ask a volunteer to read the text in the red box
aloud. Explain that Patois is a mixture of English
and West African languages because the British
used to control Jamaica and many of the people
who live there originally came from West Africa.
Then have students draw the paths and find the
English translations of the Patois sentences. Check
by reading the Patois expressions aloud and
getting students to say the English equivalents.

Divide the class into pairs. Tell them to open their
books to page 14. Give them a few moments to
look at the words, then have them close their
books. Student take turns miming playing the
instruments. Their friend says the instruments.
Next, pairs prepare three questions with yet to ask
another pair: Have you seen the new (Pixar /
Disney / Dreamworks) film yet? Students reply
Yes, I’ve already seen it. Or: No, I haven’t seen it
yet. If the answer is yes, questioners ask for more
information with the past simple: When did you
see it? Did you enjoy it? Finally, ask the class to
complete the faces according to how they feel
about what they know.

Read and stick.

c
 om fortabl y i n j am ai ca . h e d i e d a v e ry

10’

h appy

	th e re

Refer the class to the pictures and ask them to
describe what they see. Accept all answers. Then tell
students to use the stickers for Light up the world on
page 23. Students read the texts and put the stickers
under the corresponding illustrations. Check by
inviting volunteers to read the texts aloud in order.

Answer Key:

an d ri ch m an .

w e re som e w om e n pi rate s, too.

an n e bo n n y w as bo rn i n i re lan d bu t

m ov e d to am e ri ca w i th h e r fath e r. sh e
p re te n d e d tob e a m an an d join e d a p irate

sh i p . on e n i gh t, th e p i rate s w e re h av i n g a
pa rty w h e n th e sh i p w as attacke d . an n e
d e fe n d e d th e pi rate sh i p alon e . soon
afte r th at, sh e d i sappe are d .

Answer Key:
Blackbeard:
Edmund Teach; pieces of burning cloth in his hair;
attached colonies in North America; died fighting
the British Navy
Henry Morgan:
clever and successful; escaped from Spanish
ships; rewarded by the king; died happy and rich
Anne Bonny:
born in Ireland; retended to be a man; defended
the pirate ship alone; disappeared
1.26

Assign homework
10’

Tell students to look at the pictures. Elicit that the
people are pirates. Point out their names and the fact
that each one is a different colour. Then explain that
the pieces of paper have got information about all
three pirates but that it is mixed up. Give the class
a few moments to read the information. After that,
play track 1.26. Students listen and colour the boxes
according to which pirate the information refers to.
Finally, check by inviting volunteers to read the
information about each of the pirates in turn.
tra ck

My project

10’

AB page 23

Make papier mâché maracas.

Materials: A sheet of white paper, rice,
two small balloons, two cardboard tubes,
newspaper, water, flour, a spoon, a pin, a
paintbrush per student.
Invite the class to look at My project and tell
them the main materials for the craft. Point out
the icons and explain the additional materials
that they need. Then go through each step
with them. Finally, remind them that they can
do their project with the help of their family.

1.26

n arrator: li ste n an d colou r th e bo xe s.

n arrator:	bl ackbe ard ’s re al n am e w as e d m u n d

te ach . b e fore ba ttle , h e u se d to ti e pi e ce s
of bu rn i n g cloth i n h i s h ai r. th e bl ack

sm oke m ad e h i s e n e m i e s v e ry afrai d .
bl ackbe ard attacke d m an y colon i e s i n
n orth am e ri ca . h e d i e d d u ri n g a fi gh t
w i th th e br i ti sh n av y.

	h e n ry

m organ w as a v e ry cle v e r an d

su cce ssfu l pi rate . on ce , h e n e e d e d to

e scap e from som e sp an i sh sh ip s. h e fi lle d
a bo at w i th e xp losi v e s an d pu t fi gu re s
on top th at looke d li ke pe opl e . th e bo at
e xpl od e d close to th e spa n i sh sh i ps , an d

m organ an d h i s m e n e scap e d . th e ki n g of
e n glan d re w ard e d h i m

, an d

h e li v e d

A friendly reminder
It is advisable to create a stress-free
and supportive environment for taking
a test. Before students are assessed,
they should review the unit vocabulary with My
spelling practice on page 94 and the Time to check
section on page 22 in the Activity Book. During the
evaluation:
• read the instructions for the first activity with
students
• read the example and clarify doubts
• ask a volunteer for another example
• assign time to complete the activity
• read the instructions for the next activity, etc.

1
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Listen and colour the boxes.
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3

Cinema

Objectives:

•
•
•
•

learn the names of film jobs and features
practise expressions that people use on film sets
learn to use object pronouns
practise reporting commands with told

Film jobs
actor
actress
cameraman
extras
film director
make-up artist
producer
scriptwriter
stuntman

Film features
/"œkÖt´/
/"œkÖtr´s/
/"kœmÖr´Ömœn/
/"ekÖstr´z/
/"fIlm dIÖÆrekÖt´/
/"meIkÖøp ÆAÜÖtIst/
/pr´Ö"djuÜÖs´/
/"skrIptÖraIÖt´/
/"støntÖmœn/

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

/"œkÖtIN/
/"kÅsÖtjuÜmz/
/"døÖbIN/
/´Ö"rIÖdZIÖn´l/
/Æv‰ÜÖZ´n/
/plÅt/
/"saUnÖtrœk/
/"speÖS´l IÖÆfekts/
/"søbÖtaIÖt´lz/

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

Object pronouns

Reported speech

Object pronouns take the place of nouns in the
predicate of a sentence. We use object pronouns to
distinguish between the subject (the person or thing
that is doing the action) and the object (the person
or thing that is receiving the action). The object
forms are: I – me, you – you, he – him, she – her, it –
it, we – us, they – them.

We use reported speech to tell a person what
someone else said. In this unit, we use reported
speech to report commands. We use this structure:
subject + told + object + to + command – “Put on
your costumes,” Valerie told the actors. ➝ Valerie
told the actors to put on their costumes. The
pronouns inside the command change to show the
perspective of the speaker. We do not use quotation
marks in reported speech.

Unit 3
36

acting
costumes
dubbing
original
version
plot
soundtrack
special effects
subtitles

The lighthouse keepers’ story
A town emergency
In this section, students will learn phrases and
short exchanges used in everyday life.
In this unit, students will learn and practise
expressions that people use on film sets.
• Quiet on the set!
• Roll cameras!
• Action!
• Take 1!
• Cut and print!

Watching films in English is a great way to speed
up language learning. It develops students’
”ear” for the language and gets them into the
habit of deducing meaning from context. It also
reinforces the meaning of words and chunks
of language that they already know. But it is
important that students find the experience fun
and rewarding. The first time they watch a film,
they will probably want to watch it in their own
language. If they enjoyed the film, encourage
them to choose a short scene (one or two minutes)
and watch it again in English, and with subtitles
in English. Have them create a special section
in their notebooks. Tell them to copy a phrase or
two from the scene, and to write the names of the
actors who say each one. After that, they should
write what they think the phrases mean. They
can use a dictionary to look up the meaning of
any words they do not know. Encourage them to
practise saying the phrases aloud. Then, about
once a month, get the class to say what films
they have watched. Invite volunteers to say
their phrases aloud and tell the rest of the class
a little about the film. By doing this, students are
encouraged to bring pieces of ”real” language
that interest them to the lesson. They also get
ideas from other people about what films are
good to watch.

Value: Staying away from pirated films
Staying away from pirated films means not
buying or making illegal copies of films.

Make an antipirating poster.

Basic competences
· Competence in Processing digital information
in the classroom by using audio-visual media
such as films as a further resource in learning
English (TB p. 37)
· Linguistic competence by identifying and
learning vocabulary related to the cinema as
well as functional language for giving orders
on a set (SB p. 24).
· Mathematical competence by using numbers
to match new vocabulary to definitions first
via a listening exercise and then in written
form (SB p. 25).
· Linguistic competence by identifying direct
object pronouns in speech (SB p. 26).
· Cultural and Artistic competence by reading
a text that deals with the cinema and the
different people that work on a film set (SB p.
27).
· Competence in Processing digital information
in the classroom by listening to and singing a
song about a stuntman’s job (SB p. 28).
· Autonomy and personal initiative by writing a
film review to share with the class on a group
bulletin board (SB p. 29).
· Linguistic competence by listening to and
reading a story while looking at drawings that
support contextual information (SB p. 30).
· Social and citizenship competence by reading
the story A town emergency to develop
awareness of the benefits of solidarity in a
community (SB p. 31).
· Competence in Knowledge and interaction
with the physical world by reading and
listening to a text about Great Britain (SB p.
32).
· Competence in Learning to learn by
reviewing key unit concepts and revision
techniques in the Time to Check, Pictionary
and My Spelling Practice sections before
doing a final test (SB p. 33).

Unit 3

Teaching tip
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3

Cinema

1 	
Listen and point to the
1.27
10’
people.

Listen and repeat.

Invite the class to look at the scene and say what the
people are doing: They’re making a film. Explain that
they are on a film set. Then encourage students to
say what jobs they do. Accept all answers. Next, play
track 1.27. Students listen and point to the people.
tra ck

1.27

10’

Play track 1.28 for students to repeat the words. Then
tell students to close their books. Invite volunteers to
stand up and mime the different film jobs. The rest of
the class guesses the jobs. When they finish, divide
the class into pairs. Students take turns miming the
jobs for a friend to guess.

tra ck

n arrator: li ste n an d po i n t to th e pe opl e .

1.28

1.28

n arrator: li ste n an d re pe at.

n arrator:	th e fi lm d i re ctor i s talki n g to h i s

n arrator: actre ss

assi stan t.

th e pr od u ce r i s h av i n g a cu p of coffe e .
an actor i s pl ay i n g w i th a d og .

stu n tm an

e xtras

cam e ram an actor

p rod u ce r

scri p tw ri te r

m ake -u p artist

fi lm d i re ctor

an actre ss i s com i n g ou tofh e rli m ou si n e .
th e stu n tm an i s pu tti n g on h i s h e lm e t.

th e cam e ram an i s p re p ari n g h i s cam e ra .
th e scri pt w ri te r i s corre cti n g th e scri pt .
a m ake -u p arti st i s su n ba th i n g .

som e e xtras are pl ay i n g v olle y ba ll.

Unit 3 - Student’s Book page 24

Listen again and stick.

1.27

5’

Additional homework

AB page 24
ex. 1

In their notebooks, students draw their own film
set and people. Then they label the people‘s jobs.

10’

Tell students to use the stickers for activity 1 on page
24. Tell students to read the film jobs words on the
stickers. Then play the CD again. Students listen and
stick the words. Check by reading the words aloud
and inviting volunteers to say what each person is
doing. Finally, read each of the words aloud again.
Elicit what the people do: The actors and actresses
play the characters in a film. The scriptwriter writes
what they say, and the make-up artist puts on their
make-up. The director tells them what to do. The
stuntman performs the dangerous parts of the film.
The cameraman films everything. Extras act in scenes
with lots of people. The producer pays for the film.

Answer Key:

Assign homework

15’

Invite the class to look at the first picture and ask
who the person is: a film director. Explain that the
rest of the pictures show his instructions to other
people on the film set. Get a volunteer to read
the first instruction aloud. Mime the meaning.
Have another volunteer read the next instruction
aloud. Explain that this means to start filming. Do
the same with the rest of the instructions: Action!
tells the actors to start acting. Take 1 means that
it is the first time filming the scene. Cut and print!
means to stop the cameras and save the scene.
The director says this when he/she is happy with
the scene. Finally, ask students to close their
books. Say different instructions for the class to
mime.
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Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 24
ex. 2

Students stick a photo of a film director into their
notebooks and draw speech bubbles with the
commands from this lesson.

1.29

15’

Invite students to say what kind of films they like.
Ask them if they watch the films in English or in their
own language. Then tell them to look at the people
in the picture. Read the film features words aloud for
students to point to them. Accept all answers. Next,
play track 1.29. Students listen and number the words
in the order that they hear them. Check by reading
each word aloud. Students say the number. Finally,
play the CD again, pausing after the sentences that
contain the new words. Elicit what the speakers said:
original version – She didn’t understand a word;
subtitles – they were very small. She couldn’t read
them. etc.
tra ck

1.29

n arrator: liste n an d n u m b e r.
b oy :

h i , alice . d id you like th e film ?
	n o. th e sp e cial e ffe cts w e re te rrib le . th e
e xp losion s w e re ve ry u n re alistic, an d
th e p lot w as slow an d b orin g. i cou ld n ‘t
u n d e rstan d a w ord ! it w as in th e origin al
ve rsion … in ch in e se !
b oy :	oh , n o! w e re n ‘tth e re an y su b title s? you can
re ad w h at th e p e op le are sayin g.
girl:	ye s, b u t th e y w e re ve ry sm all. i cou ld n ‘t
re ad th e m . i u su ally w atch film s w ith
d u b b in g. at le ast i can h e ar th e actors
sp e akin g in m y ow n lan gu age .
b oy :	i h e ard gon g li w as in th e film . sh e ’s you r
favou rite actre ss, righ t?
girl:	ye s, b u tin th is film , h e ractin g w asn ‘tgood .
i re ally like d h e rcostu m e s, th ou gh . foron e
sce n e , sh e w ore a b e au tifu l re d kim on o.
b oy :	atle astyou like d som e th in g ab ou tth e film !
girl:	ye s, an d i re ally like d th e sou n d track, too. i
th in k i m igh t b u y th e cd .
girl:

Answer Key:

tra ck

1.30

n arrator: li ste n an d re pe at.
n arrator: ori gi n al v e rsi on .
su bt i tle s.

d u bbi n g .

spe ci al e ffe cts.
sou n d track .
acti n g .
pl ot.

costu m e s.

Read the definitions and write the words.

Invite a volunteer to read the first definition aloud.
Elicit the word that goes with the definition: plot. Tell
students to write the word in the space. Then have
them read the rest of the definitions and write the
words. Finally, invite volunteers to read the definitions
and say the corresponding words.

Answer Key:
1. plot
2. original version
3. costumes
4. special effects
5. soundtrack
6. acting
7. subtitles
8. dubbing

10’

Find and circle the director’s instructions.
Divide the class into pairs. Students find and
circle the instructions. Then they take turns saying
the instructions for a friend to mime.

Answer Key:

Assign homework

Listen and repeat.

1.30

5’

Play track 1.30. Students listen and repeat the words.
Play the CD again and pause it after each word.
Volunteers spell the word with the help of their books.

10’

5’

AB page 25

Additional homework  
Pictionary pages 98 and 99. Students identify the
pictures and write the corresponding words or
phrases. Then they write a sentence for each.
Finally, they listen to the words and phrases in
this unit’s section of the CD in class.

Unit 3 - Student’s Book page 25

2 Listen and number.
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He told her to stand up
1 	Match the phrases with
the pictures. 10’

2 Listen and chant.

Invite students to look at the first picture. Elicit who the
people are: a director, an actor and an actress. Then
get them to read the phrases silently and say which
one goes with the picture: Watch them. Next, have
students match the rest of the phrases with the pictures.
Check by saying the numbers aloud. Students read the
phrases.

Answer Key:

1.31

15’

Divide the class into pairs. Then have students put their
pieces of paper from the Additional homework activity
face down on a desk. Students take turns choosing
one of their friend’s pieces and one of their own. If the
pieces match, they keep them. If not, they put them
face down again in the same position. The student with
the most pairs at the end is the winner. After that, get
a volunteer to read the title of the chant aloud: Quiet
on the set! Elicit who says this: a film director. Then,
play track 1.31. Students listen and follow along in
their books. Next, play the CD again and mime the
commands as they are mentioned. Finally, play track
1.31 for students to chant and mime the actions.
10

Unit 3 - Student’s Book page 26

	Underline the correct option.
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10’

Tell students to look at the first picture again. Have
a volunteer read the corresponding phrase aloud:
Watch them. Invite students to say who them refers
to: the actors. Tell students to underline option a. After
that, have students read and underline the correct
options for the rest of the pictures. When they finish,
check by getting volunteers to read the completed
items aloud: In number two, it refers to the present.

Answer Key:
1. the actors
2. the director
3. the actress
4. the present
5. the actor
6. the extra

Assign homework

Say and point to a male student: I’m pointing at
(Orlando). I’m pointing at him. Elicit what the
subject in each sentence is: I. Next, ask students
who the object of the action is: (Orlando, him).
Explain that him is an object pronoun. We use
object pronouns to replace a proper name or a
noun. Next, tell students to look at the table. Point
out the subject and object pronouns. Finally,
tell the class to look at the chant again. Invite
volunteers to read phrases that have object
pronouns aloud: Listen to me. Look at her. etc.

Complete what the people say.

5’

Get students to look at both pictures and say
what the difference is: In the first one, the actors
are pointing at themselves, and in the second
one, they are pointing at the film director and
his assistant. Ask what pronoun completes
the first command: us. Students complete the
sentence. Then invite them to complete the
second one individually. Finally, get volunteers
to read the sentences aloud.

Answer Key:
Listen to us.
Listen to them.
5’

AB page 26
ex. 1

Additional homework  
Students tear a sheet of paper into six pieces
of equal size. Then they write a phrase from
activity 1 on each piece of paper. Tell them to
bring their pieces of paper to the next lesson.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 26
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students draw four people
giving commands. Then they draw a speech
bubble and write the command for each person:
Look at her! Don’t touch them!

10’

Tell students to look at the pictures. Ask who the people
are. Accept all answers. Then ask a volunteer to read
the first two sentences of the text aloud. Students write
1 beside the corresponding picture. After that, have
them read the text silently and number the rest of the
pictures. Check by drawing five squares on the board
to represent the scenes. Point to the squares to elicit
the numbers.

Listen and write what each
1.32
15’
person says.
Invite students to look at the pictures again and
imagine what the people are saying in each one.
Then play track 1.32 and have students write what
the people say. Play the CD again for them to check.
Finally, invite volunteers to write what the people say
in the squares on the board.
tra ck

1.32

n arrator: li ste n an d w ri te w h at e ach pe rson say s.
n arrator: n u m be r on e .
w om an :

ok , actors. pu t on y ou r costu m e s.

w om an :

stu n tm e n , ge t re ad y pl e ase .

n arrator: n u m be r tw o.

n arrator: n u m be r th re e .
m an

1:

pl e ase , h u rry u p !

2:

d on ’t w alk too qu i ckly, p le ase .

3:

e xtras! d on ’t m ake an y n oi se .

n arrator: n u m be r fou r.
m an

n arrator: n u m be r fi v e .
m an

Answer Key:

10’

Invite the class to read the sentences silently.
Ask them what each colour stands for: purple
– an instruction; red – the person who gives
the instruction; green – the person who should
follow the instruction. After that, ask how the
first and second sentences are different: In the
first sentence, we show the instruction as a
quote. In the second sentence, we only report
what the person said. We add to before the
instruction. We use a subject pronoun for the
person who gives the instruction and an object
pronoun for the person who should follow
the instruction. We use told for both kinds of
sentences.

	Report these sentences
to a friend. 10’
Invite a volunteer to read the first sentence
aloud. Elicit the original instruction: Turn on the
lights. Ask who gave the instruction and who
should follow it: the director, the technicians.
Next, elicit the subject, the object and the
instruction in the reported sentence, and write
it on the board: The director told / them / to turn
on the lights. Then divide the class into pairs.
Students take turns reporting the sentences.
Finally, ask volunteers to report the sentences
to the class.
Pair

work

15’

Divide the class into pairs: student A and student
B. Student A looks at page 113 and student B
looks at page 117. Students write sentences
reporting what the people in their picture say.
Then they read the sentences for their partner
to write the original instruction. They compare
answers to check. Check as a class by asking
volunteers to read the reported sentences aloud
and eliciting the original instructions.

Assign homework
Assign homework

5’

In their notebooks, students write a command
with an object pronoun in a speech bubble. They
draw a picture to illustrate the person giving the
command.

5’

Additional homework

AB page 27
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students write four things
people told them to do last week: (My mum) told
me to (make my bed).

Unit 3 - Student’s Book page 27

3 	
Read and number the pictures.
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Time to practise!
Warm-up: Report it!

2 Sing a song.

25’

Divide the class into two teams, A and B. Then
whisper a simple instruction to a student on
team A: Open the door. The student does
what you ask. Students from team B report
the instruction and win a point if they are
right: You told (her) to open the door. Next,
whisper a different instruction to a student
on team B. Students from team A report the
instruction. Continue in the same way with
more instructions.

Unit 3 - Student’s Book page 28

1 	
Follow the arrows and write
sentences. 15’

42

Materials: Three different coloured board pens.
Tell students to follow the green arrow and describe
what they see in the three pictures: a French
teacher, two students, a French phrase. Then
explain that the first picture shows the person who
gives the instruction, the second picture shows the
person or persons who should follow the instruction,
and the third picture shows the instruction. Invite a
volunteer to complete the first sentence: The teacher
told the students to speak in French. Write it on the
board and have students write it in their books.
Elicit the information for another set of pictures and
get a volunteer to write it on the board. Encourage
the class to correct it if necessary. Then they write
it in their books. Have students write the last two
sentences individually. Check by getting volunteers
to write the sentences on the board.

Answer Key:
1. The teacher told the students to speak French.
2. Dad told the girl to go to bed.
3. The director told the actress to look at the camera.
4. The police officer told the thief to put his hands up.

Assign homework

5’

AB page 28
ex. 1

Additional homework
In their notebooks, students draw a
sequence of three pictures and write a
sentence: The (director) told (the actor) to
(walk faster).

1.33

15’

Write stuntman on the board. Elicit what stuntmen
do: They do dangerous things in the place of an
actor. Then play track 1.33. Ask what the stuntman
in the song did: jumped too far, landed on a car,
walked into a fire. Next, tell the class to open their
books. Play the CD again. At the end of the song,
ask how many times the stuntman walked into the
fire: twice. Ask why: because the director got angry
and told him to do it again. Finally, divide the class
into two groups. Play the CD a third time. One
group sings the first verse. The other group sings the
second verse. Both groups sing the chorus. When
they finish, switch roles and sing the song again.

Assign homework

10’

Additional homework

AB page 28
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students draw a happy face
and a sad face. Then they write a sentence for
each face reporting a command: The teacher
told him to go home early. His dad told him not
to play video games.

Time to write
Invite a volunteer to read the title of the text: High
School Musical – a film review. Get the class to say
what a review is: a short summary and an opinion that
a person gives about a film. Ask students if they have
seen this film and whether or not they liked it. Then
tell the class to read the review and the parts of the
texts in the box. Next, read the first paragraph aloud
and elicit the part that completes it: are Troy Bolton.
Students write the letter c in the space. Invite students
to complete the activity individually. Check by getting
students to read the completed review aloud. Finally,
ask if the person liked the film: Yes,he/she did.

Answer Key:

2 Read and number the parts of a review.

10’

10’

Tell students to think of a film that they want to write a
review for. It should be a film that they have already
seen. Then elicit the topic of the first paragraph:
Introducing the main characters. In their notebooks,
get them to write the names of the main characters
and, if possible, the actors who play them. After that,
elicit the topic of the second paragraph: Talking
about the plot. Tell the class to write words and
phrases to help them to remember the main points
of the plot. Continue in the same way for the last two
paragraphs. When students finish, get them to write
their review in their notebooks for homework. Remind
them to use the examples on page 29 as a guide.

Bulletin board idea

Tell students to look at the texts on the boards. Then invite
a volunteer to read the first board title aloud: Talking
about the plot. Explain that each board gives examples
of the language to use for writing a film review. Next,
have students read the review and number the boards
according to the numbers of the paragraphs. Check by
reading the titles of the boards aloud to elicit the number
of the corresponding paragraph. Finally, invite students
to read each board aloud. Elicit other examples from the
review for each board.

Answer Key:

	Write a film review in your notebook.

15’

Materials: Information about six well-known films
(titles of the films, names of directors, main actors
and actresses), one sheet of poster paper per
group, colouring pencils.
Elicit what kind of information normally appears
on a film poster: the title of the film, the name of
the director and the main actors, a picture of a
scene from the film, some words that describe the
film. Then divide the class into six groups. Give
each group the title of a well-known film and the
information about it. Hand out the poster paper
and colouring pencils and tell students to make a
poster for their film. When groups finish, display
the posters on the bulletin board. Invite the class
to look at the posters and vote on the film they like
most.

Assign homework

5’

AB page 29

Unit 3 - Student’s Book page 29

1 	Read and write the letters of the missing
parts. 10’
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The lighthouse keepers’ story
Before you read

15’

Discuss with a friend.
Ask a volunteer to read the
questions aloud. Then divide the class into pairs.
Have students discuss the questions with a friend.
When they finish, invite volunteers to share their
answers with the rest of the class.

Now read the story in groups.

Divide the class into groups of three. Students choose
paragraphs and read the story aloud. When they
finish, they switch paragraphs and read the story
again.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

1 	Listen to the first part
1.34
15’
of the story.

Unit 3 - Student’s Book page 30

Invite a volunteer to read the title of the story aloud.
Then have the class look at the pictures. Ask them
what they think the town emergency was. Accept all
answers. Next, tell them to close their books. Write
these questions on the board:
Why did Matt and Shannon feel lucky?
Who‘s Mr. Jones?
What did he tell the children about?
Why did everything change for Matt and Shannon?
After that, play track 1.34. Students listen for answers
to the questions. When the track finishes, encourage
them to compare their answers with a friend. Then
play the CD again. Students listen and follow along
in their books. Finally, elicit answers to the questions
from the class. Ask what the town emergency is: The
cinema is going to be sold.
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10’

AB page 30

Students find and cut out newspaper or
magazines advertisements for three films they
have seen or want to see. Then they stick the
advertisements into their notebooks. Finally, they
look up the original English titles of the films
online and write them next to the advertisements.

2 	
Listen to the second part
1.35
10’
of the story.

Value: Staying away from pirated films

Now read the story in groups.

10’

Divide the class into groups of four. Tell students
to assign roles: Mr. Jones, Shannon, Matt and the
narrator. Then have them read the story aloud.
Encourage the students who are reading the parts of
Mr. Jones, Shannon and Matt to use lots of expression
in their voices.

After you read

10’

Match.
Have the class look at the
characters and say who each one is. Then invite
a volunteer to read the first speech bubble
aloud: I can’t believe it! Elicit who said this: Mr.
Jones. Next, tell students to match the rest of the
speech bubbles. Check by asking them to read
the speech bubbles aloud and say who said
each one.

Answer Key:

Make an antipirating poster

15’

Materials: One photocopy of craft templates 3a
and 3b, one sheet of poster paper per student,
colouring pencils, scissors, magazine cutouts of
actors and film advertisements, glue.
Hand out craft templates 3a and 3b and tell
students to read the text silently. Then elicit what
pirated films are: illegal copies of films. Invite
the class to give some examples: people who
sell DVDs on the street, people who download
films from the internet. Get them to say why this
is a problem: Lots of people work hard to make
a film. When someone makes an illegal copy,
the people who made the film don’t get any
money for their work. It’s like stealing. Next, get
students to colour the heading, the text and the
pictures and cut them out. Hand out the paper
and have them stick the items onto it. After that,
hand out the magazine cutouts. Then they stick
the cutouts and template items onto their poster
paper. Encourage them to display their posters
at home and tell their family about what they
learned.

Assign homework

AB page 31

5’

Unit 3 - Student’s Book page 31

Invite students to say how Matt and Shannon felt at
the end of the first part of the story: horrified. Elicit
why: Because Mr. Jones was going to sell the cinema.
Then play track 1.35 for students to listen and follow
along in their books. When they finish, tell them to
look at each of the pictures in turn and say what they
show from the story. Finally, ask how they think Mr.
Jones felt at the end of the story. Encourage them to
say why.
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Warm-up: Let’s talk about Great Britain

10’

Materials: A map of the world, labelled
photos of Buckingham Palace, Old Trafford,
Stonehenge and famous British icons (a London
police officer, a Rolls-Royce, a traditional English
breakfast).
Display the map and invite a volunteer to point
to Great Britain. Then pass around pictures
of famous places in Great Britain. Elicit or tell
students what the photos show: Buckingham
Palace is in London. The Queen lives there.
Old Trafford is the stadium where the team
Manchester United plays. Manchester United
is one of the richest football clubs in the world.
Stonehenge is between 3,500 and 5,000 years old.

Unit 3 - Student’s Book page 32

Read and label
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10’

Point out the map and invite volunteers to read
the text aloud. Encourage students to say what
countries form Great Britain: England, Scotland
and Wales. Then tell them to read the text again
and label the map. Check by saying the names of
the capital cities to elicit the names of the countries.
Explain that there are two main islands in Britain:
Great Britain and Ireland. England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland are one country, called the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland. Many people call it the UK for short. It is not
correct to call this region England. The southern
part of the island of Ireland is an independent
country, called the Republic of Ireland. Finally, for
homework, encourage the class to find another
island with more than one country on it: Hispaniola
— Haiti and the Dominican Republic; Borneo —
Indonesia, Malaysia and Brunei, etc.

The position of the stones is related to the sun
and the moon. Next, pass around the photos of
famous British icons. Encourage students to say
what the pictures show, then say a little about
each one: London police officers are called
“bobbies.˝ Their traditional uniform includes
a special helmet. They do not carry guns. The
Rolls-Royce is one of the most expensive cars in
the world. The first Rolls-Royce was made in 1906
by Charles Rolls and Henry Royce. A traditional
English breakfast includes bacon, eggs, tomatoes,
sausages, toast and tea. Most British people do
not eat a traditional breakfast every day. They
just have cereal, toast, fruit or yoghurt. It is faster
and cheaper!

Read and stick the photos
of these British stars.

10’

Tell the class to read the descriptions of the actors.
When they finish, ask if they have ever watched any
of the films and whether or not they enjoyed them.
Next, tell students to uset the stickers for Light up
the world on page 32. Say the name of the actress
in the first description and get the class to hold up
the corresponding sticker. Then have them put the
sticker in the space. Do the same with the rest of
the descriptions. Finally, have them vote on their
favourite actor or actress.

Answer Key:

Answer Key:

AB page 32

15’

Check what you know!
Divide the class into pairs. Have them open their
books to page 24. Tell them to review the words
and their meanings. Then have them close their
books. Students take turns miming the different
jobs for their partner to guess. Next, have pairs
write three instructions as quotations: “Run fast,”
the director told the extras. Finally, ask the class
to complete the faces according to how they feel
about what they know.

10’

Materials: Photos of Wallace and Gromit.
Write the names of some animated films on the board:
Shrek, Toy Story, Finding Nemo. Elicit some more
examples and ask students if they like animated films.
Then write Wallace and Gromit on the board. Pass
around the photos of Wallace and Gromit and get the
class to say anything they know about them. Next,
have students look at the photo in their book. Tell them
to read the text and find out who the man is: Nick
Park, the creator of Wallace and Gromit. After that,
have the class look at the incomplete titles below the
text. Explain that these are the titles of some Wallace
and Gromit films. Tell students to read the text again
and complete the film titles. When they finish,
encourage them to compare answers with a friend to
check. Finally, check as a class by inviting volunteers
to read the completed titles aloud.

Answer Key:

Look and match.

5’

Get students to look at the pictures and say what they
see in each one: a ball of string, a carrot, a diamond,
the moon. Then tell the class to read the text again
and match the objects with the film titles. Check by
getting volunteers to read the film titles aloud and
say which pictures they go with. Finally, ask whether
students have seen any of the films.

Take the Wallace and Gromit film quiz!

5’

Divide the class into pairs and tell them to look at
the Wallace and Gromit film quiz. Get them to circle
the answers according to the text at the top of the
page. Encourage them to underline the parts of the
text where they find the answers. Check by getting
volunteers to read the questions aloud. Invite other
volunteers to read their answers and the sentences
in the text where they found them. Finally, invite
a volunteer to read the Did you know? text aloud.
Encourage students to say if they have had any
similar experiences.

Answer Key:
1. b
2. b
3. a
4. a
5. a
6. c

Combinations (see page 10)
Now play Combinations with
reported speech. Have fun!

Assign homework

My project

5’

10’

AB page 33

Make a shoebox cinema.
Materials: One shoebox and two or three
sheets of white paper per student, a
paintbrush.
Invite the class to look at My project and tell
them the main materials for the craft. Point out
the icons and explain the additional materials
that they need. Then go through each step
with them. Finally, remind them that they can
do their project with the help of their family.

A friendly reminder
It is advisable to create a stress-free and
supportive environment for taking a test.
Before students are assessed, they should review
the unit vocabulary with My spelling practice on
page 95 and the Time to check section on page 32
in the Activity Book. During the evaluation:
• read the instructions for the first activity with
students
• read the example and clarify doubts
• ask a volunteer for another example
• assign time to complete the activity
• read the instructions for the next activity, etc.

1

Unit 3 - Student’s Book page 33

Read and complete the names of the films.
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4

Mother Earth

Objectives:
• learn the names of different kinds of pollution
• learn collocations about taking care of the environment
• practise slogans about taking care of the environment
• talk about processes with the passive voice
• talk about objects using made and made of

Pollution
exhaust fumes
landfill
litter 		
oil spill
sewage
smog		
smoke
toxic waste

Collocations 1
/egÖ"zOÜst fjuÜmz/
/"lœndÖfIl/
/"lIÖt´/
/"OIl spIl/
/"suÜÖIdZ/
/smÅg/
/sm´Uk/
/ÆtÅkÖsIk "weIst/

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

eat organic food
/iÜt OÜÖ"gœÖnIk fuÜd/
____________
pick up litter
/pIk øp "lIÖt´/
____________
plant trees
/plAÜnt "t®iÜz/
____________
produce clean
/pr´ÖÆdjuÜs kliÜn
energy		"eÖn´ÖdZI/
____________
put up
/pUt øp
solar panels		 "s´UÖl´ ÆpœÖn´lz/
____________
save water
/seIv "wOÜÖt´/
____________
use biodegradable /juÜz baIÖ´Öd´ÖÆgreIÖd´Öb´l
products		
"prÅÖdøkts/
____________
use public
/juÜz ÆpøbÖlIk
transport		"trAÜnÖspOÜÖt/
___________

Passive voice

Unit 4

We use the passive sentence structure subject + the
verb be + past participle to talk about an action when
we do not know or do not need to say who did the
action. In this unit, we use the passive with the simple
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In this section, students will learn phrases and
short exchanges used in everyday life.
In this unit, students will learn and practise
slogans about taking care of the environment.
• Think green!
• Don’t panic, it’s organic!
• Extinction is forever!
• Give Earth a chance!

present to talk about processes. We also practise
using made and made of with passive structures:
Where is it made? What is it made of? We use made
of to talk about the material of an object.

The lighthouse keepers’ story

The clearing

Tell students that recycling things is good for
the planet but we can also recycle language by
practising the things we have already learned.
This is very important for learning English
successfully. Students should practise the things
they have learned once or twice a week. They
should also look at the things they learn at school
the same night at home. Once a week, they can
look through the Student’s Book to remind them of
the different things they have learned.
To help students practise more effectively,
encourage them to try some of these things: Get
them to write each new word on a piece of paper
and draw a picture on the back that shows its
meaning. When they want to practise, they can
look at the word and try to remember its meaning.
Encourage them to visualize the picture rather
than translating the word. They can also look at
the drawing and think of the word in English.
In addition, have them make a special section in
their notebooks for grammar. On one page, they
write sentences as examples of new grammar
structures. On other page, they draw a situation
for each sentence: It’s made of paper. (A picture
of an object and some paper). Another good way
to review language is to practise with a friend.
Students ask each other questions about what
they learned in the previous unit. They can quiz
each other about the meaning of new words
or get each other to give examples of the new
grammar. Finally, remind students that reviewing
what they have learned a little at a time is easier
and more effective than reviewing everything at
the end of the year!

Value: Taking care of the Earth
Taking care of the earth means respecting other
living things and using resources carefully.

Make a globe.

Basic competences
In this unit, students will develop:
• Competence in Learning to learn by focusing in
this unit on the concept of ‘recycling’ language
as well as material waste (TB p. 49).
• Linguistic competence by identifying and
learning vocabulary and slogans related to
ecology (SB p. 34).
• Cultural and Artistic competence by creating
their own ecology slogans and drawing pictures
to illustrate the words (SB p. 35).
• Linguistic competence by identifying the
structure of the passive voice and writing
sentences (SB p. 36).
• Competence in Processing digital information
in the classroom by listening to a recorded
conversation and selecting the items mentioned
in the dialogue from a variety of pictures (SB p.
37).
• Mathematical competence by using numbers
to identify steps in a scientific process and talk
about them using the passive voice (SB p. 38).
• Autonomy and personal initiative by writing
their own text on how to recycle paper, using the
passive voice and connectors to mark the steps
(SB p. 39).
• Social and citizenship competence by reading
the story The clearing to develop awareness
about the impact of man’s actions on the
environment and on other people (SB p. 40).
• Linguistic competence by listening to and
reading a story while looking at drawings that
support contextual information (SB p. 41).
• Competence in Knowledge and interaction with
the physical world by reading and listening to a
text about Greenland (SB p. 42).
• Competence in Learning to learn by reviewing
key unit concepts and revision techniques in
the Time to Check, Pictionary and My Spelling
Practice sections before doing a final test (SB p.
43).

Unit 4

Teaching tip
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4

Mother Earth
Answer Key:

Warm-up: Quiz

10’

Materials: 12 index cards with the names of a city,
island, river, mountain or endangered species
written on each, sticky tape.
Write the category names across the board: Cities,
Islands, Rivers, Mountains, Endangered species. Then
divide the class into four teams. Shuffle the cards and
give one to each team. They read the name on the
card and attach it under the corresponding category.
Teams win a point for each correctly placed card.
Continue with the rest of the cards.

1 	Listen and point to the
1.36
10’
contaminants.

track

narrator:

1.36

1.37

10’

Play track 1.37 for students to repeat the words. Say
the first letter of one of the words. Encourage the
class to guess the word. Continue spelling the word
until a student guesses correctly. Invite volunteers to
do the same with the rest of the words.
narrator:

Invite the class to look at the picture. Elicit the name
of the city: Lake City. Then ask students if they would
like to live there. Encourage them to say why or why
not. Explain that Lake City is very polluted. There are
contaminants, things that are bad for the environment,
everywhere. Next, play track 1.36. Students listen and
point to the items as they hear them.
track

Listen and repeat.

1.37

listen and repeat.
smog

litter

sewage

smoke

exhaust fumes

oil spill

landfill

toxic waste

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 34 ex. 1

In their notebooks, students illustrate three
pollution vocabulary items with magazine or
newspaper cutouts and label them.

narrator: listen and point to the contaminants.

narrator: l
 ake city has got lots of problems. a blanket of
smog hangs in the sky over the city. can you see

it? that’s s-m-o-g. the smog is a mixture of smoke

Unit 4 - Student’s Book page 34

from factory chimneys and exhaust fumes from
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cars. that’s s-m-o-k-e. and e-x-h-a-u-s-t f-u-m-e-s.
the lake is very polluted. sewage, brown dirty

water, is coming out of the pipe. that’s s-e-w-ag-e. and there’s an oil spill in the middle of the

lake, that’s o-i-l s-p-i-l-l. the park is full of litter.

there aren’t any rubbish bins! that’s l-i-t-t-e-r. and,
believe it or not, there’s a landfill next to it. a

landfill is a place to deposit all the city’s rubbish.
that’s l-a-n-d-f-i-l-l. and there’s something very
dangerous in the middle of the landfill

– a barrel

full of toxic waste. t-o-x-i-c w-a-s-t-e. i wouldn’t
like to live in lake city!

Listen again and stick.

1.36

10’

Tell students to use the stickers for activity 1 on page 34.
Get students to read the words on the stickers. Then play
track 1.36 again. Students listen and stick the words. Check
by reading the words aloud and inviting students to point
to the contaminants. Finally, read the words aloud and
ask what they mean: We get smoke when we burn things.
Smog is dirty air. Exhaust fumes come out of cars. Sewage
comes from toilets. An oil spill happens when oil comes
out of a ship or a truck. Litter is rubbish on the ground in
public places. A landfill is a place where large amounts of
rubbish are buried. Toxic waste is poisonous material.

15’

Ask students why it is important to protect the
environment. Then point out the pictures and the
slogans. Ask students where we see slogans like
this: on badges, on bumper stickers (stickers on
cars), in advertisements. Next, get a volunteer to
read the first slogan aloud. Ask what it means:
We should think about the environment. Ask
why people use the colour green to mean the
environment: Because plants are green when
they are healthy. After that, have different
volunteers read the rest of the slogans aloud.
Encourage students to guess their meaning.
Finally, divide the class into pairs and tell them to
close their books. Write the slogans on the board
with the words scrambled. Pairs unscramble the
slogans. Check by asking volunteers what each
slogan is.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 34 ex. 2

In their notebooks, students write and illustrate
their own slogan: Help our planet! I ❤ trees. etc.

Look and match.

15’

Materials: Photos of ecological disaster areas: a local
landfill, a dried-up reservoir, a burnt forest, dead fish
floating in a polluted river, etc.
Pass around the photos. Explain that these
things happen when we do not take care of the
environment. Then have the class look at the
pictures in their books. Invite volunteers to describe
them. After that, ask a volunteer to read the text on
the banner aloud: Put some colour in your life. Think
green! Explain that the actions on the signs are all
things we can do to protect the environment. Next,
have a volunteer read the first action and say the
number of the corresponding picture: Six. Students
match the remaining actions with the pictures.
Finally, check by reading the actions aloud to elicit
the number of the pictures.

Listen and repeat.

1.38

10’

Play track 1.38 several times. Students listen and
repeat. Then ask them to close their books. Say a word
from one of the actions: litter. Students say the whole
phrase: pick up litter. Do the same with the rest of the
actions.
track

narrator:
narrator:

				
				
				
				
				
				
				

1.38

listen and repeat.
plant trees.

pick up litter.

produce clean energy.

Read and draw the badges.

10’

Tell students to read the slogans and draw a
pictures to illustrate them on the badges. Explain
that the drawings should be different from the
ones on page 34. When they finish, encourage
them to compare pictures with a friend.

Answer Key:
Student’s own drawings.

Correct it! (see page 10) 10’
Now play Correct it! with collocations
from this page. Have fun!

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 35

Pictionary pages 100 and 101. Students identify
the pictures and write the corresponding words
or phrases. Then they write a sentence for each.
Finally, they listen to the words and phrases in
this unit’s section of the CD in class.

put up solar panels.

use biodegradable products.
save water.

eat organic food.

use public transport.

Unit 4 - Student’s Book page 35
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Trees are planted and watered
1

Look and write the captions.

2

10’

Ask the class if there are any landfills in their city. Get
them to say where they are and what they are like. Then
invite a volunteer to read the banner aloud and have
the class look at the pictures. Explain that the pictures
show the process of turning a landfill into a park. Point
out the captions and elicit the caption that goes with
the first picture: The landfill is closed. Students write
the caption on the lines. After that, have them write the
captions for the rest of the pictures.

Listen and chant.

10’

Listen and check.

1.39

5’

Play track 1.39. Students check that the captions are
in the correct order.
1.39

narrator: listen and check.

Unit 4 - Student’s Book page 36

narrator:	these are the steps to turn a landfill into a park.
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first, the landfill is closed. then the area is
covered with soil.

next, trees are planted and watered. after that,
paths are made. next, rubbish bins are installed.
finally, people are invited to the park.

Talk about the process with a friend.

15’

Invite a volunteer to read what the boy in the photo says.
Ask which word shows the position of this process in the
sequence: First. Then elicit other sequence words and
write them on the board: Then, Next, After that, Finally.
Point to Then and elicit the next caption: Then the area
is covered with soil. After that, divide the class into
pairs. Students take turns describing the process to their
partner. Finally, invite volunteers to say the process to
the class.

Assign homework

15’

Point out the picture and ask a volunteer to read the
title aloud. Then tell students to close their books.
Get them to predict the words that will appear in the
chant. Write them on the board. Next, play track 1.40
and ask students which words from the board are in
the chant. After that, play the CD again for students
to follow along in their books. Finally, play the CD
and invite students to chant along.

Answer Key:

track

1.40

Invite a volunteer to read the first example aloud.
Then write People make paths on the board. Point
out that both sentences mean the same. Say that
the sentence in the book is a passive sentence.
Ask how it is different: We don’t know who does
the action. Explain that we use passive sentences
when it is not important to know who does the
action. Circle paths in the sentence on the board.
Explain that in passive sentences, we use the
object of a normal sentence as the subject. Then
we use the verb be and the past participle. After
that, invite a volunteer to read the second example
aloud. Elicit a sentence with the same meaning
using people as the subject: People open the park.

Write sentences.

Have a volunteer read the first prompt aloud:
the park / decorate. Ask students what the
subject is and if it is singular or plural: park. It’s
singular. Then elicit the passive sentence: The
park is decorated. Next, tell students to write the
sentences. When they finish, check by inviting
volunteers to read their sentences aloud.

Answer Key:
The park is decorated.
The chairs are painted.
A party is organized.
The lights are turned on.

Assign homework
5’

Additional homework

AB page 36 ex. 1

Students make one of the stages of the ecoproject with modelling clay and cardboard.
Then they write its caption on an index card.

10’

5’

Additional homework

AB page 36 ex. 2

Students copy the sentences that they wrote for Light
on grammar into their notebooks and illustrate them.

Ask students if they’ve got any items at home that are
made of recycled material and what they are. Then tell
them to look at the pictures and say what the objects
are. Next, play track 1.41. Students circle the objects that
the woman mentions. Check by eliciting the names of
the objects.
track 1.41
narrator:	listen and circle the products you hear.
man:	hello. welcome to eco chic. can i help you?
woman:	yes, i’m interested in this chair. it’s beautiful.
is it made of wood?
man:	no, it isn’t. it’s made of recycled paper.
woman:	paper! really? that’s amazing! where is it
made?
man:	it’s made in sweden.
woman:	that’s interesting. what about this vase? it
would be beautiful with some roses. what’s it
made of?
man:	it’s made of recycled glass.
woman:
is it made in sweden, too?
man:
no, it’s made in mexico.
woman:	and just look at these dresses! i love these.
what are they made of?
man:	they’re made of recycled plastic. they’re made
in poland.
woman: 	and the forks and knives? where are they
made?
man:	they’re made in the uk of recycled metal.
woman:	hmm. well, you have some very interesting
things. can i look around some more?
man:	sure!

Answer Key:

Listen again and categorize
the information. 1.41 15’
Point out the boxes with the names of the objects and
the information on the pieces of paper. Play track 1.41
twice for students to write the information for each
object. Then get them to compare answers with a
friend. Check as a class by naming each object and
asking volunteers to read the information aloud.

Answer Key:
Chair: paper, Sweden
Vase: glass, Mexico
Dresses: plastic, Poland
Knives and forks: metal, USA

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 37 ex. 1

10’

Invite pairs of volunteers to read the questions
and answers aloud. Explain that when we talk
about where an object is made, we use made
in. When we talk about the materials that are
used to make an object, we use made of. Get
another volunteer to read the last question and
answer aloud: What are they made of? Ask how
we make wh- questions in the passive: We use
a question word, the verb be, the subject and
the past participle. Finally, hold up a classroom
object and ask questions about it for the class
to answer. Ask volunteers to do the same with
other objects.

	Play a guessing game with
a friend. 10’
Invite a pair of volunteers to read what the
children say aloud. Then point out the pictures
and ask what the objects are and which
countries the flags represent: a computer – the
USA, glasses – Great Britain, clog shoes –
Holland, a hat – Bolivia. Divide the class into
pairs and have them take turns describing
items in the pictures for their friend to guess.
Pair

work

15’

Divide the class into pairs: student A and student
B. Student A looks at page 113 and student
B looks at page 118. Tell them to look at the
information. Elicit the questions they will need
to ask: Where is/are the … made? What is/are it/
they made of? Next, get them to ask each other
the questions and complete the information.
When they finish, encourage them to compare
pages to check.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 37 ex. 2

Students stick a magazine cutout of an unusual
object into their notebooks. Then they draw two
people talking about the object and write their
dialogue in speech bubbles: Where’s it made? It’s
made in (China). What’s it made of? It’s made of
(paper).

Unit 4 - Student’s Book page 37

3 	
Listen and circle the products
1.41
you hear.
15’
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Time to practise!
15’
Running dictation (see page 10)
Play Running dictation with the process of
turning a landfill into a park. Have fun!

1

Look and complete the process.

15’

Get students to look at the pictures and say what they
see. Explain that the pictures illustrate the process of
growing flowers to sell. Elicit what structure we can
use to describe processes: the passive. Then point out
the text and invite the class to say the first sentence:
First, seeds and bulbs are planted. Have them write
the sentence in the space and complete the rest of the
text individually. When they finish, check by asking
volunteers to read the process aloud.

Answer Key:

2

Sing a song.

1.42

15’

Write these words on the board and tell students
to copy them into their notebooks: toxic waste, acid
rain, industrial waste, global warming, ecosystem.
Then play track 1.42. Students number the words as
they hear them. Next, elicit the order and get the class
to tell you what the singer says about these things.
After that, play the CD again for students to listen and
follow along in their books. Finally, divide the class
into two groups. Play the CD. One group sings the
first verse and the other sings the second verse. Both
groups sing the chorus. When they finish, groups
switch roles and sing the song again.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 38 ex. 2

Unit 4 - Student’s Book page 38

Write How ice cream is made on the board. Tell
students to investigate and draw a picture for
each stage of the process in their notebooks.
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Unscramble the sentences.

10’

Tell students to unscramble the sentences and write
them on the lines. When they finish, encourage them
to compare answers with a friend. Finally, check by
having volunteers read the sentences aloud.

Answer Key:
1. Cars are made of metal.
2. Many toys are made in China.
3. Water bottles are made of plastic.
4. These pencils are made in the USA.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 38 ex. 1

In their notebooks, students write sentences
with made of and made in about three of their
favourite possessions: My guitar is made in
Mexico. It’s made of wood.

Time to write
1

Complete the process.

10’

Invite students to look at the pictures and say what the
process is: making paper. Then encourage them to say
what they see in the pictures. Ask the class to look at
the text and read the first incomplete sentence silently.
Explain that students should use the words under the
pictures to complete the sentences. Invite a volunteer to
complete the first sentence: First, trees are marked and
cut down. After that, get the class to complete the rest
of the sentences individually. When they finish, check
by inviting volunteers to read the completed text aloud.
Elicit the meaning of pulp: a mixture of wood, water
and chemicals. Finally, point out that making paper is
a very long process that uses lots of trees. Encourage
students to think about this and not to waste paper.

Answer Key:
2

Bulletin board idea

15’

Materials: One sheet of poster paper per group, one
sheet of white paper per student, magazine cutouts
of things people throw away, glue.
Divide the class into four groups and hand out
the materials. Then assign one category of rubbish
to each group: Paper (blue), Glass (green), Organic
waste (red), Plastic (yellow). Groups draw a
recycling container on their poster. Get them to
colour and label their container. Next, have them
stick cutouts of the recyclable materials in their
containers. Finally, have groups display their
posters and say things that people can make from
the recycled rubbish. Point out that we can use
organic waste to make compost, a special soil that
helps plants to grow.

Look and describe the process
Assign homework

5’

in your notebook.

20’

Invite a volunteer to read the title aloud. Ask the class
if they have ever made recycled paper themselves.
Get them to say what they see in the different pictures.
Next, write these words on the board: 1 – paper / in
a warehouse; 2 – to a factory / into pieces; 3 – to a
tremendous temperature / the pulp; 4 – the pulp;
5 – onto a conveyer belt; 6 – the paper / onto rolls.
Tell students to use these words and the verbs under
each set of pictures to help them describe the process.
After that, have them write their descriptions in their
notebooks. When they finish, encourage them to
compare texts with a friend. Finally, check as class by
inviting a volunteer to read his/her description aloud.
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AB page 39
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The lighthouse keepers’ story
Now read the story in groups.
Before you read

10’

Discuss with a friend.
Ask a volunteer to read the
questions aloud. Then invite the class to look at
the first picture. Elicit the problem: There was a
forest fire. Get students to suggest ideas for how
they can help to prevent forest fires: Don’t play
with fire. Be careful with campfires. etc. Explain
that forest fires destroy trees and people’s homes.
They are very dangerous. Sometimes they
happen naturally, because of dry weather and
lightning. Sometimes people make the fires to
create land for farming or for building houses.
Encourage students to give other examples of
the consequences of forest fires. After that, get
the class to look at the other two pictures and say
what the problems are and what they can do to
help.

Unit 4 - Student’s Book page 40

1 	Listen to the first part of
1.43
15’
the story.
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Invite the class to look at the picture and guess what
will happen in the story. Then have a volunteer read
the title of the story aloud. Ask students what they
think a clearing is. Accept all answers. Next, have
students close their books. Write these sentences on
the board:
Farmers are burning trees because they want
to build houses.
Mr. Thompson is the children’s teacher.
Mr. Thompson thinks the fires are exciting.
Destroying the forest is dangerous because it can
cause earthquakes.
After that, play track 1.43. Students listen and decide
which of the sentences are true and which are false.
When the track finishes, encourage them to talk
about their answers with a friend. Then play the
CD again. Students listen and follow along in their
books. After that, get the class to say which of the
sentences are true and which are false. Finally, ask
students if they know any places in the world where
people burn the forest this way.

10’

Divide the class into groups and tell them to take
turns reading the story aloud. Encourage them to
put as much expression as possible into their voices.
When they finish, invite the class to guess what
happens in the next part of the story. Accept all
answers.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 40

Students choose one of the Before you read
problems and make a poster telling people
how they can help. The poster should include
instructions and an illustration for each
instruction: Don’t throw rubbish in the street.
Don’t contaminate the water. etc.

2 	Listen to the second part
1.44
10’
of the story.

Value: Taking care of the Earth

Now read the story in groups.

10’

Divide the class into groups of three. Students take
turns reading sections of the story. When they finish,
invite volunteers to read the story to the class.

After you read

15’

Circle the correct option.
Tell students to look at number 1
and get them to find and underline all the
examples of the word clearing in the story. Then,
tell them to read the sentences around each
example and decide which picture shows the
meaning of the word: the second picture. After
that, have them do the same with the rest of the
words. When they finish, check by reading the
items aloud to elicit which picture shows the
meaning. Finally, encourage students to try to
read short books in English. Explain that when
they read and see the same word in different
sentences, it becomes easier to understand and
remember the meaning of the word.

Answer Key:

Make a globe. 10’
Materials: One photocopy of craft templates
4a, 4b, 4c and 4d (see the Values Section on
the Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM) per student,
colouring pencils, scissors, glue, string.
Write the value on the board: Taking care of
the Earth. Elicit reasons why this is important:
Because the Earth is our home. Because
people sometimes treat the Earth very badly.
There is lots of pollution. Because the Earth
is beautiful. Because we have to think of the
future. Explain that taking care of the Earth
means respecting other living things and
using resources carefully. Then hand out the
templates and tell students to colour the parts
of the globe. Next, they cut out the parts and
fold them along the lines. After that, they stick
the four parts together to form a globe. Finally,
get them to put string through the top of their
globe so that they can hang it up. Encourage
them to display their globe at home and to
remember how they can help take care
of the Earth.

Assign homework

AB page 41

5’
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Get students to say what caused the fire in the
first part of the story and why burning the forest is
dangerous. Then play track 1.44. Students listen and
follow along in their books. When the story finishes,
ask students to say what Gina and Kevin did to
help: They replanted the forest. Ask students if they
know about any projects like this in their area.
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Warm-up: Let’s talk about Greenland

15’

Materials: A map of the world, the Helheim
glacier, before-and-after photos of retreating
glaciers.
Display the map and invite a volunteer to point
to Greenland. Tell students that Greenland was
discovered by the Vikings. Then point to the water
between Greenland and Canada. Explain that this
is called the Northwest Passage. Explorers thought
they could sail this way from Europe to India. None
of the explorers succeeded because this body of
water is often frozen solid. Now, because of global
warming, the ice is melting, and experts think that
it will soon be possible for commercial ships to

Read and complete.

10’

Tell students to read the text about Greenland
and complete the information. Check by asking
volunteers to say and spell the completed items.
Ask what a coat of arms is: A picture that shows
the official symbols of a country.
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Answer Key:
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Read and say True or False.

10’

Materials: Photos of an iceberg, the Northern
Lights.
Divide the class into pairs. Tell them to read
sentences about Greenland and guess whether
they are true or false. When they finish, have
them read the answers at the bottom of the page.
After that, ask the class if they were surprised
by any of the facts about Greenland. Tell them
that if all the ice in Greenland melted, sea levels
around the world would rise by about 6 metres!
Next, pass around the photo of the iceberg.
Explain that even though some icebergs are very
tall, 90% of an iceberg is under
the water! Finally, pass around the photo of the
Northern Lights. Explain that they are caused
by electricity and gases high in the earth’s
atmosphere.

use the Northwest Passage. This will mean that it
will be much cheaper to transport cargo between
the Atlantic and the Pacific oceans than it is now.
This, however, will greatly impact the wildlife in
that area, such as polar bears and sea birds. Pass
around the photo of the Helheim glacier. Explain
that Greenland has got 1,784,000 square kilometres
of glaciers. Only Antarctica has got more. Finally,
pass around the photos of the retreating glaciers.
Explain that because of global warming, glaciers
all over the world are melting. Mountains of ice are
turning into rocky valleys. Encourage students to
say what consequences this could have.

AB page 42

15’

Check what you know!
Divide the class into groups of four. Have
students look at page 34. Tell them to take turns
saying the pollution vocabulary items and
miming actions to clean up each one. Next, get
them to look at page 35. Tell them to take turns
spelling the actions one letter at a time. The
others guess the action and explain why it is
important. After that, divide the class into pairs.
In pairs, students choose one of the processes
described in the unit and take turns saying
sentences to describe the process. Next, they
choose something they can see in the classroom.
They describe what it is made of and where
they think it is made. Their friend guesses the
object. Finally, ask the class to complete the
faces according to how they feel about what
they know.

Read and circle the animals in the scene.

15’

Tell students to describe the scene. Then get them
to read the text and circle the animals from the text
in the picture. Check by asking where each animal
is in the picture. After that, write these words on the
board: huskies, polar bear skins, oil from whales
and seals. Divide the class into pairs. Tell students
to discuss why these things are important to Inuit
people. When they finish, elicit the answers:
Because huskies pull their sleds. Because they wear
clothes made of polar bear skins. Because they
light their igloos with oil from whales and seals.

Answer Key:

Call my bluff (see page 10) 10’
Now play Call my bluff with passive
sentences from one of the processes
described in this unit. Have fun!

Assign homework

5’

My project

AB page 43

Make a re-box.

Materials: Two cereal boxes, card, white paper,
a paintbrush per student.
Invite the class to look at My project and tell
them the main materials for the craft. Point out
the icons and explain the additional materials
that they need. Then go through each step
with them. Finally, remind them that they can
do their project with the help of their family.

A friendly reminder
10’

Invite the class to look at the pictures and ask what
the person is making: an igloo. Ask students if they
have ever seen a picture of a real igloo in a book or on
TV. Then tell them to look at the picture for step 1and
find the text that describes that step: Snow is cut into
blocks. Students write 1 in the box next to that text.
After that, get them to read and number the rest of
the texts according to the pictures. Check by saying
the numbers and inviting volunteers to read the texts
aloud. Finally, get a volunteer to read the Did you
know? text aloud. Ask students if they would like to
have a tunnel that connected them to their neighbour’s
house. Encourage them to say why or why not.

Answer Key:

It is advisable to create a stress-free
and supportive environment for taking
a test. Before students are assessed, they should
review the unit vocabulary with My spelling
practice on page 96 and the Time to check section
on page 42 in the Activity Book. During the
evaluation:
• read the instructions for the first activity with
students
• read the example and clarify doubts
• ask a volunteer for another example
• assign time to complete the activity
• read the instructions for the next activity, etc.

4
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Number the steps to make an igloo.
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5

Art

Objectives:
• learn the words to talk about art supplies and art forms
• practise ways to express preferences
• use relative clauses to combine information about a person, place or thing
• learn how to report what a person said

Art supplies
canvas
digital camera
easel
flash
lens
oil paints
pastels
spray paint
watercolours

Art forms
/"kœnÖv´s/
/ÆdIÖdZIÖt´l "kœmÖr´/
/"iÜÖz´l/
/flœS/
/lenz/
/"OIl peInts/
/"pœsÖt´lz/
/"spreI peInt/
/"wOÜÖt´ÖkøÖl´z/

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

Relative clauses

/"œbÖstrœkt/
/kÅÖlAÜZ/
/"lœndÖskeIp/
/m´UÖ"zeIk/
/"mjuÜÖr´l/
/"pOÜÖt®eIt/
/self "pOÜÖtreIt/
/stIl "laIf/

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

where to add information about a place: This is the
city. I was born here. – This is the city where I was
born. The relative pronoun usually goes after the
person, place or thing we are talking about.

Reported speech (past simple)
We use reported speech to tell someone what
another person said. We change the pronouns
and tense of the original sentence to show that the
perspective of the speaker is different: I don’t like it.
He said he didn’t like it. In this unit, we use reported
speech with the past simple to talk about people’s
feelings about artwork.

Unit 5

We use relative clauses to combine pieces of
information in one sentence. We often do this in
order to specify which person, place or thing we
are talking about. We use the relative pronouns
who, that and where to connect the information. We
use who to add information about people: The girl
has got brown hair. She goes to my school. – The
girl who has got brown hair goes to my school. We
use that to add information about a thing: I like the
painting. It shows a beautiful landscape. – I like the
painting that shows a beautiful landscape. We use

abstract
collage
landscape
mosaic
mural
portrait
self-portrait
still life
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In this section, students will learn phrases and
short exchanges used in everyday life.
In this unit, students will learn and practise ways
to express preferences.
• I’d rather use watercolours.
• She’d rather not go to the art gallery.

The lighthouse keepers’ story
The art competition

Visual materials are an important part of language
teaching. They help students to learn better, by
giving them the opportunity to associate new
language with images. Visual materials like the
Lighthouse posters also bring variety into the
classroom, and stimulate students’ creativity. Apart
from bringing photos into our lessons (which help
students relate language to their own world), there
are a number of other things we can do:
• First, do not be afraid to draw on the board. Most
of us are not great artists, but we can all use
simple stick figures or line drawings, and often
the worse we are at drawing, the more amusing
(and memorable) our students find our efforts!
• Second, use students’ work as much as possible.
Encourage them to make posters of new
language that include example sentences and
illustrations, and display them on the classroom
walls or bulletin board. In general, if your school
permits, display as much students‘ work as you
can. If you have a Visitors‘ Day, open a Visitors‘
Book and encourage people to write comments
about the work on display.
• Finally, when you give feedback on written
work in class or on homework, try to include
a simple visual element. Drawing a smiling
face, a thumbs-up sign or a picture of the sun to
show that you appreciate a student’s work is an
effective device, and makes feedback much more
personal.
Remember, by making lessons more dynamic and
appealing, we can help students to enjoy learning
and do it more effectively.

Value: Expressing yourself
Expressing yourself means communicating
how you see and feel about yourself and the
world around you.

Make an Impressionist painting.

Basic competences
In this unit, students will develop:
• Competence in Learning to learn by focusing in
this unit on using art and other visual stimuli to
encourage memorization of new vocabulary (TB
p. 61)
• Linguistic competence by identifying and
learning vocabulary related to art (SB p. 44).
• Mathematical competence by using numbers to
identify different art forms (SB p. 45).
• Cultural and Artistic competence by learning
about the Impressionist movement in France (SB
p. 46).
• Competence in Processing digital information
in the classroom by listening to a recorded
conversation and selecting the items mentioned
in the dialogue from a variety of pictures (SB p.
47).
• Competence in Autonomy and personal
initiative by interpreting art and writing what
feelings it inspires as well as what the model is
saying in the painting (SB p. 48).
• Linguistic competence by reading a descriptive
text about a painting and then writing their own
description (SB p. 49).
• Linguistic competence by listening to and
reading a story while looking at drawings that
support contextual information (SB p. 50)
• Social and citizenship competence by reading
the story The art competition to develop
awareness about how friendship and the
support of others can help us to achieve our
goals (SB p. 51).
• Competence in Knowledge and interaction with
the physical world by reading and listening to a
text about France (SB p. 52)
• Competence in Learning to learn by reviewing
key unit concepts and revision techniques in
the Time to Check, Pictionary and My Spelling
Practice sections before doing a final test (SB p.
53).

Unit 5

Teaching tip
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5

Art

Warm-up: Associations

Assign homework

10’

Write ART on the board. Then tell students to
write three words they associate with art in
their notebooks: painting, sculpture, colour, etc.
Next, have them compare their words with a friend.
Finally, invite volunteers to read their words aloud.

1

Look and stick.

Unit 5 - Student’s Book page 44

Answer Key:
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1.45

15’

Play track 1.45 and get students to repeat the words.
Then write the words in the air. Students say them.
When you finish, divide the class into pairs. Students
continue the activity with their friend. Finally, invite
students to say which of the supplies they use in Art
at school.
track

1.45

narrator: listen and repeat.
narrator: watercolours

pastels

canvas

easel

spray paint

lens

digital camera

flash

oil paints

Additional homework

AB page 44 ex. 1

In their notebooks, students draw an artist’s
studio and label the items inside.

20’

Have the class look at the scene and say what it shows:
an artist’s studio. Then ask them to name any objects
they know. Next, tell students to use the stickers for
activity 1 on page 44. Say digital camera. Students
find the sticker for the digital camera and choose
an appropriate place to put it. They should guide
themselves by the picture on the sticker. Encourage
students to check with a friend that they have chosen
the right place. After that, have them put the sticker
in the corresponding space. They continue with the
remaining stickers. Check by drawing a symbol for
each art supply to elicit its name. Finally, ask students
if art is important to them. Encourage them to think of
different places they can find art: in books, in video
games, etc.

Listen and repeat.

5’

20’

Materials: A sheet of paper rolled into a ball,
a sheet of white paper per student.
Invite students to imagine what they would use
to create their artwork if they were artists. Then
ask a volunteer: Watercolours or oil paints? Ask
another one: Spray paint or pastels? Continue
with other volunteers. After that, point out the
first picture and encourage students to tell you
what choice of paints they see: watercolours and
oil paints. Read the first expression aloud: I’d
rather use watercolours. Invite students to repeat
after you. Then toss the ball to a student and
ask Watercolours or oil paints? Elicit the answer
with I’d rather… Next, get students to stand in
a circle. They toss the ball to each other giving
a choice and making a decision. After that,
students sit down and look at the second picture.
Ask: Does the girl want to go to the art gallery?
No, she doesn't. Read the expression aloud:
She’d rather not go to the art gallery. Explain
that the expression would rather (not) do an
action shows a preference. We always use the
contracted form of would: ’d. Finally, tell students
to draw a picture of what they’d rather (not) do
on the sheet of paper. When they finish, they
show their picture to a friend. He/She makes a
sentence: You’d rather not use spray paint.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 44 ex. 2

In their notebooks, students write four sentences,
two with ‘d rather and two with ‘d rather not. Then
they draw a picture for each of the sentences.

Read and number the art forms.

15’

Tell students to look at the paintings and decide
which one they like best. Meanwhile, draw eight
rectangles on the board matching the positions of the
paintings in the Student’s Book. Point to the different
rectangles and have students put up their hands
when you point to the one they like. Encourage them
to say why they like it. Next, invite a volunteer to
read the first text in the frame aloud. Explain that it is
a description of one of the art forms. Point to different
rectangles on the board until students say Yes. Have
them number the picture. After that, get them to read
the texts silently and number the rest of the art forms.
Finally, check by pointing to the different rectangles
on the board. Students say the number.

Listen and repeat.

1.46

5’

Play track 1.46 several times. Students listen and
repeat the names of the art forms. Then point to the
rectangles on the board and have students say and
spell the new words.
1.46
narrator:
narrator:
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
track

Talk about your preferences
with a friend. 15’
Tell the class to look at the pairs of illustrations and
say what they see in each. Then ask a volunteer
to read the verb below the first pair of illustrations
and express a preference about number 1 with
the verb and ’d rather: I’d rather buy an abstract
painting. I’d rather not buy a mosaic. After that,
divide the class into pairs. Students take turns
talking about their preferences.

10’
Draw and guess (see page 10)
Now play Draw and guess with the art
forms vocabulary. Have fun!

Assign homework
listen and repeat.
collage.

self-portrait.
portrait.

landscape.
still life.

abstract.
mural.

5’

Additional homework

AB page 45

Pictionary pages 102 and 103. Students identify
the pictures and write the corresponding words
or phrases. Then they write a sentence for each.
Finally, they listen to the words and phrases in
this unit’s section of the CD in class.

mosaic.
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The house where he lived...
1

Read the text quickly and complete.

10’

Invite students to look at the table and read the
headings. Then get them to look at the painting and say
whether they like it or not and why. Next, ask students
to read the text quickly and complete the table. Explain
that they should not stop at every unfamiliar word, only
focus on finding the information they need. Check by
reading the headings aloud and having students say
what they wrote.

Answer Key:

	Read again slowly and underline
the answers in the text. 15’
Tell the class that we read texts slowly when we
want to find out all the details. Get a volunteer to
read the questions. Then have students read the
text and underline the answers to the questions.
Check by reading the questions aloud and inviting
volunteers to read what they underlined aloud.

Unit 5 - Student’s Book page 46

Answer Key:
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Assign homework

Have a volunteer read the first two sentences aloud.
Tell the class that when two sentences talk about the
same person, place or thing, we can combine the
information in one sentence. Ask students what the
first two sentences refer to: the people. Then invite a
volunteer to read the third sentence aloud. Explain
that we use the relative pronoun who to connect
the information. After that, get volunteers to read
the next three sentences aloud. Ask what they are
talking about: pictures. Elicit the relative pronoun:
that. Next, invite volunteers to read the last three
sentences and ask what the information is about:
the house. Elicit the relative pronoun: where. After
that, encourage students to say when we use who,
that and where as relative pronouns: who – with
people, that – with things, where – with places.
Point out that the relative pronouns come after the
noun we are talking about. Encourage students to
notice what words we drop when we combine the
information: the subject, prepositions of place, etc.
Finally, invite the class to find examples of relative
clauses in the chant.

Join the sentences.

5’

Students find a photo of an Impressionist
painting on the internet, print it and stick it into
their notebooks. They write the name of the artist
and the title of the painting.

2

15’

Listen and chant.

1.47

10’

Invite a volunteer to read the first two sentences
aloud. Then ask students what they talk about:
the painting. Elicit what word they will use to
join the sentences: that. Get a volunteer to say
the new sentence and have students write it
on the line. After that, have the class join the
remaining sentences and write them on the
lines. Check by inviting volunteers to read their
sentences aloud.

Answer Key:
I've got a painting that shows a big garden.
She lives in an old house where a famous artist
lived.
Claude Monet was an artist who painted
impressionist paintings.

15’

Read the title of the chant aloud. Ask the class
to describe the picture. Play track 1.47. Students
listen and follow along in their books. Next, invite a
volunteer to illustrate the first two lines of the chant
on the board. Encourage the rest of the class to say
if they agree. Continue with the remaining lines.
Finally, play the CD again and invite the class to
chant along.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 46

Write three definitions from the Wrap-up activity
on the board for students to copy into their
notebooks. At home, students write a definition
with who, that and where. Tell them to bring their
definitions to the next lesson.

Tell students to look at the picture and describe it: It’s
an art gallery. There are several different people.
etc. Get them to describe the people in the gallery.
Then have volunteers read the texts in the speech
bubbles aloud. Next, play track 1.48. Students listen
and match the texts with the people. Check by
naming the people: the artist, the elderly woman,
etc. Students read what each of them said.
track 1.48
narrator: listen and match the texts with the people.
woman:	so how did the exhibition go?
reporter: it was ok, but not many people went.
woman: who was there?
reporter: there was an elderly man and woman, a
young man, the artist of course, a young
couple with twin girls. and me. i talked to
all of them.
woman: 	what did they say?
reporter: 	the artist said he was very excited about
the exhibition. the elderly woman said the
painting was wonderful!
woman: 	oh, good!
reporter: yes, unfortunately her husband said the
painting didn’t mean anything to him. the young
couple said they loved it. and the young man
said he could paint better than that!
woman: you’re kidding!
reporter: and the twins just said they were hungry!
woman: and what about you? what did you say?
reporter: i said i didn’t understand it.
woman: oh, well.

Answer Key:

15’

Invite a volunteer to read the first sentence aloud.
Point out the highlighted words. Ask: Who said We
like the gallery? The young people. Then tell them
that the word said refers to the past. Read the next
sentence and ask the difference between the first
sentence and this one: In the first sentence, we say
the exact words that the young people said. In the
second, we report what they said. Point out that
when we report the sentence, we have to change
the subject pronoun from we to they and put the
verb into the past simple. After that, have another
volunteer read the next two sentences aloud. Point
out the changes: the woman – She / I’m – She was.
Also point out that we do not use quotation marks
when we report what a person says. Finally, do the
same for the last two sentences.

Report to a friend what these
people said. 10’
Invite a volunteer to read aloud what the young
man says: It looks like a dog. Then have another
student read the reported sentence that the boy in
the photo says. After that, divide the class into pairs.
Students take turns reporting what the people said
to their friend. When they finish, have them change
roles and report again. Finally, ask some students to
report the sentences to the class.

Pair

work

10’

Divide the class into pairs: student A and student B.
Student A looks at page 114 and student B looks
at page 118. Student A listens to what student B
reports and writes the exact words of what
people say. Then he/she reports to student B
what people in his picture said. Finally, invite
a pair of volunteers to read what the people in
their pictures say aloud.

Assign homework

5’

Students create three abstract paintings by cutting
out three squares or rectangles from magazines.
They stick the cutouts into their notebooks. Next,
they draw a person looking at each painting.
Finally, they write one of the sentences from
activity 3 next to each person.

Chinese whispers (see page 10)
Now play Chinese whispers with
reported speech. Have fun!

Assign homework

AB page 47

5’

Unit 5 - Student’s Book page 47

3 	Listen and match the texts
1.48
15’
with the people.

10’
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Time to practise!
1

2

I magine and write what the
people are saying. 15’

Have students look at the first painting. Explain that it
is a caricature of a famous painting and elicit or say
the name of the painting and the artist: the Mona Lisa,
by Leonardo da Vinci. Then get the class to give ideas
of what the woman is saying. Encourage them to be
as creative as possible: My head hurts. I want to have
lunch. This bird might bite me. After that, divide the
class into pairs. They imagine what the people are
saying in each of the paintings. Finally, students write
their favourite ideas in the speech bubbles. Get several
volunteers to read what they wrote to the class.

Sing a song.

1.49

15’

Write on the board: What art forms does the singer
mention? Then play track 1.49. Students listen for the
art forms. When the song finishes, elicit the forms: still
life, collage, portrait, mosaic. Ask the class who the
singer is: the owner of an art gallery. Next, play the
CD again. Students listen and follow along in their
books. Invite them to underline words that are used to
describe art forms: super, fantastic, great, confusing.
After that, divide the class into two groups. Play track
1.49 again. Groups take turns singing the verses. The
whole class sings the chorus. When they finish, groups
switch roles and sing the song again.

Answer Key:
Student's own answers.

	Play a guessing game with a friend.

15’

Invite a volunteer to report what he/she imagined one
of the people was saying. Make sure the volunteer
reports the person’s words in the past: He said he
wanted to cry. Have other students guess the number
of the picture. Then divide the class into pairs.
Students take turns reading what people said and
guessing the picture.

Assign homework

5’

Unit 5 - Student’s Book page 48

Additional homework

66

AB page 48 ex. 1

Students choose two of the paintings from activity 1.
They find the title of the real painting and the name
of the artist and write them in their notebooks.

25’
Story scramble (see page 10)
Now play Story scramble. Have fun!

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 48 ex. 2

Students choose one of the art forms the singer
describes. Then they draw a picture in that style
on a sheet of white paper.

Time to write
Complete the description.

15’

Tell the class to look at the painting. Ask students if they
have seen it before and if they know who the artist is. Ask
volunteers for words that could describe it: a room, a bed,
bright colours, etc. Explain that they are going to learn how
to describe a painting. Ask students how many sections the
text has got: three. Invite a volunteer to read the introduction
aloud. Elicit what information the writer includes in this
section: the name of the painter, the subject of the painting,
a general comment about the artist’s style. Elicit the name
of the artist and the title of the painting: Vincent van
Gogh, Bedroom. Tell them that Van Gogh was a Dutch
Impressionist who lived in the south of France most of his
life. His paintings are very famous for their bright colours
and free lines. He painted many pictures of sunflowers
and the countryside near where he lived. Next, tell students
to look at the description. Point out that here the writer
describes where things are in the picture and what colour
they are. Ask a volunteer to read the names of the colours
in the box. Invite a volunteer to read the first sentence of
the description aloud. Elicit the missing colour: rich brown.
Have students write the words in the space, then complete
the rest of the sentences individually. Check by asking
volunteers to read the completed sentences aloud. Finally,
read the writer’s opinions aloud. Elicit the adjectives the
writer uses: warm, full of life. Point out that in the last
sentence, the writer says if he or she likes the painting or
not. Ask students whether they agree with these opinions.
Encourage them to give their opinions. Tell them it is OK to
have a different opinion because every person perceives
art differently.

Answer Key:

	Complete the locations with the
underlined phrases. 10’

Invite a volunteer to read the underlined phrases in the
description aloud. Elicit that all the phrases describe
where things are in the painting. Then have students
look at the first picture. Elicit the phrase: On the left.
Invite students to point to this part in the painting. Next,
have students write the phrase in the space. Continue
with the remaining locations. When they finish, ask
about the locations: Where’s the chair? Next to the door.

Answer Key:

2 	Describe a painting of an Impressionist
artist in your notebook. 15’
Get students to look at the picture. Tell them it was painted
by the artist Claude Monet. The name of the painting is
Argenteuil. Invite them to say what they can see and if they
like the picture. Then have them write a description. When
they finish, encourage them to compare what they have
written with a friend. Finally, invite some volunteers to read
their descriptions to the class.

Bulletin board idea

15’

Materials: One sheet of poster paper per group,
photos of people and objects typically found in a
school, wool, pieces of material, coloured paper,
colouring pencils, scissors, glue.
Divide the class into groups of four. Hand out the
materials. Tell students they are going to make
a collage of a scene in their school. Encourage
them to plan their collage first. Get them to think of
different scenes: in a classroom, in the playground,
during the morning assembly, in the hall, going
home. Have them choose one and think about
what elements they want to include. Then get
them to choose the materials they are going to use.
Next, have them assign jobs inside the group and
start working. Make sure they write a title on their
collage. When they finish, get them to pin their
work to the bulletin board.

Assign homework

AB page 49

5’

Unit 5 - Student’s Book page 49

1
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The lighthouse keepers’ story
Now read the story in pairs.
Before you read

15’

Draw yourself with your
best friend.
Tell students to close their eyes and think of their
best friend. Then have them open their eyes and
draw a picture of themselves with that friend in
the frame. When they finish, encourage students
to look at the portrait of the person next to them.

Answer Key:
Student's own drawings.

Unit 5 - Student’s Book page 50

1 	Listen to the first part of
1.50
the story.
15’

68

Invite a volunteer to read the title of the story aloud.
Ask them if they have ever taken part in an art
competition. Then have the class look at the pictures
and predict what is going to happen in the first part
of the story. Next, tell them to close their books. Write
these questions on the board:
What did Steve’s mum and dad want him to do?
What happened after the exams?
What did the teachers tell Steve’s mum and dad?
What was Clara’s idea?
After that, play track 1.50. Students listen for
answers to the questions. When the track finishes,
tell them to discuss their answers with a friend. Then
ask students to open their books. Play the CD again.
Students listen and follow along in their books.
Finally, elicit answers to the questions from the
class. Ask why Steve smiled at the end: Because he
was going to help Clara with her art.

10’

Divide the class into pairs. One student in each pair
reads the first half of the text aloud. Then his/her
partner reads the rest. When they finish, students
switch roles and read again.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 50

In their notebooks, students draw a picture of
Steve’s report and marks. The report should
include the following subjects, and a comment by
the teacher for each: Math, English, PE, Art.

Listen to the second part
1.51
10’
of the story.

Value: Expressing yourself

Invite students to say what Steve’s problem was
and what Clara suggested. Then play track 1.51.
Students listen and follow along in their books. When
they finish, tell them to look at each of the pictures
in turn and say what it shows. Finally, ask students
if they think Steve’s parents were right to give more
importance to Maths and English than to Art.

Now read the story in pairs.

10’

Divide the class into pairs. Tell one student in each
pair to close his/her book. Then have the other
student read the first half of this second part of the
story aloud, changing some of the information. The
first student corrects the information. After that, get
students to switch roles and do the same for the
second half of this part of the story.

After you read

5’

Underline the correct option.
Explain to students that this is a
multiple-choice activity. They should read each
question with its options and underline the correct
option. If they are not sure which option is the
correct one, they should reread that part of the
story to find the answer. Invite a volunteer to read
the first question and choose the right answer.
Have another volunteer find the answer in the text.
Next, invite students to do the rest of the activity
individually. Check by reading the questions
aloud and having the class say the letter of the
correct answer. If they disagree about any of the
answers, encourage them to read aloud the part of
the story that includes the relevant information.

Answer Key:
1. ... art.
2. ... because his exam results were bad.
3. She offers to study with him.
4. Steve does much better.
5. He painted her portrait.
6. ... because he won a competition.

Make an Impressionist painting.

15’

Materials: One photocopy of craft templates 5a
and 5b (see the Values Section on the Teacher's
Resource CD-ROM) per student, colouring pencils,
scissors, glue.
Tell students that expressing yourself through art
means using art to communicate how you see
and feel about the world. Then get them to look
again at Van Gogh’s picture of his bedroom. Ask
them what they think the picture tells us about
Van Gogh. After they give their ideas, explain
that Van Gogh had a very extreme personality.
He was very passionate and impatient. He
worked very quickly. Point out that the way
Van Gogh used warm, bright colours tells us
a lot about his personality. Cold, pale colours
communicate calm and mystery. Next, hand
out the craft templates. Ask students what they
think the subject of the painting is. Then get
them to look at the colour key. After that, have
students colour the painting. Encourage them
to think about what feelings the colours of the
painting communicate. When they finish, they
cut it out. Next, they colour and cut out the frame.
After that, they stick the painting into the frame.
Finally, ask students to express their opinions
about the painting and how it makes them feel.

Assign homework

AB page 51

5’

Unit 5 - Student’s Book page 51

2
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Warm-up: Let’s talk about France

was a very brave girl from a poor family who
lived in the 15th century. She had religious visions
that inspired her to lead the French army against
the English. She won many victories. Gérard
Depardieu is a famous French actor. He has
made many films. He played the part of Obelix
in the Asterix films. Zinédine Zidane is the son of
Algerian immigrants to France. He became one of
the greatest football players of all time. He never
lost contact with the poor part of Marseille where
he was born and today runs football schools for
children all over the world.

15’

Materials: A map of the world, a picture of
Joan of Arc, photos of Gérard Depardieu and
Zinédine Zidane.
Display the map and invite a volunteer to point to
France. Then encourage students to say anything
they know about France. After that, pass around
the picture of Joan of Arc and the photos of Gérard
Depardieu and Zinédine Zidane. Ask students if
they recognize any of the people. Finally, give a
little information about each person: Joan of Arc

Read and complete with
the corresponding letters.

Answer Key:

15’

Unit55 - Student’s Book page 52
Unit

Ask a volunteer to read the captions of the photos
aloud. Invite volunteers to tell you which place
or object they recognize. Explain that the French
Open and the Tour de France refer to sports
competitions. Then tell the class to read and
complete the text with the letters that correspond
to the captions. Tell students they should read all
the words around the space carefully to be sure
what the text refers to. Check by having students
read the text aloud. Finally, ask students if they
would like to visit France and what they would
do there.

70
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Listen and say the words in French.

1.52

5’

Play track 1.52. Students listen and say the words in
French. When they finish, ask them if they like the
sound of French.

Answer Key:

AB page 52

15

Check what you know!

Draw the paths and discover the meaning.
Invite students to look at the words in the left-hand
column and say what language it is: French. Then,
encourage them to guess what the words mean.
Accept all answers. Next, get students to draw the
paths and explain that the picture at the end of each
path reveals the meaning of the word. Finally, ask if
their guesses were correct.

5’

Divide the class into pairs. Have them open their
books to page 44. Tell them to review the words
and their meanings. Then ask them to close their
books. Students take turns drawing a picture of the
different art supplies in the air. Their friend says
the words. Then dictate the following sentences to
the class: I want to go home. I feel hot. I‘m playing
tennis. I don’t drink coffee. I've got a headache. I
can listen to music at school. Students report the
sentences to their friend: She said she wanted to go
home. She said she felt hot. Finally, ask the class to
complete the faces according to how they feel about
what they know.

Listen and match the
artists with the paintings.

1.53

15’

Invite students to look at the paintings and say what
each one shows. Encourage them to say which
painting they like the most. Then read the artists’
names aloud. Explain that the names are in the wrong
order. Next, play track 1.53. Students listen and match
the artists with the paintings. Check by drawing three
rectangles on the board and pointing to each in turn.
Students say the name of the artist. After that, write
these items on the board: Napoleon, Polynesia, 1985.
Play the CD again. Students listen for what the track
says about each item. Check by eliciting the information
from students: David admired Napoleon. He painted
him many times. He tried to make Napoleon look
heroic. Gauguin went to Polynesia because he wanted
to find a more natural way to live. He painted many
scenes of life in Polynesia. “Monsieur A” started doing
graffiti in 1985.
track 1.53

that Henri Rousseau worked at the same time as the
Impressionists. His style is called naïf. The word näif
means “innocent” in French. Rousseau’s style is called
like this because it looks as if it was painted by a child.
Finally, invite a volunteer to read the Did you know?
information aloud. Ask them what they think Van
Gogh would say if he knew how much people pay for
his paintings now.

Answer Key:

Correct it! (see page 10) 10’
Now play Correct it! with the
language from this unit. Have fun!

narrator:	listen and match the artists with the paintings.

narrator:	jacques-louis david was born in 1748. he painted
french emperor napoleon, and painted him many
times. he also tried to make napoleon look very
heroic.

	paul gauguin was born in 1848. he was a friend
of vincent van gogh. he got tired of europe and
travelled to polynesia, where he wanted to find
a more natural way to live. he painted many scenes
of indigenous life there.
	andré, also known as ˝monsieur a,“ is a french
graffiti artist. he started doing graffiti in 1985.
his graffiti usually include a stick figure with a
top hat and an x in place of one of the eyes. he
works mostly in paris.

Answer Key:

Assign homework

5’

My project

AB page 53

Make an All about me collage.
Materials: One sheet of paper, aluminium foil,
photos and small objects that represent special
people and events per student.
Invite the class to look at My project and tell
them the main materials for the craft. Point out
the icons and explain the additional materials
that they need. Then go through each step with
them. Finally, remind them that they can do
their project with the help of their family.

A friendly reminder
It is advisable to create a stress-free
and supportive environment for taking
a test. Before students are assessed, they should
review the unit vocabulary with My spelling
practice on page 97 and the Time to check section
on page 52 in the Activity Book. During the
evaluation:
• read the instructions for the first activity with
students
• read the example and clarify doubts
• ask a volunteer for another example
• assign time to complete the activity
• read the instructions for the next activity, etc.

5

Stick the pieces to
discover a famous painting.

10’

Tell students to use the stickers for Light up the world
on page 53. Students arrange the stickers to make
a picture. When they are sure the pieces are in the
correct place, they stick them on the page. When
they finish, ask them if they like the picture. Explain

Unit 5 - Student’s Book page 53

in a classical style. he was an admirerer of the
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Sports

Objectives:
• learn the words to talk about sports facilities and equipment
• learn what to say when people score points in different sports
• use the present perfect with for and since
• talk about necessity with need to

Sports facilities
American
football field
baseball pitch
basketball court
bowling alley
boxing ring
football pitch
golf course
hockey arena
swimming pool
tennis court

Sports equipment
/´ÖÆmeÖrIÖk´n
"fUtÖbOÜl fiÜld/
/"beIsÖbOÜl pItS/
/"bAÜsÖkItÖbOÜl kOÜt/
/"b´UÖlIN ÆœÖlI/
/"bÅkÖsIN rIN/
/"fUtÖbOÜl pItS/
/"gÅlf kOÜs/
/"hÅÖkI ´ÖÆrIÜÖn´/
/"swIÖmIN puÜl/
/"teÖnIs kOÜt/

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

/"beIsÖbOÜl gløv/
/"bAÜsÖkItÖbOÜl huÜp/
/"daIÖvIN bOÜd/
/g´Ul/
/"gÅlf kløb/
/"helÖmIt/
/"hÅÖkI pøk/
/"hÅÖkI stIk/
/"teÖnIs ÆrœÖkIt/
/"vÅÖlIÖbOÜl net/

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

For / since

Need to

We use the present perfect to talk about whether or
not an action occurred. When we want to specify
how long a situation has existed, we use for + an
amount of time: I have lived here for three years.
When we want to specify how long ago an action
occurred, we use since + a specific time in the past
or a date: He’s been a professional since 2008.

We use need to + the base form of the verb to express
that an action is necessary. When we talk about
another person, we say needs to. To ask if something
is necessary, we use Do / Does + the subject + need
to + the base form of the verb. We can ask for more
information by adding a question word to the
beginning of the question: (What) does he need
to wear?

Unit 6
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baseball glove
basketball hoop
diving board
goal
golf club
helmet
hockey puck
hockey stick
tennis racket
volleyball net

The lighthouse keepers’ story

In this section, students will learn phrases and
short exchanges used in everyday life.
In this unit, students will learn and practise
expressions people use when they score points
in different sports.
• Home run!
• Touchdown!
• Goal!
• Hole in one!
• Game point!

Marathon heroes

Most teachers tend to be analytical, book-oriented
learners. Because of this, it is easy to forget that
many of our students are not like us. Indeed,
some of them can be very different — they are
sometimes strongly kinesthetic, preferring to
learn by moving around and doing things. When
students like this are forced to sit still for long
periods, they become restless and potentially
disruptive. One way to work with these students is
to give them class jobs, like opening the windows,
getting things from the cabinet, or cleaning the
board. Another is to include in your teaching
plenty of activities such as mime, role play and
games that involve physical movement. You will
be rewarded by seeing how enthusiastically
your kinesthetically inclined students participate.
And finally, don’t forget to use the Bulletin board,
Values and My project activities included in
Lighthouse. Activities like these usually involve
making something, and are ideally suited to
learners with a kinesthetic orientation.

Value: Playing fair
Playing fair means respecting the rules when
you play a sport.

Make a mini basketball hoop.

Basic competences
In this unit, students will develop:
• Social and citizenship competence by making a
mini basketball hoop to remind them to always
respect the rules of a game and not to cheat (TB
p. 73)
• Cultural and artistic competence by learning
expressions used in English to talk about scoring
in sports (SB p. 54).
• Linguistic competence by identifying and
learning vocabulary and expressions related to
sports (SB p. 55).
• Competence in Processing digital information
in the classroom by listening to a recording
about Pau Gasol and identifying words in text
(SB p. 56).
• Social and citizenship competence by
participating in pair work to complete an
information gap activity about Fernando Alonso
(SB p. 57).
• Linguistic competence by using the Present
Perfect to write questions and later conduct a
controlled interview with a classmate (SB. p. 58).
• Competence in Knowledge and interaction
with the physical world by reading a text about
two sports stars and answering comprehension
questions SB. p. 59).
• Mathematical competence by practising talking
about different dates and distances regarding
marathons (SB. p. 60).
• Competence in Autonomy and personal
initiative by reading the story Marathon heroes
to focus on the importance of autonomy and
initiative in achieving one’s personal goals (SB.
p. 61).
• Cultural and Artistic competence by reading
and listening to a text about Scotland (SB p. 62).
• Competence in Learning to learn by
reviewing key unit concepts and revision
techniques in the Time to Check, Pictionary
and My Spelling Practice sections before
doing a final test (SB p. 63).

Unit 6

Teaching tip
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Sports

Warm-up: Spelling tennis

Assign homework

20’

Materials: A sheet of paper rolled into a ball.
Ask students what their favourite sports are. Then,
ask Who wants to play tennis with me? Choose a
volunteer, say football and toss the ball to a student.
Tell him/her to spell the word. If the student spells the
word correctly, he/she wins a point. If not, you win a
point. Next, have the student toss the ball back and
say a different word related to games and sports
that they know from previous years. Spell the word.
Continue with two other words. After that, divide
the class into groups of four. Students play spelling
tennis in their groups.

1

Look and stick.

Answer Key:

Unit 6 - Student’s Book page 54

Additional homework

Students choose five sports facilities and look
on the internet to find the names of well-known
examples. Then, in their notebooks, they write
the names of the facilities and where they are:
a football pitch – Maracanã Stadium, Rio de
Janeiro; a tennis court – Wimbledon, London;
a boxing ring – Madison Square Garden, New
York.

20’

Ask students to look at the first picture and identify
the sport: baseball. Then invite students to say
any words and phrases related to baseball that
they know. Next, say home run. Invite students to
explain what a home run is. Continue in the same
way for the rest of the pictures and expressions.
When you finish, ask students if they are fans of
any of the sports. Encourage them to say who their
favourite team or player is. After that, tell the class
to imagine they are sports commentators. Name
a sport. Students say the expression in the same
way a sports commentator would say it. Finally,
invite students to illustrate each expression in their
notebooks.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

Listen and repeat.

1.54

10’

Play track 1.54 and get the class to repeat the words.
Then name some sports and have students give the
names of the places where these sports are played.
track

narrator:
narrator:

				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

1.54

listen and repeat.

american football field.
golf course.

baseball pitch.
tennis court.

basketball court.
swimming pool.
bowling alley.
hockey arena.
boxing ring.

football pitch.

AB page 54 ex. 1

15’

Invite the class to look at the picture. Ask if they
recognize the sports that the stick figures represent.
Then tell students to use the stickers for activity 1
on page 54. Students put the stickers in the spaces
according to the shape of the place. Finally, read the
names of the places and have volunteers mime the
sport that is played there.

74

5’

AB page 54 ex. 2

Students cut out a picture of an athlete scoring a
goal, winning a game point or hitting a hole in
one from a newspaper or magazine. Then they
stick the picture into their notebooks and write
the appropriate expression beside the picture.

2 	Find and count the objects
in the picture. 10’
Tell the class to look at the picture and say what they
see. Then have students look at the picture next to
the phrase basketball hoop. Ask them how many
hoops they can see in the picture: two. Students write
2 in the box. Next, get them to find and count the rest
of the sports accessories and write the numbers in
the corresponding box. Check by saying the names
of the items aloud and inviting students to say how
many of each they have found.

Answer Key:

Listen and number the events.

1.56

10’

Have the class look at the photos and say which
sport each one shows. Then play track 1.56.
Students listen and number the sports in the
order they hear the expressions. When they
finish, encourage them to compare answers with
a friend to check. Check by saying the number of
each event. Students say the expression.
track

narrator:

1.56

listen and number the events.
1: and that’s a home run!
commentator 2:
it’s a hole in one!
commentator 3:
goal! goal! goal to arsenal!
commentator 4: 	and that’s a game point to federer.
commentator 5:
and jenner runs for the line…
touchdown!
commentator

Listen and repeat.

1.55

15’

Play track 1.55 several times. Students listen and repeat
the new words. Then draw the outline of one of the
objects in the air and say the name of the sport: hockey.
Students say the object: hockey stick. Next, divide the
class into pairs. Students take turns drawing the objects
in the air and saying their names. When they finish,
have them switch roles and continue.

narrator:

				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

1. Home run!
2. Hole in one!
3. Goal!
4. Game point!
5. Touchdown!

1.55

listen and repeat.
baseball glove.

basketball hoop.
diving board.
helmet.

5’
Dance it! (see page 10)
Now play Dance it! with the sports
vocabulary from this page. Have fun!

golf club.

hockey puck.

hockey stick.
goal.

Assign homework

volleyball net.

Additional homework

tennis racket.

5’

AB page 55

Pictionary pages 104 and 105. Students identify
the pictures and write the corresponding words
or phrases. Then they write a sentence for each.
Finally, they listen to the words and phrases in
this unit’s section of the CD in class.

Unit 6 - Student’s Book page 55

track

narrator:

Answer Key:

75

He has lived here since June
1 	Listen and circle the words
1.57
10’
you hear.
Ask students what they know about Pau Gasol. Then
invite a volunteer to read the words aloud. Explain
meaning as necessary. Play track 1.57. Students circle
the words that are mentioned in the recording. Check
as a class by getting volunteers to say the words they
have circled.
track 1.57
narrator: 	listen and circle the words you hear.
narrator:	pau gasol has loved basketball since he was a
child. he started playing at school and joined
barcelona when he was sixteen. he started
studying medicine at university, but soon decided
to concentrate on his basketball. he moved to
the usa in 2001 to play for the memphis grizzlies.
after that, he moved to los angeles to play
for the lakers. (the lakers team has played
baskeball in los angeles for almost 50 years.)
pau has been with the la lakers since 2008. he
has admired michael jordan for many years and
says that when they played together. it was one
of the best days of his life.
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Answer Key:
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Listen again and complete with the
1.57
words you have circled.
5’
Play track 1.57. Students complete the text with the
words that they have circled. Check by inviting
volunteers to read the completed text aloud.

	Underline examples of the present
perfect. 10’
Elicit how we form the present perfect. Then tell the
class to find and underline an example of the present
perfect in the text. Next, have them read the rest of
the text silently and underline other examples of the
present perfect. Check by inviting volunteers to read
their sentences aloud.

Answer Key:

	Classify the time expressions in
the text. 10’
Tell the class to find for and a time expression in the text:
for almost 50 years. Write it on the board and ask what
information it gives: the amount of time that the Lakers
have played in LA. Next, elicit an example with since:
since he was a child. Write it on the board and ask what
information it gives: the time when he started playing
basketball. Then students find more examples with for
and since and write them in the corresponding column.
Check by having volunteers read their answers aloud.

Answer Key:
For: almost 50 years, many years
Since: he was a child, 2008

2

Listen and chant.

1.58

20’

Read the title aloud and explain its meaning. Play track
1.58. Ask students who chants it and where they can
see them: cheerleaders / at American football matches.
Play the first half of the chant again, doing cheerleader
moves. Students imitate you. Then divide the class into
four groups. Tell them to prepare some moves to go with
the second part of the chant. Play the CD again. Groups
take turns doing the chant with their moves. Finally,
have students vote on the best moves.

10’

Invite a volunteer to read the questions and the
answers aloud. Point out that we use How long
with the present perfect to ask about the duration of
time of an action or situation. Encourage students
to find the difference between the two answers
using the previous activity as a guide: With for, we
add an amount of time. With since, we add the
specific time when the action or situation began.

	Ask and answer questions
with your friend. 10’
Tell students to look at the prompts and ask a volunteer
to make a question: How long have you been at this
school? Invite another volunteer to answer. Then
divide the class into pairs and have them take turns
asking and answering the questions.

Assign homework
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5’

Listen and mark (3 or 7).

1.59

15’

Ask students to describe the scene: A reporter is
interviewing three children who play sports. Play
track 1.59 and get them to say what sport each child
participates in. Then have them read the pieces of paper
individually. Play the CD again and have students mark
what is necessary and what is not necessary for the
children when they do their sports. Check by reading
the texts and getting students to say Yes or No.
track 1.59
narrator:	listen and mark.
reporter:	hi, joanna, you’re a runner, right?
joanna:	yes, that’s right. i run the 100 metres.
reporter:	what do you need to do to be a successful
runner?
joanna:	well, you need to have good shoes. but you
don’t need to run everywhere or wear knee
pads.
reporter:	and what happens if you fall down?
joanna:	i don’t usually fall down.
reporter:	thanks, joanna. now, karl, what’s your sport?
karl:	i play football.
reporter:	and what do you need to do to be a good
football player?
karl:	to be really good, you need to play lots of
games. you also need to do exercise at the
gym.
reporter:	do you need to wear a helmet?
karl:	no, you only need to wear a helmet in american
football.
reporter:	oh, that’s right. and you, petra?
petra:
hi. i’m a swimmer.
reporter:	that’s very interesting. what do you need to do
to be a good swimmer?
petra:
well, i need to lift weights.
reporter:
really?
petra:
yes, i need to be very strong to swim fast.
reporter:
oh, and what else do you need to do?
petra:	i need to swim every day.
reporter:
do you need to have a swimming pool at home?
petra:	no, you don’t. i go to a swimming pool near my
house.
reporter:
thank you all very much.
the children: bye!

Answer Key:

	Complete the sentences with needs to or
doesn’t need to. 15’
Invite a volunteer to read the first sentence aloud. Then
have students look again at the items they marked
in the previous activity. Point out that each column
corresponds to one of the children. Ask Does Joanna
need to have good shoes? Yes. Next, tell students to
complete the sentence with needs to. Then have them
complete the rest of the sentences individually. Check by
getting students to read the completed sentences aloud.

Answer Key:
1. Joanna needs to have good shoes.
2. She doesn’t need to run everywhere.
3. Karl needs to do exercise at the gym.
4. He doesn’t need to wear a helmet.
5. Petra needs to lift weights.
6. She needs to swim every day.

10’

Invite a volunteer to read the first question aloud.
Explain that we use this question when we want
to know if an action is necessary. Invite a pair of
volunteers to read the short answers aloud. Explain
that we do not need to repeat need to and the
action. After that, get a volunteer to read the second
question aloud. Ask how it is different from the first
question: The first question is a yes / no question.
This question asks for information. Have two
volunteers read the sentences aloud. Point out that
when we use need to to talk about another person,
we add -s. The negative form is doesn’t need to.

	Talk about the baseball player
with a friend. 10’
Tell students to look at the pictures. Elicit what the
player is doing in each one: eating well, lifting
weights in a classroom, watching TV, practising a
lot. Then invite a volunteer to form a question about
the first picture: Does he need to eat well? Elicit the
answer: Yes, he does. After that, divide the class
into pairs. They take turns asking and answering
questions about the baseball player.
Pair

work

15’

Divide the class into pairs: student A and
student B. Student A looks at page 114 and
student B looks at page 119. Ask them who the
person in the photo is: Fernando Alonso. Then
explain that the texts are the same, but different
information is missing in each version. Students
should ask each other questions with How long
to complete their text. When they finish, have
them compare texts with their partner to check.

Assign homework

AB page 57

5’
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Time to practise!
Warm-up: Who am I?

Assign homework

15’

Tell the class you are a famous athlete. Then have
students ask a maximum of five questions to find
out who you are. Encourage them to ask some of
the questions with need to. You can only answer
Yes or No. After that, divide the class into pairs.
Students play the game with their partner.

1

Complete the questions.

10’

Get students to look at the pictures and say what
sport each person plays. Then tell them to look at the
information about Kathy. Point out the prompts and the
incomplete questions. Next, ask what the first question
is: How long has she been a pro? After that, have them
complete the rest of the questions individually. When
they finish, check by inviting volunteers to read the
questions aloud.
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Answer Key:
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Kathy:
How long have you been
a pro?
How long have you taught
golf?
Justine:
How long have you been
World Number 1?
How long have you had the
same racket?

Billy:
How long have you played
football?
How long have you lived in
Brazil?
Mike:
How long have you had a
dog?
How long have you played
for the NFL?

	Draw the paths and answer the
questions with a friend. 15’
Point out the pictures and elicit the names of the objects
and the sports. Then ask who plays golf: Kathy. Invite
a volunteer to read the first question for Kathy aloud:
How long has she been a pro? Tell students to draw the
path for the first golf picture to find the answer: For ten
years. Do the same with the second question. After that,
divide the class into pairs. Tell students to draw the
paths and find the answers for the rest of the questions.
Finally, they should take turns asking and answering
the questions with a friend.

Answer Key:

5’

AB page 58 ex. 1

Additional homework

Students choose one of the people from activity 1.
Then they make a sculpture of the person from
modelling clay. After that, they write a short
paragraph about the person on a sheet of paper.
The paragraph should begin like this: This is
(Justine). She is a famous (tennis player). She’s
got… Finally, they attach the model to the paper.

2

Sing a song.

1.60

15’

Ask students to close their books. Play track 1.60.
When the song finishes, ask who the people in the song
are: a reporter and a sports star. Then play the CD
again. Tell students to listen for the reporter’s questions
and the star’s answers. After they finish listening, elicit
the questions and answers: How long have you lived
here? – I’ve only been here for a day. Do you like our
town? – I like your town. How long have you played
baseball? – I’ve played baseball since I was young. Do
you plan to stay around? – That’s all I can say. Next, tell
the class to open their books. Play track 1.60. Students
listen and follow along in their books. Finally, divide
the class into two groups. One group sings the part of
the reporter, and the other sings the part of the star. The
whole class sings the chorus. When they finish, have
groups switch roles and sing again.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 58 ex. 2

Tell students their favourite athlete is going to visit
their school. In their notebooks, students write five
questions they would like to ask the person.

Time to write
1 	Read and underline the corresponding
parts with the correct colour. 10’
Tell students to look at the photos and elicit the names of the
people: Tiger Woods, Maria Sharapova. Get students to say
anything they know about these sports figures. Then have
the class look at the text. Explain that it’s got information
about Tiger and Maria but that the information is mixed.
Next, invite a volunteer to read the first two sentences of the
text aloud. Ask who each of the sentences is about: The first
sentence is about Tiger. The second is about Maria. Get the
class to underline the sentence about Tiger in blue and the
sentence about Maria in red. Then have students underline
the rest of the sentences in the same way. When they finish,
invite a volunteer to read only the sentences that refer to
Tiger Woods. Ask another volunteer to read about Maria
Sharapova. Finally, tell students that a text that describes
the life of a person is called a biography.

2

Complete about another athlete.

10’

Elicit the names of some athletes students admire. Then
get them to choose an athlete. Have them note down
any information they know about the person in the
corresponding sections. After that, tell them to find more
information about the person at home. Encourage them
to look on the internet or in magazines. Finally, they
should use the information to write a biography of the
person in their notebooks.

Answer Key:
Lionel Messi

Ch ild ho od

Bi rth

Ac hi ev em en

ts

He was born in
Rosario, Argentina in 1987.

Have students write the name Tiger Woods in their
notebooks. Then, underneath, get them to write a
paragraph with the sentences about Tiger. Next, have
them do the same with Maria Sharapova. When they
finish, write these words on the board: Birth, Childhood,
Achievements. Explain that these are the sections of the
biography of an athlete. Invite the class to say which
sentences from each of the biographies correspond to
the different sections.

Answer Key:

Bulletin board idea

Tiger Woods was born in California in 1975.
He started playing golf when he was two
years old. When he was five, he appeared on
an ABC television programme about gifted
children. He won the Junior World
Golf Championship six times.
She moved to the USA when she was seven
to train. He became a pro in 1996.
He won his first Masters Tournament in 1997.

Materials: Card, felt-tip pens, scissors, glue.
Divide the class into six groups. Then assign
one of the sports facilities from activity 1 on
page 54 to each group. Hand out the materials.
Next, tell students to make a model of the facility.
Encourage them to plan what their model is
going to include before they start cutting. Get
them to colour their model with the felt-tip pens.
When they finish, have groups give their facility
a name. Finally, invite them to pin their models to
the bulletin board.

Maria Sharapova was born in 1987, in Russia. She
started playing tennis when she
was four years old. She moved to the USA when she
was seven She became a pro in 2001 and she
was named the tennis Newcomer of the Year
in the same year. He became a pro in 1996.
She won Wimbledon at the age of seventeen.
She was the youngest player ever. He was
the youngest player ever.

Assign homework
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15’

5’
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	Write the biographies of Tiger Woods and
Maria Sharapova in your notebook. 15’

79

The lighthouse keepers’ story
Now read the story in pairs.
Before you read

15’

Underline the correct
answer.
Divide the class into pairs. Then ask a volunteer
to read the questions aloud. Invite students to
discuss the answers with a friend. When they
finish, invite students to underline the correct
answers. Tell them that you will check the
answers after listening to the story.

Answer Key:
1. a running race
2. Greece
3. 42 kilometres

Unit 6 - Student’s Book page 60

1 	Listen to the first part of
1.61
15’
the story.
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Have a volunteer read the title of the story aloud.
Then tell the class to look at the first picture and
describe it.
Ask students where the runner is from. Accept all
answers. Next, play track 1.61. Students listen to
the first paragraph of the story and follow along in
their books. Stop the CD and elicit that the runner
was a soldier in ancient Greece. After that, read the
questions from the Before you read section aloud
and invite students to give the correct answers.
Then tell the class to look at the second picture and
describe it.
Ask students to close their books. Write these
questions on the board:
What did Kip’s father do?
How far was the bus stop from Kip’s house?
Why did Kip take the bus?
Why did he run in his bare feet?
Play the second paragraph of the story. Students
listen for the answers to the questions. When the
track finishes, encourage them to compare their
answers with a friend. Ask the class to open their
books. Then play the second paragraph again.
Students listen and follow along in their books.
Finally, read the questions aloud and invite
volunteers to answer: Kip’s father spent most of
the day guarding the goats. The bus stop was 10
kilometres from Kip’s house. Kip took the bus to go to
school. He ran in his bare feet because the path was
sandy.

10’

Divide the class into pairs. Students take one
paragraph each and read it to their partner. Then
they switch paragraphs and read again.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 60

Students find the name of a famous marathon
runner on the internet or in a magazine. Then
they write the person’s name in their notebooks
and write two facts about him/her.

2 	Listen to the second part
1.62
10’
of the story.

Value: Playing fair

Get students to say who Kip was and what he
enjoyed doing: running. Then play track 1.62.
Students listen and follow along in their books.
When the story finishes, tell them to look at each
picture in turn and say what it shows from the story.
After that, get students to look at the first picture
again. Elicit why the teacher is surprised: Because
Kip has never come to running events before. Next,
have them look at the second picture. Ask why
people thought Kip wouldn’t win: Because he didn’t
have any running shoes. After that, tell the class to
look at the last picture. Invite them to say what the
Governor said to Kip: You should be a marathon
runner. Finally, ask students if they like running. Ask
them if they have ever won any races.

Now read the story in pairs.

10’

Divide the class into pairs. Students take turns
reading the paragraphs aloud. Encourage them
to use a different voice when they read the actual
words of the people in the story. When they finish,
students switch roles and read again.

Materials: One photocopy of craft templates
6a, 6b and 6c (see the Values Section on the
Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM) per student, card,
colouring pencils, scissors, glue.
Elicit the names of sports students play and write
them on the board. Then get students to say
some things you cannot do when you play these
sports: football – you can’t touch the ball with
your hands; tennis – you can’t throw the ball. etc.
Explain that playing fair means following the
rules of the game. Winning is only valuable if
you respect the rules. Encourage students to say
the names of athletes who always play fair. Next,
hand out craft templates 6a, 6b and 6c. Ask what
it is: a basketball hoop. Tell students to colour
and cut out the parts of the hoop. Then they stick
the backboard and the hoop onto the card and
cut them out again. After that, help them join the
hoop and the backboard and stick the net onto
the hoop. Students can hang their basketball
hoop on the wall at home and score points using
a sheet of paper rolled into a ball.

5’

Read and circle True or False.

Invite a volunteer to read the first
sentence aloud. Then tell students to look in the
text to find whether the sentence is true or false.
Elicit the answer and ask the class to say where
they found the information in the text. After that,
have them read and circle the rest of the answers
individually. When you check, get students to read
aloud the part of the text where they found the
information.

Answer Key:

15’

Assign homework

AB page 61

5’
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After you read

Make a mini basketball hoop.
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Warm-up: Let’s talk about Scotland

10’

Materials: A map of the world, photos of the
Scottish Lowlands, mountains in the Scottish
Highlands, a Scottish fishing village, cottages
on one of the islands such as the Hebrides, the
Orkneys or Skye.
Display the map and invite a volunteer to point to
Scotland. Elicit what country Scotland is part of: The
United Kingdom. Ask students to name the other
countries in the United Kingdom: England, Wales,
Northern Ireland. Then pass around the photos of
the Lowlands. Explain that Scotland is divided into
different geographical areas. Most people live in
the Lowlands. Point to the Lowlands on the map
and explain that the traditional occupation here is

Read and stick.

10’

Unit 6 - Student’s Book page 62

Tell students to use the stickers for Light up the
world on page 62. Ask students to say what they
see in each sticker. Then tell them to read the
text and put each sticker beside the appropriate
paragraph. After that, invite volunteers to read the
paragraphs aloud. Students check their stickers
with a friend. Finally, ask students if they find
any of the information surprising. Answer any
questions students have about the information in
the text.
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Answer Key:

Listen to the music and read the joke.

1.63

10’

Play track 1.63. Ask students what instrument is
playing: the bagpipes. Ask them if they like the sound.
Then invite a volunteer to read the joke aloud. Explain
that bagpipe bands normally march when they play.
It is very difficult to play the bagpipes, and people
who are not expert often play out of tune. That is why

farming. Two of the biggest cities, Edinburgh and
Glasgow, are also in the Lowlands. Next, hand out
the photos of the Highlands and point to them on
the map. Explain that the Highlands are very wild
and that the climate is very extreme. Not many
people live there. After that, hand out the photos
of a Scottish fishing village. Say that fishing is an
important industry in Scotland. There are many
little fishing villages all around the coast. Finally,
hand out the photos of cottages on one of the
islands. Tell the class that people on the islands live
mostly from fishing and sheep farming. Because
they are isolated, some people on the islands
and in the Highlands still speak the traditional
language of Scotland, Scots Gaelic.
there are lots of jokes about bagpipes. Finally, read the
Did you know? text aloud. Explain that banned means
prohibited. Ask whether they think the king’s ban was
reasonable or not.

AB page 62

15’

Check what you know!
Have students open their books to pages 54 and
55. Tell them to look again at the words and the
illustrations. Then ask them to close their books.
Divide the class into pairs. Students take turns giving
the name of a sport: baseball. Their partner says
where the sport is played and the equipment that
players use: a baseball pitch, a baseball glove.
Next, pairs write five questions about what players
of different sports need to do: Does a football player
need to wear a helmet? Then they take turns asking
and answering questions with another pair. After
that, one student in each pair pretends to be a
famous athlete. The other student interviews him/
her: How long have you played (basketball)? – I’ve
played (since I was a child). How long have you
played for (Barcelona)? – I’ve played for (Barcelona)
for three years. How long have you lived in (New
York)? – I’ve lived in (New York) since (2002). Finally,
ask the class to complete the faces according to how
they feel about what they know.

Read and label the sports.

10’
10’
Combinations (see page 10)
Now play Combinations with the
present perfect and with time expressions
with for and since. Have fun!

Have the class look at the picture. Explain that it
shows four traditional Scottish sports. Then tell
students to read the text and label the sports. When
they finish, get them to check their work with a
friend. Finally, read the names of the sports aloud
and encourage students to mime each one. Ask them
what they think of the different sports.

Assign homework

Answer Key:

My project

5’

AB page 63

Make a mini football team.

10’

Have students draw the paths. Check by reading
the names of the sports aloud and getting the class
to say the records. For each one, encourage them
to point to or say something they can see in the
classroom or outside that is a similar distance away.

Answer Key:

Unscramble the Gaelic proverb.

5’

Divide the class into pairs. Then have students
unscramble the proverb. Check by asking students
to read the proverb aloud in the correct order.

Answer Key:
A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.

Discuss its meaning with a friend.

10’

Tell students to talk about the meaning of the proverb
in pairs. Then encourage them to share their ideas with
the class. Finally, explain the meaning of the proverb: If
you’ve got a bird in your hand, it is a sure thing. If you
try to catch two birds that are in the bush, they might fly
away and you could end up with nothing.

A friendly reminder
It is advisable to create a stress-free
and supportive environment for taking
a test. Before students are assessed, they should
review the unit vocabulary with My spelling
practice on pages 97 and 98 and the Time to check
section on page 62 in the Activity Book. During the
evaluation:
• read the instructions for the first activity with
students
• read the example and clarify doubts
• ask a volunteer for another example
• assign time to complete the activity
• read the instructions for the next activity, etc.

6

Unit 6 - Student’s Book page 63

Draw the paths to discover the records.

Materials: Eleven plastic bottle caps, a sheet of
white paper, a sheet of card, two small boxes,
a marble per student.
Invite the class to look at My project and tell
them the main materials for the craft. Point out
the icons and explain the additional materials
that they need. Then go through each step
with them. Finally, remind them that they can
do their project with the help of their family.
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7

Healthy body

Objectives:
• learn the names of body organs and actions related to the body
• practise common idioms with body parts
• talk about healthy habits with the first conditional
• learn to use reflexive pronouns

The body

Verbs

blood			/blød/				____________
bones			/b´Unz/			____________
brain			/breIn/				____________
heart			/hAt/				____________
intestines /InÖ"tesÖtInz/		 ____________
kidneys
/"kIdÖniÜz/			____________
liver			/"lIÖv´/				____________
lungs			/løNz/				____________
muscles 		 /"møÖs´lz/			____________
skin
/skIn/				____________

chew					/tSuÜ/					____________
cough				/køf/					____________
have the hiccups /hœv D´ “hIÖkøps/ ____________
scratch				/skrœtS/				____________
sneeze				/sniÜz/					____________
snore					/snOÜ/					____________
swallow				/"swÅÖl´U/				____________
yawn					/jOÜn/					____________

First conditional

school, she will miss her exam. In this unit, we use
the first conditional to talk about healthy habits.

Unit 7

We use the first conditional to talk about specific
actions that can happen in the present and cause
consequences in the future. There are two parts:
a condition and a consequence. The condition begins
with If and is followed by the verb in the present
simple. The consequence contains will + the base
form of the verb: If you eat lots of vegetables, you will
be healthier. If the condition is negative, we add don’t
/ doesn’t before the main verb: If she doesn’t go to
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Reflexive pronouns
We use reflexive pronouns to show that the object
of an action is the same as the subject: He cut
himself. They dressed themselves. etc. The reflexive
pronoun follows the verb. In this unit, we use
reflexive pronouns with everyday actions.

The lighthouse keepers’ story

In this section, students will learn phrases and
short exchanges used in everyday life.
In this unit, students will learn and practise
idioms with body parts.
• He’s got butterflies in his stomach.
• That costs an arm and a leg!
• You’re pulling my leg!
• He’s got a really sweet tooth.

Mosquito trouble

Students can learn a lot from each other. One
way to help them realize this is to encourage
them to organize grammar clinics. A grammar
clinic is when a small group of students meets
with the objective of helping each other with
problems or questions related to English
grammar. Each student brings at least one
sentence with a grammar mistake or a sentence
that includes an example of a point of grammar
that the student does not understand. The group
diagnoses the problem and helps the student
to put it right. Students can look at their books
for examples and explanations of the different
grammar points.
If they cannot “cure” the problem by themselves,
they come and see you. In order for grammar
clinics to work well, you should organize the first
one or two during lesson time. Then encourage
students to arrange a time outside of the lesson
to hold their clinics.

Value: Exercising regularly
Exercising regularly means exercising for a
short time every day.

Make an exercise chart.

Basic competences
In this unit, students will develop:
• Competence in Learning to learn by creating
grammar clinics to help each other with
grammar problems (TB p. 85).
• Linguistic competence by identifying and
learning vocabulary and idiomatic expressions
relating to the human body (SB p. 64).
• Mathematical competence by using numbers
to identify different symptoms of illness
(SB. p 65).
• Competence in Autonomy and personal
initiative by writing a letter giving advice to
others about problem situations that have
been previously invented (SB p. 66).
• Social and citizenship competence by
participating in pair work to complete an
information gap activity about a picture
(SB p. 67).
• Linguistic competence by listening to and
filling in a text about future plans (SB p. 68).
• Competence in Knowlege and interaction
with the physical world by thinking about
healthy meals, the impact of different foods
on the body and the importance of nutrition
(SB p. 69).
• Linguistic competence by listening to and
reading a story while looking at drawings that
support contextual information (SB p. 70).
• Competence in Autonomy and personal
initiative by reading the story Mosquito
trouble to focus on the importance of
autonomy and initiative in problem solving
(SB p. 71).
• Competence in Knowledge and interaction
with the physical world by reading and
listening to a text about China (SB p. 72).
• Competence in Learning to learn by
reviewing key unit concepts and revision
techniques in the Time to Check, Pictionary
and My Spelling Practice sections before
doing a final test (SB p. 73).

Unit 7

Teaching tip
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7
1

Healthy body

Stick and read.

15’

track

Invite students to look at the picture. Ask them who
and where the man is: He’s a biology teacher. He’s
in a classroom. Ask students what is missing in the
picture: some words and some pictures of the organs.
Next, tell students to use  the stickers for activity 1 on
page 64. Point out that the stickers are colour-coded
with the picture in their books. Invite them to find
spaces for the missing words first and place the
stickers. Then have them stick the missing pictures.
Finally, tell the class to stand up. Read the names of
the organs and have students point to them on their
own bodies.

2.1

narrator:

listen and repeat.

				
				

intestines

narrator:

brain			
skin		

Assign homework

bones		
blood		

muscles		

5’

Additional homework

lungs
liver

kidneys		

heart

AB page 64
ex. 1

In their notebooks, students copy the picture
from page 64. Then they label the different parts.

Answer Key:

20’

Unit 7 - Student’s Book page 64

Read and write the names of the organs.
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10’

Invite the class to say what skin is: something that
covers our bodies. Then have a volunteer read the
first definition aloud. Elicit or explain the meaning
of digest: to process. Do the same for the other
definitions. Next, invite students to write the name of
each organ. Check by reading the numbers aloud.
Students say the names of the organs.

Answer Key:
1. intestines
2. lungs
3. brain
4. muscles

Listen and repeat.

2.1

10’

Play track 2.1 and get the class to repeat the words.
Then describe the function of the item and have
students say its name. Next, divide the class into pairs.
Students continue the guessing game with a friend.

Invite the class to look at the first picture. Ask them
how the man feels: nervous. Have a volunteer
read the first expression aloud. Explain that this
is an idiom. This means that it cannot be taken
literally. Ask students to say times when they might
have butterflies in their stomach: before an exam,
when they go into a room with lots of new people.
After that, tell the class to look at the next picture
and get a volunteer to read the expression aloud.
Ask what the person is doing: buying something.
Explain that we use this idiom when something
is very expensive. Ask students if they have ever
bought anything that cost an arm and a leg. Next,
invite a volunteer to read the third idiom aloud.
Ask if the person believes the story. Elicit the
meaning of the idiom: To say that you don’t believe
what someone tells you. Finally, have the class
look at the last picture and say what they see. Get
a volunteer to read the expression aloud. Elicit
the meaning: To like eating lots of sweet things.
Ask students they’ve got a sweet tooth. After that,
divide the class into pairs and assign one idiom to
each pair. Students invent a dialogue that shows
the meaning of the idiom. When they finish, invite
some pairs to act out their dialogues. The rest of
the class says the idiom.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 64
ex. 2

Students choose one of the idioms and illustrate
it in their notebooks. Then they write the idiom
beside their drawing.

2

Listen and number.

2.2

15’

Answer Key:

Tell the class to describe the picture: Students are
sitting in their biology lesson. All of them are doing
an action relating to their body. Mime a person
sneezing and have students do the same. Then mime
the rest of the actions in the same way. After that,
play track 2.2. Students listen and number the people
according to what they hear. Check by drawing eight
squares on the board in the same position as in the
picture. Say Number 1 and have a volunteer write it
in the correct square on the board. Check the rest of
the numbers in the same way.
2.2

narrator:

listen and number.

number one.
1:		 i can’t stop sneezing!
narrator:
number two.
boy 1:			
i need some water! i’ve got the hiccups!
narrator:
number three.
girl 2:		
zzzzz, zzzzz.
narrator:
number four.
girl 3:		
i can’t stop scratching.
narrator:
number five.
girl 4:		
i love chewing gum.
narrator:
number six.
boy 2:			watch out! you’re going to swallow
a fly!
narrator:
number seven.
boy 3:			wow, i’m tired. i couldn’t sleep last
night!
narrator:
number eight.
boy 4:			i got wet in the rain yesterday, and
now i’ve got a bad cough!
girl

Listen and label.

2.3

10’

Play track 2.3. Students listen and label the
illustrations. Check by saying the verbs in order.
Students spell them aloud.
track

2.3

narrator:
narrator:

listen and label.

Listen and repeat. 2.4

5’

Play track 2.4 several times. Students listen and
repeat the new verbs.
track

2.4

narrator: listen and repeat.
narrator: sneeze

snore

swallow

cough

chew

scratch

yawn

have the hiccups

	Talk about the pictures with
a friend. 10’
Point to different parts of your body to elicit the
idioms from Light on real language. Then tell
students to look at the pictures. Say: Number
one. Students say That costs an arm and a leg.
Next, divide the class into pairs. Students take
turns pointing to the pictures and saying the
corresponding idioms.

number one. sneeze. s-n-e-e-z-e.

number two. have the hiccups. h-i-c-c-u-p-s.
number three. snore. s-n-o-r-e.

number four. scratch. s-c-r-a-t-c-h.
number five. chew. c-h-e-w.

number six. swallow. s-w-a-l-l-o -w.
number seven. yawn. y-a-w-n.

number eight. cough. c-o-u-g-h.

Wrap-up: Air writing

10’

Divide the class into pairs. Students take turns
“writing” words from this lesson in the air. Their
partner guesses the word.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 65

Pictionary pages 106 and 107. Students identify
the pictures and write the corresponding words
or phrases. Then they write a sentence for each.
Finally, they listen to the words and phrases in
this unit’s section of the CD.

Unit 7 - Student’s Book page 65

track

narrator:
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If you eat more sweets, you’ll feel sick
1

Read and complete Amy’s answers.

20’

Tell students to look at the picture of a woman. Ask
them to tell you her name and what her job is: Amy.
She’s a psychologist. Then get them to look at the texts
quickly and say where they are from: a magazine.
Ask students why the title of the section is Ask Amy:
Because people write to Amy about their problems
and she answers them. Next, invite a volunteer to read
the first letter aloud. Ask what the writer’s name is:
Speedy. Elicit what his problem is: He needs to prepare
for a running competition. Do the same for the other
two letters. After that, invite students to look at Amy’s
answers. They should read them and put the name
of each writer at the top of Amy’s answer. When they
finish, encourage students to compare their work with
a friend. Finally, ask the class if they think Amy gives
good advice. Encourage them to suggest more advice
for the different people.

Answer Key:

Each group chants two lines. When they finish, groups
switch lines and chant again.

15’

Invite a volunteer to read the first example aloud.
Tell students that we call this structure the first
conditional. We use it to talk about things that
might occur in the future because of actions that
we do now. We call the actions that happen now
conditions. Encourage the class to deduce what the
condition for the first sentence is: If you brush your
teeth longer. Point out that conditions begin with If
and use the present simple. Then read the second
part of the sentence: your mouth will be cleaner.
Explain that this is the consequence. We use will
(or the contracted form ‘ll) and the base form
of the verb. After that, invite a volunteer to read
the second example aloud. Elicit the condition:
If you don’t eat enough protein. Then elicit the
consequence: your muscles will be weak. Finally,
invite volunteers to give examples from the
previous activities.
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Read and match.
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Assign homework

AB page 66
ex. 1

5’

Additional homework

Students write their own letter to Ask Amy in
their notebooks. Point out the names in the
letters and have students invent a name for
themselves that relates to the problem.

2

Listen and chant.

2.5

Ask students to close their books. Write If you don’t
sleep enough on the board. Elicit that it is a
condition. Ask volunteers to give options for the
consequences: you will be tired / you won’t feel
well, etc. Then get students to open their books.
Invite a volunteer to read the first phrase aloud
and find the consequence in the other column.
Students match the parts of the phrase. After
that, have students read and match the rest of
the conditions and consequences individually.
Check by inviting volunteers to read the complete
sentences aloud.

Answer Key:

10’

Tell students to close their books. Read the title of the
chant aloud and invite students to suggest things people
can do to be healthy. Next, play track 2.5. Students say
the things the chant suggests to do: do exercise daily, eat
what you should, drink enough water, get enough rest.
After that, play the chant again for them to follow along
in their books. Finally, divide the class into four groups.

15’

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 66
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students write two first
conditional sentences and illustrate them.

Look and stick.

10’

Tell students to look at the pictures and say what
they see in each one. Invite volunteers to read the
texts in the speech bubbles. Elicit what the missing
sentences might be. Accept all answers. Then tell
students to use the stickers for activity 3 on page 67.
Students read the sentences silently. Next, tell them
to look at the first picture. Elicit which sticker goes
there: Don’t jump! After that, have students read
and put the rest of the stickers in the correct spaces.
Check by inviting volunteers to read aloud the
complete text for each picture.

Answer Key:

Don’t jump! You’ll hurt yourself!
Look at your brother! He’s dressing himself.
This place is great! We’re going to enjoy ourselves!
Do we need to wash the cats? No, they wash
themselves.
Can I have a plaster? I cut myself.
She shouldn’t touch the oven. She could burn
herself.

Match the corresponding words.

10’

Write the text of the first picture from activity 3 on
the board: Don’t jump! You’ll hurt yourself! Then
underline you and yourself. After that, tell the class to
underline the rest of the pairs in the sentences. Check
by asking volunteers to read the pairs. Finally, get
them to match the pairs of words in the stars.

Answer Key:

10’

Mime the action of cutting yourself and say:
Ouch, I cut myself. Then write the sentence
on the board. Point to the word I and point
to yourself. Do the same for the word myself.
Explain that when the same person is both the
subject and the object, we use the reflexive
pronouns. Next, invite a volunteer to read
the second sentence aloud. Elicit the subject
and the object: we / ourselves. Point out that
singular reflexive pronouns end in –self. Plural
reflexive pronouns end in –selves.

Make up dialogues with a friend.

Tell students to look at the pictures. Elicit the
verb that goes with each picture: enjoy, burn,
dress, hurt. Then divide the class into pairs.
Students decide what the people are saying in
each picture. After that, have them make up
the dialogue for each picture. Finally, check by
saying the number of each picture. Students say
the dialogue.

Pair work

10’

Divide the class into pairs: student A and
student B. Student A looks at page 115 and
student B looks at page 119. Tell students to
take turns describing their picture to a friend.
When they finish, have the other student
describe his/her picture. Students circle the
differences between the two pictures. When
they finish, get them to check by looking at
their partner’s picture.

Assign homework
Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 67
ex. 1

In their notebooks, students draw a table and
complete it with the pronouns from this lesson:
I – myself, you – yourself, etc.

10’

5’

Additional homework

AB page 67
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students write two sentences
about an event in their lives. The second
sentence must contain a reflexive pronoun:
My little brother jumped off a chair yesterday.
He didn’t hurt himself. / I invited all my friends
to my birthday party last week. / They all
enjoyed themselves.
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Time to practise!
1

Listen and complete.

2.6

Answer Key:
10’

Tell students to look at the first picture. Ask where the
girl is and what she is doing: She’s at school. She’s
thinking. Then have students look at the next picture.
Ask them to suggest why the girl asks for some
homework. Accept all answers. Next, give the class
time to read the start of the sentences. After that, play
track 2.6. Students listen and complete the sentences.
Check by inviting volunteers to read the completed
sentences aloud. Finally, elicit why the girl asks for
some homework: Because doing homework is better
than being bored at home.
track

2.6

narrator: 	listen and complete.

girl:	if i haven’t got any homework tomorrow,

i’ll go to the park. if it rains, i’ll go to the
cinema. if there aren’t any good films, i’ll

go to my friend’s house. if my friend isn’t at

Assign homework

AB page 68
ex. 1

5’

Additional homework

In their notebooks, students write a chain of three
conditional sentences.

home, i’ll go to the shops. if i get bored, i’ll
go home and watch tv.

can i have some homework, please?

3
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Answer Key:
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2

Decode the note.

15’

Tell students to look at the note. Ask who it is for and
who wrote it: It is for Todd, from his mum. Elicit what
the note is about: things for Todd to do at home to
help his mum. Then invite a volunteer to read the
beginning of the note aloud. Explain that students
have to complete the note with verbs and the
corresponding reflexive pronouns. Next, have them
look at the first picture and elicit what the missing
words are: burn yourself. Get them to write the words
in the space. After that, tell the class to look at the rest
of the pictures and complete the note individually.
Finally, check by inviting volunteers to read the
completed note aloud.

Sing a song.

2.7

20’

Write this question on the board: What will you do...?
Then play track 2.7. Pause the CD after the chorus.
Elicit the question the singer asked: What will you do
tomorrow if the sky is blue? Invite students to suggest
some things for the singer’s friend to do. Accept
all answers. Next, play the first verse of the song.
Students listen and compare what the singer says
with the things they suggested. After that, elicit the
things for the singer’s friend to do if the sky isn’t blue.
After they give their suggestions, play the second
verse of the song. Students listen and compare what
they suggested with what the singer says. Next, divide
the class into two groups and tell students to open
their books. Play the CD again. One group sings the
chorus and the other sings the verses. When the song
finishes, get groups to switch roles and sing again.
Finally, elicit how both verses are similar: They’ve
both got a condition with if in the first line. They’ve
both got the same rhyme scheme: AABA (this means
that all the lines except the third rhyme).

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 68
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students write another verse
about things to do tomorrow if it’s a nice day.
Remind them to use the text in activity 1 as a
guide.

Time to write
Have students look at the picture. Get them to say the
parts of the body that are shown inside the magnifying
glasses: brain, eye, heart, skin, blood. Then invite a
volunteer to read the first text aloud. Elicit or explain
the meaning of iron. Ask the class where they would
find a text like this: in a magazine or a school textbook
about nutrition; on a website. Point out the phrases in
green. Elicit their meaning. Next, tell students to read
the other two texts and find phrases that mean the same
as the phrases in green. They underline the phrases.
When they finish, invite volunteers to read them aloud:
is important for; are excellent for; are rich in; contain
plenty of.

Read and write the letters.

5’

Ask students to read the first text and say what iron is
good for: your blood. Get them to write the letter A next
to the drawing of blood. After that, have them read the
other texts and mark the drawings individually. When
they finish, tell them to check their work with a friend.

Answer Key:

Model Answer:

Protein is important for the brain. Meat, fish and eggs
contain plenty of protein.

2 	Complete the notes about
these nutrients. 15’
Note: Write the following information on a big sheet of
cardboard: calcium - bones and teeth / milk, cheese
and broccoli; potassium - brain and all cells of the body /
potatoes, bananas, avocadoes and tomatoes. Invite
a volunteer to read the names of the nutrients aloud.
Ask students if they know what they are good for and
where they are found. Then display the cardboard on
the board and divide the class into pairs. Assign one
of the nutrients to each pair. Next, tell students to write
the complete note about their nutrient. After that, divide
the class into groups of four so that each group includes
two students with information about calcium and two
students with information about potassium. Students
dictate their information to each other. Finally, invite
volunteers to read their notes.

Model Answer:

Calcium:
Calcium is important for healthy bones and teeth. Milk,
cheese and broccoli have got lots of calcium.
Potassium:
Potassium is good for the brain and all the cells of the
body. Potatoes, bananas, avocados and tomatoes are
all rich in potassium.

Bulletin board idea

15’

Materials: One sheet of poster paper per group,
colouring pencils, drawing pins.
Divide the class into groups of six. Each group
decides on a healthy school meal. Students write
a menu and draw a picture of their meal. Then
they label the picture with the names of the
nutrients their meal contains. Finally, they pin
their work onto the bulletin board. The class
decides on the healthiest and best-tasting meal.

Write about protein.

Unit 7 - Student’s Book page 69

1 	Read and underline synonyms
of the highlighted phrases. 10’

5’

Have students look at the prompts and say what nutrient
they are asked to write about: protein. Invite them to
give their ideas about what protein is good for, where
they can find it, etc. Then get them to write about protein
using the prompts and the expressions they learned in
activity 1. When they finish, encourage them to compare
their work with a friend. Finally, invite some volunteers to
read their text aloud.

Assign homework

AB page 69

5’
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The lighthouse keepers’ story
Now read the story in groups.
Before you read

10’

Discuss with a friend.
Ask students whether they have
ever gone camping. Invite them to say if they
enjoyed the experience. Then tell them to look
at the pictures. Elicit or teach the names of the
objects: a gas stove, a tent, a sleeping bag,
a torch, a ladder, a rope, insect repellent,
suncream. Next, divide the class into pairs.
Tell students that they have to decide which
five objects they would take on a camping trip.
When they finish, invite some pairs to say which
objects they chose and why.
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1 	Listen to the first part of
2.8
the story.
20’

92

Have a volunteer read the title of the story aloud.
Then tell the class to look at the pictures and
describe them. After that, ask them to close their
books. Write these sentences on the board:
John was going camping with his mum and dad /
friends.
He was allergic to mosquito bites / cats.
They were planning to camp near the hotel / higher
in the mountains.
John fell into a stream / down the mountain.
After that, play track 2.8. Students listen and decide
on the correct option in each sentence. When the
track finishes, get volunteers to come to the front
and underline the correct option. Then play the CD
again. Students listen and follow along in their books.
Finally, invite volunteers to read the correct sentences
aloud: John was going camping with his friends. He
was allergic to mosquito bites. They were planning to
camp higher in the mountains. John fell into a stream.

10’

Divide the class into groups of four. Tell students to
divide the text into four equal sections. Then have
them take turns reading sections of the story.
When they finish, have them switch sections
and read again.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 70

Students choose a sentence from the story. Then
they represent the sentence in their notebooks
by using drawings and symbols instead of
words. Tell them to bring their sentence to the
next lesson.

2.9

10’

Divide the class into pairs and have them decode
the sentence their partner made for homework. Then
get students to say where John went with his friends
and what happened to him. Elicit what medical
problem John has got: He’s allergic to mosquito
bites. Next, play track 2.9. Students listen and follow
along in their books. When the story finishes, have
the class look at the first picture. Ask what John lost
in the stream: His mosquito repellent. After that, tell
them to look at the second picture and say what Luke
is doing: He’s making mosquito repellent from the
leaves of eucalyptus trees. Finally, get them to say
what happened for the rest of the weekend: The three
friends had a wonderful time.

Now read the story in groups.

10’

Divide the class into groups of four. Tell three
students in each group to close their books. Then
have one student in each group start reading the
story aloud. Explain that the student reading should
stop after a sentence or two and invite the others
in the group to say what happens next in the story.
After that, students switch roles and continue.

Value: Exercising regularly
Make an exercise chart. 15’
Materials: One photocopy of craft templates 7a
and 7b (see the Values Section on the Teacher’s
Resource CD-ROM), one sheet of coloured
paper per student, colouring pencils, scissors,
glue.
Write Doing exercise on the board. Elicit
examples of activities you can do to exercise:
playing football, running, skipping, walking to
school. Then ask students how many minutes
of exercise they do every day. Explain that it is
important to do about half an hour of exercise
daily. Next, hand out craft templates 7a and
7b. Invite a student to read the title and the
sentence aloud. Then get students to colour
and cut out the parts of the chart. Tell them to
stick the parts together and then to stick the
chart onto a sheet of coloured paper. Finally,
encourage them to keep the chart in their
school bag and to complete it each time they do
exercise. Set a day when you are going to look
at everybody’s chart.

Assign homework

After you read

10’

Find words in the story with
a similar meaning.
Invite a volunteer to read the
first description aloud. Then have students
look for a word with a similar meaning in the
story. Tell them to put up their hands when they
find it. Invite a volunteer to say the word and
to read the sentence where the word occurs:
repellent. Don’t forget to take some mosquito
repellent, just in case. After that, have students
find words for the rest of the descriptions.
Check by asking students to read the sentence
where each word occurs in the text.

Answer Key:

5’

AB page 71
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2 	Listen to the second
part of the story.
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Warm-up: Let’s talk about China

10’

Materials: A map of the world, photos of a
traditional Chinese farm, a street scene in
Shanghai, people eating a typical Chinese meal
with bowls and chopsticks.
Display the map and invite a volunteer to point
to China. Elicit the name of the capital: Beijing.
Ask the class what event took place there in 2008:

Listen and stick.

2.10

Answer Key:
10’

Tell students to look at the map and the illustrations.
Invite them to describe the different pictures. Do
not give them any names or other information
yet. Then tell students to use the stickers for Light
up the world on page 72. Tell the class to read the
texts on the stickers silently. When they finish, play
track 2.10. Students listen and put the stickers in the
spaces next to the corresponding pictures. Finally,
check by saying the following: Shi Huangdi, The
Three Gorges Dam, The Great Wall, the population
of China. Students read the information from the
corresponding sticker aloud.

Unit 7 - Student’s Book page 72

Track 2.10
narrator: listen and stick.
narrator: 	shi huangdi was the first emperor of china.
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The Olympic Games. Then invite students to say
anything else they know about China.
Pass around the photo of Shanghai. It is one of
the most modern cities in China. Finally, pass
around the photo of people eating a typical
Chinese meal. Tell students that rice is the most
important part of a Chinese meal.

he was a very cruel man and killed many
people during his reign. when he died in 210
bc, he was buried near present day xi’an.
more than 6,000 life-sized terra-cotta
soldiers and horses were buried with the
emperor to protect him on his journey after
death.
	the three gorges dam was completed in
2008. It is the largest dam in the world,
and the lake behind it is 660 kilometres
long. more than 1.3 million people had to
move from their homes. the dam was built
to generate electricity and to control
flooding on the yangtze river.
	the most famous tourist site in china is the
great wall. it was built over many centuries,
in order to protect china from attacks by
people from central asia. it is more than
6,400 kilometres long and was guarded by
over one million soldiers. millions of people
died building the great wall.
	the population of china is currently about
1.3 Billion people. it is expected to reach 1.5
billion around the year 2050. the chinese
government became worried about its
population some years ago and allowed
people to have only one child.

Read and match.

5’

Get students to look at the Chinese characters. Tell
them that Chinese writing does not use an alphabet
characters. After that, tell the class to read the text
and match the characters with the words. Check by
drawing the characters on the board and eliciting
the meaning of each one.

Answer Key:

Listen and repeat the Chinese words.

2.11

Play track 2.11 and have students repeat the words
in Chinese. Explain that the same word can have
different meanings, depending on whether the
voice goes up or down. That is why Chinese sounds
musical when we hear people speaking it.

AB page 72

10’

Check what you know!
Have students open their books to pages 64 and 65.
Tell them to look again at the new words and the
illustrations. Then ask them to close their books.
Divide the class into pairs. Students take turns
pointing to a part of their body or miming a body
function. Their friend guesses the word. Finally,
ask the class to complete the faces according to
how they feel about what they know.

5’

Read and label.

Answer Key:

10’

Tell students to look at the picture and say what they
see. Elicit that the man is a doctor and that the woman
is ill. Explain that the man is using a traditional form of
Chinese medicine. Then have the class read the text and
label the picture. When they finish, get them to check
their work with a friend. Finally, encourage students to
say if they know anybody who has had acupuncture
and if they would have acupuncture themselves.

Answer Key:

10’
Call my bluff (see page 10)
Now play Call my bluff with the
language of the unit. Have fun!

Assign homework

5’

My project
5’

Elicit how many acupuncture points there are on
the body: More than 2,000. Tell the class that many
of these points are on the hand. Then hand out the
stickers for Light up the world on page 73. Students
place the stickers to complete a map of the hand.
After that, encourage them to find the different points
on a friend’s hand. Finally, invite a volunteer to
read the Did you know? text aloud. Ask them what
they would do if a doctor told them to take some
traditional Chinese medicine.

Make a pasta skeleton.

Materials: Different kinds of pasta, a sheet
of newspaper, a sheet of black card, a
paintbrush per student.
Invite the class to look at My project and tell
them the main materials for the craft. Point out
the icons and explain the additional materials
that they need. Then go through each step
with them. Finally, remind them that they can
do their project with the help of their family.

A friendly reminder

Answer Key:

It is advisable to create a stress-free
and supportive environment for taking
a test. Before students are assessed, they should
review the unit vocabulary with My spelling
practice on page 97 and the Time to check section
on page 72 in the Activity Book. During the
evaluation:
• read the instructions for the first activity with
students
• read the example and clarify doubts
• ask a volunteer for another example
• assign time to complete the activity
• read the instructions for the next activity, etc.

7

Connect the dots and read.

5’

Tell students to connect the dots. When they finish,
have them read the text individually. Finally, elicit
that the creature is a dragon.
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Read and stick the pieces of the puzzle.

AB page 73
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8

In the news

Objectives:
• learn the words to talk about TV programmes and the news
• practise expressions related to watching TV
• learn passive structures in the past simple

TV programmes

The news

cartoon				/kAÜ"tuÜn/				____________
documentary		 /dÅÖkjuÜÖmenÖtrI/		 ____________
drama				/"drAÜm´/				____________
news					/njuÜz/					____________
quiz show			/"kwIz S´U/			____________
soap opera 			 /"s´Up ÆÅpÖr´/			____________
talk show			/"tOÜk S´U/				____________
traffic report		 /"t®œÖfIk r´ÖÆpOÜt/		 ____________
weather report		 /"weÖD´ r´ÖÆpOÜt/		 ____________

breaking news		 /"breIÖkIN njuÜz/		 ____________
exclusive			/ekÖÆskluÜÖsIv			____________
interview			/"InÖt´Övju/				____________
latest headlines /"leIÖtIst `hedÖlaInz/ ____________
`
live coverage		 / `laIv cøvÖrIdZ/		 ____________
newsreader			/"njuÜzÖriÜÖd´/			____________
overseas				/Æ´UÖv´ÖsiÜz/			____________
correspondent		 /kÅÖrIsÖpÅnÖd´nt/		 ____________
special report		 /"speÖS´l r´ÖÆpOÜt /		 ____________

Passive (past simple)
We use the passive sentence structure subject +
the verb be + past participle to talk about an action
when we do not know or do not need to say who
did the action, or when the action is much more
important than the person who did it: The bank was

robbed (by two thieves). The subject of the passive
sentence would be the object in an active sentence:
Two thieves robbed the bank. In this unit, we use
the passive with the past simple to talk about the
news.
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In this section, students will learn phrases and
short exchanges used in everyday life.
In this unit, students will learn and practise
expressions related to watching TV.
• Can I change the channel?
• Turn up the volume.
• Turn down the volume.
• What’s on next?
• What channel is it on?

Amanda’s mega party

Newspapers and magazines that are published
in English are an excellent source of authentic
English for students. They also offer students
another perspective on world events, as well as
a window on the culture of the English-speaking
world. It is important, however, that students
do not become discouraged when they realize
they do not understand everything they read.
Keep activities simple and fun. Here are some
examples:
1) Write some news headlines on the board.
Students guess what the stories are about.
Then pass around the articles and get students
to skim them to see if they guessed correctly.
2) Hand out TV guides and ask students which
programmes they recognize and which they
would like to watch.
3) Cut out pictures from newspapers or
magazines and pass them around. The class
guesses what the story each picture illustrates
is about. After they have guessed, they can
create their own captions for the pictures.
4) Hand out sections of a newspaper or
magazine and have the class say which article
they would most like to read.
All of these activities are fun, and none of them
involves students reading the texts word by
word. And remember, when you finish with your
newspapers and magazines, recycle!

Value: Looking at the positive
Looking at the positive means that even though
the media often report bad news, it is important
to remember that lots of good things happen in
the world every day!

Make a newspaper article.

Basic competences
In this unit, students will develop:
• Cultural and Artistic competence by looking at
the news in English-speaking countries (TB p.
97).
• Linguistic competence by identifying and
learning vocabulary and formulaic language
related to television programmes (SB p. 74).
• Linguistic competence by identifying
and learning vocabulary related to news
broadcasts (SB p. 75).
• Cultural and Artistic competence by reading
newspaper articles about a cultural event, a
crime and breaking news (SB p. 76).
• Social and citizenship competence by
participating in pair work to complete an
information gap activity about a news event
(SB p. 77).
• Mathematical competence by revising larger
numbers and using them to talk about events
in the news (SB p. 78).
• Competence in autonomy and personal
initiative by creating their own class newspaper
displayed on a bulletin board (SB p. 79).
• Linguistic competence by listening to and
reading a story while looking at drawings that
support contextual information (SB p. 80).
• Competence in Processing digital information
in the classroom by reading and listening to
the story Amanda’s mega party (SB p. 81).
• Competence in Knowledge and interaction
with the physical world by reading and
listening to a text about the USA (SB p. 82).
• Competence in Learning to learn by
reviewing key unit concepts and revision
techniques in the Time to Check, Pictionary
and My Spelling Practice sections before
doing a final test (SB p. 83).
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8
1

In the news

Read and label.

15’

Invite students to describe the picture: It’s a TV studio.
Different TV programmes are shown on the screens.
Ask them what DFC indicates: The name of the TV
channel. Then have them describe what they see on
each screen. Next, ask them to look at the text. Elicit
where it is from: A TV guide. After that, draw nine
rectangles on the board. Invite a volunteer to read
the information for Channel 1 aloud. Elicit what the
programme is called: News. Point out that the word
in bold names the programme type. Then point to the
different rectangles and elicit which TV is showing this
programme. Have students label the corresponding
TV screen: News. After that, tell students to read the
information for the rest of the programmes individually
and label the screens. Check by saying the different
programme types and pointing to the rectangles.

Answer Key:

20’

Tell students to look at the pictures and say
what they’ve all got in common: They all refer
to watching TV. Then point out the first picture.
Invite a volunteer to read aloud what the person
is saying. Demonstrate meaning by miming a
yawn and saying This channel is boring. I want
to watch the sports channel now. Next, invite a
volunteer to read aloud what the next person is
saying. Demonstrate meaning by putting your
hand behind your ear and pretending that you
can’t hear. Continue in the same way for the rest
of the pictures. For the third item, put your hands
over your ears and mime hearing a very loud TV.
For the fourth item, mime looking through the
pages of a TV guide. For the fifth item, say the
name of a programme and ask the question
Friends and Family. What channel is it on? After
that, mime each of the actions and elicit what
the person is saying. Encourage students to use
different tones of voice for each person: bored,
excited, angry, etc. Finally, divide the class into
pairs. Students take turns miming and saying the
appropriate phrase.
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Assign homework

Listen and repeat.

2.12

Additional homework

10’

Play track 2.12 and get the class to repeat the words.
Then have students close their books. Read aloud
the programme descriptions from the TV guide
in random order and invite students to say the
programme type for each one.
track

2.12

narrator:

listen and repeat.

				
				
				
				

news				

talk show

weather report

drama

narrator:

traffic report		
soap opera			

cartoon
quiz show

documentary
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Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

5’

AB page 74
ex. 1

Students stick four TV programme
advertisements into their notebooks and label
them.

AB page 74
ex. 2

Students choose two of the phrases the people
say from this lesson. In their notebooks, they
illustrate and label each one.

2

Stick the words.

Answer Key:

10’

Tell the class to look at the picture. Elicit that the man
is reading the news. Then point out the incomplete
expressions in the picture. Ask students if they can
complete any of them. After that, tell students to use
the stickers for activity 2 on page 75. Point out that
the colour of the words on the stickers corresponds to
the labels on the page. Finally, tell students to stick
the words in the correct spaces.

Answer Key:

newsreader / latest headlines / special report /
exclusive interview / breaking news / live coverage /
overseas correspondent

Listen and check.

2.13

Listen and repeat.

5’

Play track 2.14 twice. Students listen and repeat
the words.

10’

Play track 2.13 and ask students what the text was
about: A news report. Then play the CD again. Tell
students to put up their hands when they hear one of
the expressions. After each, pause the CD and elicit
the expression.

2.14

track

2.14

narrator: listen and repeat.
narrator:	newsreader.

latest headlines.
special report.
breaking news.

overseas correspondent.
live coverage.

track

exclusive interview.

2.13

narrator: listen and check.

	good evening, this is dfc world, and i’m
your newsreader, henry sullivan. here
are the latest headlines. president harris
has started his first visit to europe. he
will be visiting paris, london and berlin.
in australia, firefighters are battling
huge fires near sydney. and in brazil,

20’

Find and circle the expressions.

5’

tour later in the programme. but first,

Have students find and circle the expressions
individually. Invite them to provide the missing
punctuation marks. Check by asking volunteers
to write the complete expressions on the board.

coming in… rescuers have located the

Answer Key:

preparations are under way for the world’s
biggest surfing festival. we will have a

special report on the president’s european
we’ve got some breaking news that’s just
three peruvian climbers who were lost in

the andes. apparently they are all well. we
haven’t got many details yet, but let’s go
to our overseas correspondent, joanna

grace… joanna? hello? joanna…? we seem
to have some problems on the line. we’ll

bring you more information on that story
as we get it. later in the programme we’ll
also have live coverage of this year’s
world cup, starting at

2 pm local time. that

will include an exclusive interview with u.s.
coach lou becker, only on dfc. now back
to that story from peru… hello joanna?
joanna? hello? can you hear me?

Read and write the meaning.

5’
Dance it! (see page 10)
Now play Dance it! with news
vocabulary items. Have fun!
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man:

10’

Say newsreader. Give students time to read the
definitions and find the corresponding one. Then
have a volunteer read the definition aloud: A person
who reads the news. After that, get students to read
the rest of the definitions and write the words that
each one describes. Check by reading the words
aloud. Volunteers read the definitions.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 75

Pictionary pages 108 and 109. Students identify
the pictures and write the corresponding words
or phrases. Then they write a sentence for each.
Finally, they listen to the words and phrases in
this unit’s section of the CD in class.

99

Three people were arrested
1

Read and write the headlines.

10’

Tell students to look at the texts and pictures quickly
and say where they are from: a newspaper. Then
have them look at the headlines in the box. After
that, get the class to read the texts and write the
corresponding headlines. Check by reading the first
sentence of each text aloud to elicit the headline.

	Underline the answers to the questions
in the texts. 10’
Invite a volunteer to read the first question aloud.
Ask which text it refers to: The text about the bank
robbery. Then elicit the answer: at noon. Have
students underline the answer in the text. Next, tell
them to underline the rest of the answers. To check,
invite volunteers to read the questions aloud. Other
students read the words they underlined.
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Answer Key:
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Assign homework

Invite a volunteer to read the first two sentences
aloud. Elicit the type of sentences and the difference
between them: active / passive; in the second
sentence, it’s not important to know who did the
action. Ask the class what time the sentences refer
to: the past. Elicit how we form the past passive: The
object of the active sentence becomes the subject.
We add was or were and the past participle of the
main verb. Point out that in negative sentences, we
use not after the verb be. Explain that we can use
passive sentences without saying who did the action.
Sometimes, however, we include this information
by adding by and the name of the person or thing.
Finally, get students to underline examples of the
passive in the previous activities. When they finish,
invite volunteers to read the examples aloud.

	Transform the sentences into the
passive with a friend. 10’

AB page 76
ex. 1

5’

Additional homework

In their notebooks, students draw four pictures to
illustrate the story of the whale in activity 1.

2

15’

Listen and chant.

2.15

Invite a volunteer to read the first sentence aloud
and write the object on the board: the houses.
Ask if it is singular or plural: plural. Then elicit
the correct form of the verb be and write it after
the houses: were. Finally, get another volunteer
to write the past participle: destroyed. Ask what
we can say after this to show who or what did the
action: by an earthquake. Next, divide the class
into pairs and have them transform the rest of the
sentences. Check by asking volunteers to say the
active and passive sentences.

Answer Key:

The houses weren’t destroyed by an earthquake.
Three hundred seals were rescued by
Greenpeace. The ruins were discovered by
French archaeologists. The suspects weren’t
released by the police.

15’

Read the title aloud and elicit the meaning: It’s news
from the place where you live. Then invite the class
to look at the picture and predict what the chant will
be about. Accept all answers. Next, have students
close their books. Play track 2.15 and elicit the news
items. Write them on the board: Mrs. Green’s cat, Mr.
Moore’s window, two boys’ caps. Play the CD again.
Students listen for more information about each item.
Elicit the information. Divide the class into three
groups. Students open their books and play the CD
again. Each group chants one of the news items.
The whole class chants the last two lines. When they
finish, groups switch roles and do the chant again.

Chinese whispers (see page 10)
Now play Chinese whispers with
sentences in the past passive. Have fun!

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

15’

AB page 76
ex. 2

Students stick three magazine cutouts of events
into their notebooks and write a sentence for each
one: The old house was destroyed by a hurricane.
The film was produced by Steven Spielberg.

Assign homework

10’

Invite a student to read the headline aloud. Then point
out the first pair of pictures. Ask how they are different.
Do the same with the rest of the pictures. Next, play track
2.16. Have students circle the correct picture in each pair.
When they finish, check by saying each number to elicit
whether the first or second picture is correct.
track

2.16

narrator:

listen and circle the correct pictures.

news anchor:	we’re reporting on a gorilla that has

escaped from the town zoo. the chief of

narrator:

police is here to explain the situation.

number one.
1: chief johnson, what happened exactly?
chief: 	well, the cage door wasn’t closed
correctly yesterday, and the gorilla
escaped during the night.
narrator:
number two.
reporter 2:
so when was it seen next?
chief: 	the gorilla was seen by a local girl
this morning. it was drinking water
from her swimming pool.
narrator:
number three.
reporter 1:
what did it do then?
chief: 	well, it went into the town. everybody
ran away.
reporter 1:
were any people hurt?
chief:
no, nobody was hurt.
narrator:
number four.
reporter 2:
how was it captured?
chief: 	the gorilla was given bananas. then it
reporter

got into a truck and was taken back
to the zoo.

Answer Key:

5’

Additional homework

AB page 77
ex. 1

In their notebooks, students draw four pictures
illustrating the story of a lion that escaped from
the zoo. Then they write sentences describing
what happened.

10’

Invite a volunteer to read the first question and
the short answers aloud. Then elicit how we make
questions in the past passive: We put was or were
before the subject. Point out that we put the phrase
with by after the verb. Next, invite a volunteer to read
the next question and short answers aloud. Elicit why
we use were: Because the subject of the sentence is
plural. Read the last question and answer aloud. Ask
how this question is different from the other two: It’s a
Wh- question. Point out that we form Wh- questions
in the same way as Yes / No questions, except that
we put a question word at the beginning.

Write questions.

10’

Have a volunteer read the first prompt aloud: the
gorilla / hurt. Ask students what the noun is and if
it is singular or plural: gorilla / singular. Then ask
them what form of the verb be they will use: was.
Do the same for the rest of the prompts. After that,
have students write the interrogative sentences.
When they finish, check by inviting volunteers
to read their questions aloud. Encourage other
students to answer the questions.

Answer Key:

1. Was the gorilla hurt?
2. What time were the police officers informed?
3. Was Main Street closed to traffic?
Pair

Tell a friend what happened.

10’

Invite the class to look at the photo of the boy and
read what he says. Then ask the class what the boy is
doing: He’s saying what happened in the story. Elicit
the next part of the story: The gorilla escaped during
the night. After that, divide the class into pairs and
have them take turns saying what happened. When
they finish, invite some students to tell the rest of the
class what happened.

work

15’

Divide the class into pairs: student A and
student B. Student A looks at page 115 and
student B looks at page 120. Tell them to take
turns asking and answering questions to
complete the texts. When they finish, have
students compare texts to check.

Assign homework

5’

AB page 77 ex. 1
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3 	Listen and circle the
2.16
correct pictures.
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Time to practise!
15’
Running dictation (see page 10)
Play Running dictation with the texts
from page 76. Have fun!

1 	Match the phrases with the
programmes. 10’
Tell students to look at the pictures and say what is
happening in each one. Then get them to look at
the phrases in the column. Explain that two phrases
correspond to each picture. Elicit the phrases that
go with the first picture. After that, have students
match the rest of the phrases with the pictures.
Check by reading the headlines aloud and inviting
volunteers
to say the phrases that go with each one.

Unit 8 - Student’s Book page 78

Answer Key:
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Read and write the sentences.

15’

Tell students to look at the first picture again. Invite
a volunteer to form a complete sentence in the
passive with one of the phrases corresponding to this
picture: The Space Station was repaired successfully.
Then have students write the rest of the sentences.
When they finish, get students to read their sentences
aloud. The rest of the class say if they are correct or
not. If they are not correct, invite students to read the
correct version.

Answer Key:

1. Many experiments were done.
2. The Space Station was repaired successfully.
3. Five hundred trees were planted.
4. Free T-shirts were given to all volunteers.
5. Two hundred houses were destroyed.
6. Three bridges were damaged.
7. Thte last goal was scored by Jones.
8. The Cup was presented by the President.

Assign homework

AB page 78
ex. 1

5’

Additional homework

In their notebooks, students write one question
in the past passive for each of the sentences
they made in this lesson: What was repaired
successfully? How many experiments were done?

2

Sing a song.

2.17

20’

Write these questions on the board:
What channel is the news on?
What news does the singer mention?
What does the singer watch after the news?
Then play track 2.17. Students listen for answers to the
questions with their books closed. When they finish,
get them to compare answers with a friend. Next,
play the CD again. Students listen and complete their
answers. When the song finishes, elicit answers to
the questions: The news is on channel 5. The singer
mentions breaking news, a sports triumph, a film
release, a thief arrested by the police. The singer
watches a soap on channel 4. After that, tell students
to open their books. Play track 2.17 again. Students
listen and follow along. Finally, divide the class into
two groups. Groups take turns singing the verses.
The whole class sings the chorus.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 78
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students copy the second verse
of the song. Then they draw pictures to illustrate
the different things mentioned in the verse.

Time to write
1

Listen and number the pictures.

2.18

10’

Tell students to look at the pictures quickly. Elicit what
they show: a traffic accident. Then have students say
what they see in each picture. After that, play track 2.18.
Students listen and number the pictures in the order
they hear the information. Finally, check by drawing
seven rectangles on the board. Point to each rectangle
and elicit its number.
track

2.18

narrator:
woman:

listen and number the pictures.
	number one. and now it’s time for our
traffic report. there was traffic chaos
on the A56 earlier today.
number two. the road was closed for
three hours.
number three. police on the scene told
our reporters that a truck full of cows
lost control and hit a tree.

number four. the impact opened the back
doors and the cows escaped, causing

problems for traffic in both directions.

number five. fortunately, the cows were
trapped by the local police.

number six. nobody was hurt.

leave out the verb be and the articles. Ask a volunteer
to make the first sentence of the summary: Earlier today
there was traffic chaos on the A56. After that, have
students write their summaries individually. When they
finish, encourage them to compare their summaries with
their desk partners. Finally, if you have time, invite some
students to read their summary aloud for the rest of the
class.

Model Answer:

Earlier today there was traffic chaos on the A56 when
the road was closed for three hours. A truck hit a tree and
the cows escaped. Eventually, the cows were trapped by
local police. Fortunately, nobody was hurt and the truck
continued on its journey.

Read and circle True or False.

5’

Have students read the sentences and circle the
appropriate word. Then invite volunteers to read the
sentences aloud and say if they are true or false. When
they finish, explain that notes are important to help us
organize our summary. The notes should only include
the most important information. Also point out that it is
important to use short sentences.

number seven. the truck was pulled back

	Listen again and complete
2.18
the notes.
10’
Tell students they are going to write a summary of the
report. Explain that the phrases under each picture are
notes. Then play track 2.18 again. Students listen and
complete the notes. Play the track twice if necessary.
After that, check by pointing to the rectangles on the
board in order and saying the number: Number 1.
Volunteers read the completed notes aloud: traffic
chaos on the A56.

Answer Key:

Bulletin board idea

Materials: Poster paper, English-language
newspapers and news magazines, scissors, glue,
colouring pencils.
Divide the class into six groups. Then assign a
news type to each group: International, National,
Sports, Culture, Society, Technology. Next, hand
out the materials. Students find and cut out articles,
headlines and pictures for their news area. They
stick the cutouts onto the poster paper to make a
collage. After that, they write the name of their
news type on the poster with colouring pencils.
Finally, they display their work on the bulletin
board.

Assign homework

AB page 79

Use the notes to write a summary.

10’

Tell students to look at the notes for the first picture in
the report. Explain that when we take notes, we usually

10’

5’
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onto the road and continued its journey.
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Before you read

10’

Read and mark.
Ask students if they have ever
given a party. Elicit what it was for and if it was
a success. Then have them read and mark the
headlines. Check by reading the headlines
aloud and inviting the class to say if they are
positive or negative.

Answer Key:

Unit 8 - Student’s Book page 80

1 	Listen to the first part of
2.19
the story.
15’

104

Invite the class to look at the pictures and say what
they see. Then tell them to close their books. Write
these questions on the board:
What kind of parties did Amanda’s friends have?
What kind of party did Amanda decide to have?
What was different about her party invitations?
Why did she start to get worried?
Next, play track 2.19. Students listen for answers to
the questions. When the track finishes, encourage
students to discuss their answers with a friend. After
that, tell them to open their books. Play the CD again.
Students listen and follow along in their books.
Finally, elicit answers to the questions: Amanda’s
friends had parties with a Hollywood theme and a
Hawaiian party. Amanda decided to have a disco
party. She decided to advertise her party on her
web page. She started to get worried because some
strangers said they were coming to her party.

Now read the story in groups.

10’

Divide the class into groups of four. Then ask them to
take turns reading sections of the story. When they
finish, have them switch sections and read again.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 80

In their notebooks, students draw Amanda’s web
page showing the invitation for her party.

2 	Listen to the second part
2.20
of the story.
10’
Ask students why Amanda was worried at the end
of the first part of the story: Because some strangers
said they were coming to her party. Then have
them look at the pictures. Encourage them to predict
what happened at the party. After that, play track
2.20. Students listen and follow along in their books.
When the story finishes, ask the class what lesson
Amanda learned from her party: Her web page was
not a good place to put her party invitation because
it was not secure. Finally, ask them what kind of
information is safe to give on the internet and what
information they should never give.
10’

Divide the class into groups of three. Two students
in each group close their books. The third student
reads one of the sections aloud, changing some
of the information. The other students correct the
information. At the end of the section, students
switch roles and continue in the same way for the
other two sections.

After you read

10’

Underline the answers
in the story.
Invite a volunteer to read the first question
aloud. Then have students look for the answer
in the story. Tell them to put up their hands
when they find it. Invite a volunteer to give the
answer and read the corresponding part of the
text aloud: I talked to my mum and dad. Next,
have students find and underline the rest of the
answers. Check by getting students to read out
the questions and the corresponding part of the
text for each answer.

Value: Looking at the positive
Make a newspaper article.

15’

Materials: One photocopy of craft template
8 per student (see the Values Section on the
Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM), crayons, scissors.
Elicit some examples of stories that have been
in the news recently. Point out that many news
stories report sad or negative things, but it is
important to remember that lots of positive
things happen in the world as well. Then hand
out craft template 8. Invite students to describe
the picture. After that, have them read the
article and say whether their guesses were
correct. Next, they colour the picture. Elicit
some examples of other happy events: a person
winning a sports event, a lost dog that is found,
an interesting discovery, a cure for a disease,
etc. Tell students to make their own article
describing a heroic event. They can use one of
the examples the class has suggested or write
about something different. When they finish,
have them illustrate their article and give it a
headline.

Answer Key:
Assign homework

AB page 81

5’
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Now read the story in groups.
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Warm-up: Let’s talk about the USA

10’

Materials: A map of the world, photos of
Americans who have been in the news recently.
Display the map and invite a volunteer to point
to the USA. Elicit what USA stands for: United
States of America. Then ask the class if they
have ever been to the USA. Encourage them to
say where. Next, explain that there are signs of
the USA in nearly every country in the world.
Elicit examples of things in their country that

Read and underline the correct option.

10’

Tell students to look at the map. Ask them if they
have heard of any of the places and encourage
them to say what they know about them. Then
tell them to look at the compass. Elicit the four
points: North, South, East, West. After that, get
students to read the text and underline the correct
information. Check by having volunteers read
the text aloud, with the information they have
underlined. Finally, explain that the American flag
has got 50 stars, one for each state. The thirteen
stripes represent the thirteen colonies that rebelled
against Britain in 1776.
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Answer Key:
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The USA is an enormous country, with a population
of almost 200 / 300 million people. It has a very
varied geography. The Rocky Mountains are in
the West, and run parallel to the Atlantic / Pacific
Coast. The Great Lakes are in the North / South of
the country. South of them are the Great Plains.
The Appalachian Mountains separate the Atlantic
Coast / Great Plains from the rest of the country.
The Mojave Desert is in the Southwest.
New York is the biggest city in the USA. The Statue
of Liberty / White House is one of its best-known
monuments. New Orleans, in the South, is famous
for being the home of country music / jazz. Cape
Canaveral, in Florida, is NASA’s main base. This
is where the jumbo jet / space shuttle is launched
from. The Grand Canyon, in Arizona / California,
is one of the most famous national parks in the
USA.
You can fly over it or take a raft down the river.
Hollywood, in Los Angeles / San Francisco, is
famous for its movie industry. The national symbol
of the USA is the eagle / condor. The American flag
is popularly known as the Stars and Stripes / Red,
white and blue.

are from the USA. Encourage them to think of
food and drink (McDonald’s, Kentucky Fried
Chicken, Coca-Cola), clothes (Levis, Nike),
manufactured goods (cars, computers), culture
(films, music), sports (baseball, basketball).
Finally, pass round some photos of Americans
who have been in the news recently. Invite
students to say who the people are and why
they are famous.

Solve the crossword puzzle.

10’

Tell students to look at the puzzle. Explain that all
the words are in the text they have just read. Then
have them solve the puzzle individually. Check
by drawing the puzzle on the board and inviting
volunteers to come to the front and write in the
different words. Finally, have a volunteer read the
Did you know? text aloud. Ask them if they know
where the name of their country comes from.

Answer Key:
1. plains
2. varied
3. enormous
4. lake
5. launch
6. eagle

AB page 82
Check what you know!
Have students open their books to page 74
and read the types of programmes. Then tell
them to close their books. Divide the class into
pairs. Students take turns writing one of the new
words in the air. Their friend says the word
and describes the program: Documentary.
A programme that gives information about
nature, science, history and so on. Next, tell
the class to open their books to page 76. Pairs
prepare four questions in the passive about
the texts: Who was the car spotted by? Where
was the whale discovered? When they are
ready, they take turns asking and answering
their questions with another pair. Finally, ask
the class to complete the faces according to how
they feel about what they know.

Read and draw your own pictographs.

10’

Tell students to look at the picture and say what
they see. Elicit that the man is a Native American.
Ask what he is doing. Accept all answers. Then, tell
students to use the stickers for Light up the world
on page 83. Next, have students read the text and
put the stickers in the appropriate places. Check by
asking the class what the different numbers of puffs
of smoke meant. Finally, elicit what other ways of
communicating messages Native Americans used:
signs made with their hands and pictographs. Elicit
when they used each method: signs – when they
needed to communicate with people who spoke a
different language, or when they were out hunting;
pictographs – when they wanted to leave written
messages or write stories.

Answer Key:

Have students draw their pictographs individually.
When they finish, get them to compare what they
have drawn with a friend. If you have time, invite
some students to come to the front and draw their
pictographs on the board. The rest of the class
guesses the phrase.

Answer Key:

Student’s own drawings.

10’
Correct it! (see page 10)
Now play Correct it! with the
language of the unit. Have fun!

Assign homework

5’

My project

Match the phrases with the pictographs.

AB page 83

Make a totem pole.
Materials: One long cardboard tube, a ruler,
a sheet of paper per student.
Invite the class to look at My project and tell
them the main materials for the craft. Point out
the icons and explain the additional materials
that they need. Then go through each step
with them. Finally, remind them that they can
do their project with the help of their family.
10’

Tell students to look at the pictographs and say
what they see in each one. Then have them guess
what they mean and match the signs individually.
When they finish, encourage them to compare their
work with a friend. Finally, check by drawing the
pictographs roughly on the board. Point to each one
in turn and elicit the phrase: 1 – Talk to someone, 2 –
Making peace, 3 – Discovery, 4 – Three nights, 5 – Lots
of food.

Answer Key:

10’

A friendly reminder
It is advisable to create a stress-free and
supportive environment for taking a test.
Before students are assessed, they should review
the unit vocabulary with My spelling practice on
page 97 and the Time to check section on page 82
in the Activity Book. During the evaluation:
• read the instructions for the first activity with
students
• read the example and clarify doubts
• ask a volunteer for another example
• assign time to complete the activity
• read the instructions for the next activity, etc.

8
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Read and stick.
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9

Award ceremony

Objectives:
• learn the words to talk about personal qualities
• learn verbs to talk about positive and negative actions
• practise expressions for talking about decisions
• talk about hypothetical situations with the second conditional

Personal qualities
courage			/"køÖrIdZ/				____________
forgiveness		 /f´Ö"gIvÖn´s/			____________
honesty			/"ÅÖnIsÖtI/				____________
loyalty			/"lOIÖj´lÖtI/				____________
patience			/"peIÖS´nts/				____________
responsibility /rIsÖpÅnÖs´Ö"bIÖlIÖtI/ ____________

Adjectives 2
courageous		 /k´Ö"reIÖdZ´s/			____________
forgiving			/f´Ö"gIvÖIN/				____________
honest			/"ÅÖnIst/				____________
loyal				/"lOIÖj´l/				____________

patient			/"peIÖS´nt/				____________
responsible		 /rIsÖ"pÅnÖs´Öb´l/		 ____________

Collocations 2
cheat in			/tSiÜt In				____________
an exam		 ´n egÖ"zœm/			____________
get even			/get "iÜÖv´n/			____________
look up to		 /lUk "øp tu/			____________
stand up for		 /stœnd "øp fOÜ/		 ____________
tell a lie			 /tel ´ "laI/				____________
tell on				/"tel Ån					____________
someone		 ÆsømÖwøn/				____________
tell the truth		 /tel D´ "truÜT/			____________

Second conditional

Unit 9

We use the second conditional structure to talk about
hypothetical situations that are possible. We express
the condition with If + subject + the past simple. We
express the consequence with subject + would + the
base form of the verb. We combine the condition and
the consequence using a comma: If I found some
money, I would tell a teacher. We can also switch the
order of the clauses and avoid the comma: I would
talk to my friend if she was sad. To form Yes / No
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questions, we use the condition and switch the
subject and would in the consequence: If you
were a teacher, would you give lots of tests? To
form Wh- questions, we add the question word
before would: How would you improve your
school if you were the headteacher? We can
switch the order of the clauses in questions as
well: If you were the headteacher, how would
you improve your school?

The lighthouse keepers’ story

In this section, students will learn phrases and
short exchanges used in everyday life.
In this unit, students will learn and practise
expressions for talking about decisions.
• I can’t decide.
I can’t make up my mind.
• You decide.
It’s up to you.

One good turn…

Teaching tip
Most schools carry out some kind of assessment
of each student at the end of the school year.
Sometimes this takes the form of a final test. At
other times, it is the result of continual assessment
that teachers have carried out throughout the
year, and at others it is some combination of both.
Students often get nervous when they know they
are going to have a test and perform below their
real ability. If your school expects students to take
a final test, it is important to help them prepare
for it properly. To prepare students, first tell them
what the test is going to consist of:
• Will it have a reading and listening component?
• Will you test speaking? If so, how?
• What grammar points are you going to test?
Then give students suggestions for how to revise:
• Tell them to set aside some time every day.
Explain that to do a little every day is better
than trying to do too much all at once.
• Advise them to look at the Check what you
know! sections in the Activity Book. Can they
still do all the things there?
• If they still have any problems, get them to look
again at any Light on grammar sections they
are not sure about. Encourage them to ask you
or other students for help. Tell them to do the
relevant activities again.
• If they have problems remembering
vocabulary, get them to make flash cards with
the English word or phrase on one side and a
drawing on the other. They can look at these at
different times during the day.
Above all, encourage students to feel good about
their English. A student who feels confident will
usually do well on a final assessment, and more
importantly, will approach future learning with
a positive and open attitude.

Basic competences
In this unit, students will develop:
• Competence in autonomy and personal initiative
by making a values chain to encourage them
to follow their own moral compass even when
faced by peer pressure (TB p. 109)
• Linguistic competence by identifying and
learning vocabulary and formulaic language
related to personal qualities (SB p. 84).
• Mathematical competence by using numbers
to match collocations of phrasal verbs and
compound nouns (SB p. 85).
• Competence in Learning to learn by creating
a table of conditions and consequences to
help learn the conditional structure (SB p. 86).
• Linguistic competence by conducting an
interview with a classmate (SB p. 87).
• Competence in processing digital information
in the classroom by listening to a song about
personality traits and singing along (SB p. 88).
• Competence in autonomy and personal
initiative by creating their own end of the year
speech to share with other students in the
class (SB p. 89).
• Linguistic competence by listening to and
reading a story while looking at drawings that
support contextual information (SB p. 90).
• Social and citizenship competence by
reading the story One good turn… to develop
awareness about the importance of helping
others, even if they are strangers (SB p. 91).
• Competence in Knowledge and interaction with
the physical world by reading and listening to a
text about the United Nations (SB p. 92).
• Cultural and Artistic competence by reading
about World Heritage sites and identifying
them on a world map (SB p. 93).

Doing the right thing means doing what you
think is right even when it may be easier to do
something else.

Make a values chain.

Unit 9

Value: Doing the right thing
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9
1

Award ceremony

Listen and complete.

2.21

15’

Invite the class to describe the picture: It’s an
auditorium. Some children are receiving awards.
etc. Tell students to read the teacher’s notes quickly.
Elicit what the awards are for: personal qualities.
Next, have a volunteer read the adjectives in the box
aloud. Explain that these words describe people’s
character. Then play track 2.21 for students to
complete the notes. Check by reading the adjectives
aloud to elicit the name of the person. After that, say
honest. Get students to give you examples of honest
behaviour: If you do something wrong, you admit
it. If you find money, you tell the teacher. etc. Do the
same for the rest of the adjectives.
track

2.21

narrator: listen and complete.

woman:	tonight’s awards go to six very special
students. mary is very honest

— she never
— she
always does what she should. emma is
loyal — she never betrays a friend. todd
is forgiving — he always gives people
a second chance. josie is patient — she
always waits for her friends. john is
courageous — he isn't afraid of anything.

corresponding word: responsibility. Do the same with
the rest of the words.
track

2.22

narrator: listen and repeat.
narrator:	courageous

— courage
— loyalty
forgiving — forgiveness
patient — patience
honest — honesty
responsible — responsibility
loyal

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 84
ex. 1

Students stick three magazine cutouts of famous
people into their notebooks to represent three
personal qualities. They write the quality for
each person and a sentence to describe him/her:
(Courage). (She) is a very (courageous) person.

tells lies. simone is responsible

Unit 9 - Student’s Book page 84

Read and stick.

10’

Invite students to look at the awards. Point out that
the labels are missing. Then hand out the stickers for
activity 1 on page 84. Have students read the nouns
silently. Next, tell them to compare the nouns with the
adjectives for personal qualities. Get them to read
the descriptions again and decide which sticker goes
with each person. Elicit the label for Mary’s award:
honesty. Students stick the word in the correct place.
Continue with the rest of the labels. Finally, have
students compare answers to check.

Answer Key:

20’

Tell students to look at the scenes. Ask what the
problem is: The boy has to make a decision. Elicit
his options: read, watch TV. Then ask what the
angel and the devil mean: The angel is telling the
boy what he should do. The devil’s suggesting
something that he shouldn’t do. Next, invite a
volunteer to read the phrases in the first scene
aloud. Point out that they mean the same thing: I
don’t know what to choose. Get another volunteer
to read what the boy’s mum says aloud. Ask if
she is telling him what to do: No. She’s telling
him to decide. Point out that the sentences have
the same meaning. After that, get students to
draw themselves in their notebooks making a
choice. They should draw another person to help
them. Then they make a speech bubble for each
person: I can’t decide. It’s up to you. Finally, invite
them to show their pictures to a friend.

110
Assign homework

Listen and repeat.

2.22

5’

Additional homework

10’

Play track 2.22 for students to repeat. Then write
Adjective and Noun on the board. Point to Noun
and say the first letter of a word: R. Students say the

AB page 84
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students stick magazine
cutouts of four items that they like. Then they
draw themselves making a decision and write
a sentence to label it: I can’t make up my mind.

2

Listen and number.

2.23

10’

Tell the class to look at the picture. Elicit who the
person is: The headteacher. Ask what the award is for:
Student of the Year. Ask students if there is a similar
award in their school and what qualities the winner
of this award should have. Then have students read
the words in the two columns silently. Elicit what the
angels and the devils indicate: The angels indicate
good actions, and the devils indicate bad actions.
Point out that the words in the first column begin
phrases for good and bad actions. The words in the
second column are the endings of each phrase. Next,
play track 2.23 and pause it after the first sentence.
Ask what word from the first column is in the sentence:
look. Encourage students to say the complete phrase:
look up to. Have them find both parts of the phrase
on the banners. Tell them to write 1 next to the banner
that says up to. Ask whether look up to is a good action
or a bad action: a good action. After that, play the rest
of the track and have students number the banners.
Play the CD again for them to check. Check as a class
by saying the numbers to elicit the phrases.

Answer Key:

Listen and repeat.

2.24

5’

Play track 2.24 several times. Students listen and
repeat the phrases. As they repeat, invite them to
mime whether the phrase is a good action or a bad
action.
track

2.24

narrator: listen and repeat.
narrator: tell a lie.

tell the truth.

cheat in an exam.
get even.

look up to someone.

stand up for someone.
track

tell on someone.

2.23

narrator: listen and number.
woman:

number one. this year’s student of the year

award goes to someone we can all look up to and

 umber two. she is a model to us all. she is a very
n
honest person who gives back anything that she finds
and who never tells a lie.

 umber three. our winner this year is a person who
n
will always tell the truth.

number four. she never cheats in an exam.

number five. and when somebody treats her badly,
she doesn’t try to get even. she prefers to forgive
and forget.
number six. she is very loyal — she always defends
her friends and stands up for them.
number seven. she certainly never tells on them, even
if they have done something wrong. so this year, the
prize goes to…

Answer Key:
1. look up to someone		
2. tell a lie					
3. tell the truth				
4. cheat in an exam

5. get even
6. stand up for someone
7. tell on someone

	Draw the paths and discover the
meaning. 10’
Have the class read the first phrase: tell a lie. Then get
students to draw the path to the meaning of the phrase.
Invite a volunteer to read it aloud: say something that
is not true. Next, get students to draw the rest of the
paths to discover the meanings of the phrases. When
they finish, give phrases and have students say their
meaning. Finally, encourage students to give examples
of situations where they might do the actions.

20’

Make up dialogues with a friend.

10’

Have the class look at the scenes. Elicit what the
person’s choice is in each one: to buy sweets or
save his money / to enter a singing competition
or not. Then divide the class into pairs. Invite
a volunteer to read aloud what the boy in the
photo says. Get students to make up dialogues
that include the new phrases:
S1: I can’t decide what to do. Should I save
my money or buy sweets?
S2: It’s up to you.

Dance it! (see page 10) 10’
Now play Dance it! with the
vocabulary from this page. Have fun!

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 85

Pictionary pages 110 and 111. Students identify
the pictures and write the corresponding words
or phrases. Then they write a sentence for each.
Finally, they listen to the words and phrases
in this unit’s section of the CD.

Unit 9 - Student’s Book page 85

admire.

111

If I found money, I would give it to a teacher
1

Answer the quiz.

10’

Read the title of the quiz aloud. Ask students where
we can find quizzes like this one: in magazines
or on websites. After that, have students read the
questions and mark their answers individually. Tell
them to be honest. They should keep their answers
secret. When they finish, ask students how easy it is
to be honest and what challenges they might have:
You might get in trouble. A friend might be angry
with you. etc. Invite them to mention the benefits
of being honest: You feel good. You help another
person. etc.

Answer Key:

Student's own answers.

Complete the table.

10’

Unit 9 - Student’s Book page 86

Tell the class to look at the table. Point out the
headings for each column and elicit what each is:
A condition starts with If. It’s an action that causes
something to happen. A consequence is something
that happens because of another action. Elicit an
example of each from number 1 in the quiz. Have
them write the condition and consequence on the
lines. Then tell them to complete the table with
other examples from the quiz. They do not need to
use their own answers. When they finish, check by
inviting volunteers to read aloud what they wrote.

112

10’

Write the first sentence on the board. Elicit
the condition and underline it: If I found a
mobile phone. Ask students how they know
this is the condition: Because it starts with If.
Ask what the other part of the sentence is: the
consequence. Explain that we use the second
conditional when we talk about a condition
that is possible, but not a reality at the present
time. Elicit the verb form that we use in the
condition: the past simple. Elicit the form we
use in the consequence: would + the base
form of the verb. Next, get a volunteer to read
the second sentence aloud. Elicit the condition
and the consequence. Say that we can put the
consequence first and the condition second. If
we do this, we do not need a comma.

	Complete the sentences with
a friend. 10’
Read the first item aloud and ask what part of
the second conditional it is: a condition. Invite
the class to suggest a consequence. Then divide
the class into pairs and have them complete
the sentences in their notebooks. Finally, get
volunteers to read their sentences to the class.

Answer Key:

Student's own answers.

Assign homework

Wrap-up: Funny consequences

AB page
86 ex. 1

5’

Additional homework

In their notebooks, students copy a sentence from
the quiz. Then they draw two pictures, one to show
the condition and one to show the consequence.

2

Listen and chant.

2.25

15’

Read the title of the chant aloud. Invite students to look
at the picture and predict what the chant is about.
Accept all answers. Next, get students to close their
books. Play track 2.25 and ask if their predictions were
correct. Elicit what the singer says she would do if
she found a bag of money. Then play the CD again.
Students follow along in their books and chant along.
After that, divide the class into two groups. Play the
CD and get them to chant alternating lines. When they
finish, have them switch roles and do the chant again.

10’

Write this condition on the board: If I met my
favourite singer… Then give students 30 seconds
to write a funny consequence. Next, invite
volunteers to read their consequences aloud. The
class votes on the funniest consequence.

Assign homework

5’

AB page 86 ex. 2

Read and match.

20’

Invite students to look at the picture and say where the
people are: in a radio studio. Point out that the person
on the left is interviewing the girl. Then invite students
to find the topic of the interview in the picture: If you
were the headteacher… Next, have a volunteer read
the interviewer’s first question aloud beginning with
If you were the headteacher… Tell the class to find
the correct response: Yes, I’d have more healthy food.
After that, have students read and match the rest of the
questions and answers. When they finish, check by
inviting volunteers to read the questions and answers
aloud. Point out that If you were the headteacher
is the condition for all of the questions. Elicit the
consequences: improve the food they sell in the
school, have more healthy food, invite people to talk to
students, etc. Encourage them to say how they know:
They use would + the base form of the verb. After
that, divide the class into pairs and tell them to take
turns interviewing each other with the interviewer’s
questions. They can use their own answers. Finally,
invite a pair to do their interview in front of the class.

Answer Key:

We switch the position of would and the subject in
the consequence. The condition doesn’t change.
Next, get another volunteer to read the second
question aloud and say how it is different from
the first question: It asks for specific information.
It uses a question word. The consequence comes
before the condition. Explain that we can ask for
specific information by adding a question word
before would. The order of the condition and the
consequence can be switched. When we put
the consequence first, we do not need a comma.
Finally, have students look again at the questions
in activity 3 on page 87. Have them say which
question is a Yes / No question.

Ask and answer with a friend.

Point out the pictures of the monkey and the photo
of the boy. Invite a volunteer to read his question
aloud. Ask which picture he is talking about: the
first one. Encourage the class to answer: I’d live in
a tree. Then have them read the prompts for the
next picture and get a volunteer to say the question:
Would you go to school? Invite the class to answer.
After that, divide the class into pairs and have them
take turns asking and answering questions about
the pictures with a friend. Check by getting pairs to
say their questions and answers to the class.
Pair work

Assign homework

5’

In their notebooks, students write two
sentences starting with the words If I were the
headteacher… Then they draw a picture to
illustrate each sentence.

10’

Invite a volunteer to read the first question
aloud. Elicit the condition and the consequence.
Ask what kind of answer is appropriate for this
question: Yes or No. Then encourage students to
look at the example again and say how we form
Yes / No questions in the second conditional:

10’

15’

Divide the class into pairs: student A and student
B. Student A looks at page 116 and student B looks
at page 120. Then write the following prompts on
the board: Student A: what / do, where / go, what /
do, what / play. Student B: what / be, what / have,
what / do, what / play. Elicit how to complete the
first questions for each student: What would you
do? What would you be? After that, get students
to complete the rest of the questions. When
they finish, they ask their friend the questions.
Finally, invite some students to say what they
would do for each of the conditions.

Unit 9 - Student’s Book page 87

3

113
Correct it! (see page 10) 10’
Now play Correct it! with secondconditional sentences. Have fun!

Assign homework

5’

AB page 87

Time to practise!
Warm-up: Find someone who…

15’

Write these questions on the board:
What would you do if…
you saw a snake at school?
you won 1,000 pounds?
you saw your favourite actor or actress in the street?
Students copy the questions in their notebooks.
Then get them to write true answers to the
questions. When they finish, have them walk
around the classroom and ask their friends the
questions. Tell students to find people who have got
the same answers to any of the questions and write
their names next to each question. Finally, vote on
the most popular answer to each question.

Unit 9 - Student’s Book page 88

1

114

Write questions.

15’

Get students to look at the first picture and describe it.
Then invite a volunteer to read the prompts aloud.
Encourage the class to guess the condition: If you had
a plane. After that, have another volunteer form a
question about the picture using Where go: If you had
a plane, where would you go? Then have a different
volunteer make a question with Why: Why would you
go there? Next, elicit the conditions for the rest of the
pictures: Picture 2 – If you were a film star; Picture
3 – If you had a million pounds; Picture 4 – If you had
three wishes. Next, have students write the questions.
When they finish, get them to compare questions
with a friend to check. Check as a class by having
volunteers read their questions aloud.

Answer Key:

1. I f you had an aeroplane, where would you go?
Why would you go there?
2. I f you were famous, where would you live?
Why would you live there?
3. I f you were rich, what would you buy?
Why would you buy it?
4. I f you had three wishes, what would you wish for?
Why would you wish for it?

	Ask and answer the questions
with a friend. 10’
Invite a volunteer to read the child's question aloud
and answer it. Ask him/her: Why would you go
there? Then divide the class into pairs and tell them
to take turns asking each other the questions from
the previous activity and giving answers that are
true for them. When they finish, invite some pairs to
say some of their answers.

Assign homework

AB page 88
ex. 1

5’

Additional homework

In their notebooks, students make a collage of
things that they would ask for if they had three
wishes. Then they write sentences: If I had three
wishes, I would ask for a trip to the beach with
my family. I would ask for a new house for my
mum. I would ask for an MP3 player.

2

Sing a song.

2.26

20’

Ask students to remind you what personal qualities
they have learned in the unit. Then play track 2.26
and ask which personal qualities are mentioned in
the song. Next, point out that the singer asks some
questions in the song. Play the CD several times more
for students to write down as many questions as they
can in their notebooks. After that, get them to compare
questions with a friend to check. Next, tell students to
open their books. Play track 2.26 again. Students listen
and check the questions they have written. Finally,
divide the class into two groups. One group sings the
first verse and the other group sings the second verse.
Both groups sing the chorus. When they finish, switch
roles and sing the song again.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 88
ex. 2

In their notebooks, students write two more lines
for the song. The lines should follow this pattern:
What would you do if...? Would you… or would
you...?

Time to write
1

Complete the mind map.

10’

Invite students to say if their school holds an end-of-year
ceremony and encourage them to say what happens.
Ask if there are any speeches. If there are, elicit what
kinds of things people talk about. Then tell the class
to look at the information on the page. Explain that this
is a mind map. We use mind maps to help think of and
organize ideas. They are helpful for preparing speeches.
Elicit the topic of the speech. Then get volunteers to read
the different notes for the speech aloud. Next, point out the
headings in the box. Ask which heading goes with the
first set of notes: A teacher I want to thank. After that, have
students read the rest of the headings and write them
with their corresponding notes.

Answer Key:

2

Complete about you.

10’

Tell the class to write headings in the mind map. They
can use the headings from activity 1 or adapt them to be
about a different person or event. Then invite students
to make notes of what they want to say for each
heading. Get several volunteers to read their notes for
the rest of the class.

	Write your end-of-year speech in your
notebook. 15’
Remind students how the example speech began and
ended: First of all. Thank you and good luck. Elicit any
other suggestions students may have. Then get them
to use their notes to write an end-of-year speech in
their notebooks. When they finish, encourage them to
compare their work with a friend‘s. Finally, invite one or
two students to read their speech aloud.

Answer Key:

Student's own answers.

Listen and check.

2.27

5’

Play track 2.27 for students to listen and check their
work. Then read the headings aloud and elicit the
information for each one. After that, ask the class what
words the speaker uses to start and finish the speech:
First of all. Thank you and good luck.
track

2.27

narrator:
boy:

listen and check.
	first of all, i would like to thank ms. miller —
for teaching me how to draw. she's always
helped me to believe in myself. i would also
like to thank my best friend, sam, for being
loyal and fun to be with. we had lots of fun
adventures together. i remember the day when
we had the school talent competition, and sam
and i forgot the words to the song. it was
very embarrassing, but we had fun anyway.
i loved my time at school and i will miss seeing

my friends and my teachers every day. i promise
to visit and use all of the things i learned
here. thank you and good luck.

15’

Materials: One sheet of paper, one sheet of poster
paper per group, felt-tip pens, scissors, glue.
Divide the class into six groups. Assign one
of these personal qualities to each group:
honesty, forgiveness, loyalty, courage,
patience, responsibility. Then hand out the
materials. Students make an award for their
quality using paper. They should label it
clearly. After that, have them cut out their
award and stick it onto the poster paper.
Next, have them think of three situations that
illustrate their quality. Tell them to write a
short sentence for each situation and illustrate
the sentences on the poster paper: If we found
some money in the playground, we would
give it to a teacher. When groups finish,
display the posters on the bulletin board.

Assign homework

AB page 89

5’

Unit 9 - Student’s Book page 89

Bulletin board idea

115

The lighthouse keepers’ story
Before you read

15’

Complete the sentences.
Ask students if they have ever
been lost. Elicit how they felt, what they did, etc.
Remind them how important it is to know their
address and telephone number and also an
extra number in case there is no one at home.
Then get a volunteer to read the incomplete
sentences aloud. Have them close their eyes
and imagine each situation. After a minute,
divide the class into pairs and get them to talk
about what they would do in each situation.
Next, have students complete the sentences
individually. Finally, invite some students to
read their answers to the class.

Answer Key:
Student's own answers.
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1 	Listen to the first part of
2.28
the story.
15’
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Have a volunteer read the title of the story aloud.
Explain that it is the first part of a saying in English.
Students will see the complete saying later in the
story. Then invite the class to describe what they see
in the pictures. Get students to say what sport the
boy plays: football. Ask how many students play
football, how many only watch it on TV and how
many dislike it. Next, have the class close their books.
Write these questions on the board:
What‘s going to happen at the end of the month?
Why did Adam take the bus?
What happened on the bus?
How did Adam feel at the end of this part of the
story? Why?
After that, play track 2.28. Students listen for answers
to the questions. When the track finishes, elicit their
answers. Accept all suggestions. Then play the
CD again for students to listen and follow along in
their books. Invite volunteers to give answers to the
questions: There‘s going to be a football tournament
at the end of the month. / Adam took the bus because
his mum and dad were both working. / Adam fell
asleep. / He felt scared. He was in a strange part of
the city. Finally, ask students to say how they would
feel if they were in Adam’s situation, and what they
would do.

Now read the story in groups.

10’

Divide the class into groups of three. Students choose
one of the paragraphs and read the story aloud.
When they finish, have them switch paragraphs and
read the story again.

Assign homework

5’

Additional homework

AB page 90

In their notebooks, students draw a time when
they were lost. Then they write a caption: I was
lost at the shopping centre. If they have never
been lost, they can invent a situation.

2 	Listen to the second part of
2.29
the story.
10’

Value: Doing the right thing
Make a values chain.

Now read the story in groups.

10’

Divide the class into groups of four. Students divide
the story into sections and take turns reading the
story aloud. Encourage them to use different voices
for the characters. When they finish, have them
switch sections and read the story again.

After you read

10’

Discuss with a friend.
Have a volunteer read the first
question aloud. Ask students who used that
expression in the story: Adam’s teacher. Then
divide the class into pairs and tell students to
discuss the answers to the questions with their
friend. When they finish, elicit answers from
the class: ”One good turn deserves another”
means that when someone does something
nice for you, you should do something nice for
that person in return. People in the story who
did something nice for other people are: Jim (he
helped Adam); Adam (he asked his teacher if
Jim’s team could play in the tournament); Adam’s
teacher (she agreed to let Jim’s team play).

Materials: One photocopy of craft templates 9a
and 9b (see the Values Section on the Teacher's
Resource CD-ROM) per student, colouring
pencils, scissors, glue, string.
Explain to students that doing the right thing
means doing what you feel is right even when
it might be easier to do something else. Invite
the class to give examples of times when they
have done the right thing. Then hand out
photocopies of craft templates 9a and 9b. Get
students to describe the different situations and
say what decision the people have to make for
each situation. After that, hand out the rest of
the materials. Students colour and cut out the
pictures. They fold each picture in half. Finally,
they thread the string through the pictures and
stick them together to form a values chain.

Assign homework

5’
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Get students to say what happened to Adam in the
first part of the story. Then have them look at the
pictures. Ask them to predict what will happen in the
second part. Next, play track 2.29. Students listen and
follow along in their books. When the story finishes,
ask students if the story was different from their
predictions and, if so, encourage them to say how.
Finally, ask them what they think the moral of the
story is: You shouldn’t judge people by how they look
or where they live.

15’
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Warm-up: Let’s talk about the United Nations 10’
Materials: A map of the world, photos of the flag
of the United Nations and the United Nations
General Assembly hall.
Display the map and pass around the photo
of the flag. Ask the class if they know what
country or region it represents. Then explain
that it represents the United Nations. The United
Nations is not a single country or region. It is a
group of countries from all over the world. It is
often called the UN.
Read and number.

Encourage students to say what they see on
the flag and why they think the countries look
that way. Explain that from that perspective,
all of the nations are equal. The UN is an
organization with the goals of protecting
human rights, protecting the environment and
promoting peace. Pass around the photo of the
General Assembly hall. Explain that here, a
representative from each member country votes
on important issues.

number four. the un has got its own fire department,

10’

security force and postal service.

Invite the class to look at the picture. Explain what it
shows: the United Nations headquarters in New York.
Then invite a volunteer to read the text on the first flag
aloud. Have the class find the text that completes the
sentence: international relations and tries to bring
peace to the world. Students write 1 in the box. After
that, get students to read the rest of the texts individually
and write the corresponding numbers in the boxes.

number five. the un is the only organization in the

Answer Key:

year on

world that has got its own postage stamps. usually
only countries are allowed to have stamps.
number six. the flags of all

in alphabetical order, beginning with afghanistan
and ending with zimbabwe.

number seven. six official languages are used at the un:
arabic, chinese, english, french, russian and spanish.

number eight. united nations day is celebrated every

24th october.

number nine. the united nations also helps maintain
over

850 world heritage sites.
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192 member nations fly

in front of the un headquarters. they are arranged

15’

Check what you know!

Listen and check.

2.30

10’

Play track 2.30. Students listen and check the sentences.
Then ask them whether any of the information is
surprising. Next, invite a volunteer to read the Did
you know? text aloud. Tell students that there are 194
countries in the world. The ones that are not members
of the United Nations are Kosovo and Vatican City.
track 2.30
narrator:
listen and check.
narrator:
number one. the united nations helps
international relations and tries to bring peace to
the world.
number two. it was founded in 1945.
number three. the un headquarters is in new york city,
but the land and buildings are not part of the united
states. they are officially international territory.

Materials: Collocations 2 poster word cards,
a sheet of paper rolled into a ball.
Divide the class into pairs and have them turn to
page 84. Tell them to look again at the adjectives
and nouns for personal qualities. Then they take
turns saying one of the words. Their partner says
the corresponding adjective or noun. After that,
have them look at page 85. Tell them to read the
verb phrases and the definitions silently. Then
have them close their books. Hold up one of the
poster word cards and invite the class to say what
the phrase means. Do the same with the rest of the
word cards. Next, toss the ball to a student and ask
a question with the second conditional: If you were
an animal, what would you be? The student replies:
I’d be a (cat). After that, the student tosses the ball to
another student and asks a different question: If you
were an animal... (what would you eat)? Continue
until most students have participated. Finally, ask
the class to complete the faces according to how
they feel about what they know.

2.31

10’

Invite students to look at the map. Explain that it shows
the location of some World Heritage Sites. Encourage the
class to say what they know about World Heritage Sites:
There are more than 850. The UN helps to maintain
them. Then play track 2.31. Students listen for more
information about what World Heritage Sites are. When
the track finishes, elicit the information: World Heritage
Sites are very important natural or cultural places. Next,
hand out the stickers for Light up the world on page
93, and have students read the names of the places.
Then play the CD again. Students listen and choose
the sticker for each space. Check by saying the names
of the countries and getting students to hold up the
coresponding sticker. Finally, have them put the stickers
in the spaces.
track 2.31
narrator: listen and stick.
narrator: world heritage sites are our world’s most
precious natural and cultural places. they are of
outstanding universal value for you and me – places
such as the taj mahal in india or the great wall of china.
these places are special for everyone around the world.
and each one is special in a different way. the historic
monuments of tlacotalpan in mexico, or the ancient
structure of the great pyramid in egypt, or the statue
of liberty in new york city — we need to protect these
world heritage sites so that when you grow up, you will
be able to enjoy them, too. that is why world heritage
sites are important to all of us, and all of us are
responsible for taking good care of them.

Read and label the map.

10’

Materials: A map of the world.
Invite a volunteer to read the information about the
Pantanal Conservation Area aloud. Then ask what
country it is in: Brazil. Get students to write the name in
the appropriate space. After that, have them label the
rest of the sites individually. When they finish, get them to
compare answers with a friend to check. Check as a class
by getting students to point to the World Heritage Sites on
the map and say what they are. Finally, get students to
say which of the sites they would like to visit and why.

Answer Key:

Draw a new World Heritage
Site for your country.

10’

Have students say the names of any World Heritage
Sites they know in their country. Then get them to think
of another place they think is special. Have them draw
the place and label it. When they finish, get them to
compare their work with a friend. Finally, invite some
students to say the name of the place that they chose.

Answer Key:

Student's own answers.

10’
Combinations (see page 10)
Now play Combinations with
sentences and questions in the second
conditional. Have fun!

Assign homework

5’
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My project
Make a trophy.

Materials: One large plastic bottle and one large
lid, card, aluminium foil per student.
Invite the class to look at My project and tell
them the main materials for the craft. Point out
the icons and explain the additional materials
that they need. Then go through each step
with them. Finally, remind them that they can
do their project with the help of their family.

A friendly reminder
It is advisable to create a stress-free and
supportive environment for taking a test.
Before students are assessed, they should review
the unit vocabulary with My spelling practice on
page 100 and the Time to check section on page 92
in the Activity Book. During the evaluation:
• read the instructions for the first activity with
students
• read the example and clarify doubts
• ask a volunteer for another example
• assign time to complete the activity
• read the instructions for the next activity, etc.
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Listen and stick.
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practice
My spelling practise

142

Unit 1 Island adventures

Unit 2 Star quality

Solve the crossword puzzle.

Solve the crossword puzzle.

1. shipwreck
2. palm tree
3. slimy
4. shade
5. crunchy
6. sunburn
7. coral
8. shelter

1. drums
2. saxophone
3. keyboard
4. tuba
5. violin

9. pearl
10. coconut
11. oyster
12. seaweed

6. clarinet
7. trumpet
8. trombone
9. flute

practice
My spelling practise
Unit 3 Cinema

Unit 6 Sports

Rewrite the words correctly.

Find and circle ten vocabulary items.

Unit 4 Mother Earth
Complete the sentences.

Unit 7 Healthy body
Read and write the parts of the body.
1. brain
2. lungs
3. bones
4. skin
5. heart

6. scratch
7. sneeze
8. snore
9. swallow
10. chew

Unit 8 In the news
Unit 5 Art
Solve the puzzle to find the hidden
message.
1. digital
2. mosaic
3. abstract
4. collage
5. oil paints
6. lens

7. landscape
8. pastels
9. still life
10. watercolours
11. canvas

Unit 9 Award ceremony
Complete the sentences.
1. patient
2. courage
3. honest
4. forgiving
5. responsible
6. loyalty

7. look up to
8. tell the truth / tell a lie
9. stand up for
10. tells on
11. get even

My spelling practice

Unscramble the vocabulary items.

143

Track List

2

3

Track List

4

144

5

CD 1

Rubrics
Listen and circle the correct option.
Listen and check.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and complete the table.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and mark.
Listen and chant.
Sing a song.
Listen and number the pictures.
Listen to the first part of the story.
Listen to the second part of the story.
Listen and stick.
Listen and stick.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and check.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and write the names.
Listen and check.
Listen and chant.
Sing a song.
Listen and write the number of syllables.
Listen and check.
Listen to the first part of the story.
Listen to the second part of the story.
Listen and repeat the Patois expressions.
Listen and colour the boxes.
Listen and point to the people.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and number.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and chant.
Listen and write what each person says.
Sing a song.
Listen to the first part of the story.
Listen to the second part of the story.
Listen and point to the contaminants.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and check.
Listen and chant.
Listen and circle the products you hear.
Sing a song.
Listen to the first part of the story.
Listen to the second part of the story.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and chant.
Listen and match the texts with the people.
Sing a song.
Listen to the first part of the story.
Listen to the second part of the story.
Listen and say the words in French.
Listen and match the artists with the paintings.

Unit

6

7

8

9

Diagnostic
test

1

Track
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22
1.23
1.24
1.25
1.26
1.27
1.28
1.29
1.30
1.31
1.32
1.33
1.34
1.35
1.36
1.37
1.38
1.39
1.40
1.41
1.42
1.43
1.44
1.45
1.46
1.47
1.48
1.49
1.50
1.51
1.52
1.53

Pictionary

Unit

CD 2

Track
1.54
1.55
1.56
1.57
1.58
1.59
1.60
1.61
1.62
1.63
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.20
2.21
2.22
2.23
2.24
2.25
2.26
2.27
2.28
2.29
2.30
2.31

Rubrics
Listen and repeat.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and number the events.
Listen and circle the words you hear.
Listen and chant.
Listen and mark.
Sing a song.
Listen to the first part of the story.
Listen to the second part of the story.
Listen to the music and read the joke.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and number.
Listen and label.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and chant.
Listen and complete.
Sing a song.
Listen to the first part of the story.
Listen to the second part of the story.
Listen and stick.
Listen and repeat the Chinese words.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and check.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and chant.
Listen and circle the correct pictures.
Sing a song.
Listen and number the pictures.
Listen to the first part of the story.
Listen to the second part of the story.
Listen and complete.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and number.
Listen and repeat.
Listen and chant.
Sing a song.
Listen and check.
Listen to the first part of the story.
Listen to the second part of the story.
Listen and check.
Listen and stick.

2.32

Listen and number the people.

2.33

Listen and number the lines.

2.34

Listen and circle what will happen.

2.35
2.36
2.37
2.38
2.39
2.40
2.41
2.42
2.43
2.44
2.45
2.46
2.47
2.48
2.49
2.50
2.51
2.52
2.53

Unit 1. Beach.
Unit 1. Senses.
Unit 1. Adjectives 1.
Unit 2. Musical instruments.
Unit 2. Musical genres.
Unit 3. Film jobs.
Unit 3. Film features.
Unit 4. Pollution.
Unit 4. Collocations 1.
Unit 5. Art supplies.
Unit 5. Art forms.
Unit 6. Sports facilities.
Unit 6. Sports equipment.
Unit 7. The body.
Unit 7. Verbs.
Unit 8. TV programmes.
Unit 8. The news.
Unit 9. Personal qualities / Adjectives 2.
Unit 9. Collocations 2.
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Special features:
Combines a structural grammatical-based programme with a functional
syllabus to promote communicative language use across the four skill areas.
Provides ample opportunity for students to understand and use the language at
their own pace.
Offers frequent pair and group work activities to build students’ confidence
and independence.
Includes an easy-to-follow self-evaluation for students at the end of each unit.
Offers a variety of dynamic materials and activities, including songs, chants,
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Promotes universal values and celebrates cultural differences through a
variety of colourful, in-class craft activities.

Teacher’s Book 6

For centuries, lighthouses have guided ships in their travels and they continue
series
to light the way in our modern world. Similarly, the six-level
aims to guide primary students through the sometimes-rough seas of their
adventure in learning English. It seamlessly integrates modern language teaching
practices with traditional classroom needs, helping students successfully navigate
through reading, writing, listening, speaking and grammar, to be able to use
English in real life.
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